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PREFACE 

EVERYONE who has to do with children at the 
present day, directly or indirectly, must in some 
form or another have felt the difficulty of instruct
ing them in the details of religious faith, without 
leaving them open to the assaults of doubt here
after, when they encounter the results of scientific 
inquiry. 

Sometimes the old truths and the new truths 
seem to conflict; and though everyone must be 
aware that such internecine warfare between truths 
can be an appearance only, the reconciliation is not 
easily perceived: nor is the task simplified by the 
hostile attitude adopted towards each other by some 
of the upholders of orthodox Christianity. 

It is sometimes said to be impossible for a teacher 
to educate a clas~ subject to compulsory attendance, 
in a spirit of weal-th, peace, and godliness, without 
infringing the legitimate demands of somebody; 
but the difficulty is caused chiefly by sectarian 
animosity, which may take a variety of forms. 

These religious and educational disputes would be 
of small consequence, and might even be stimulating 

vii 
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viii THE SUBSTANCE OF FAITH 

to thought and fervour, were it not that one danger 
is imminent :-a danger lest the nation, in despair of 
a happier settlement, should consent to a system of 
compulsory secularism ; and forbid, in the public part 
of the curriculum of elementary schools, not only 
any form of worship, but any mention of a Supreme 
Being, and any quotation from the literature left us 
by the Saints, Apostles, Prophets, of all ages. 

If so excentric a negation is brought about by the 
warfare of denominations, they will surely all regard 
it as a lamentable result. 

Meanwhile, in the hope and belief that the great 
bulk of the teachers of this country are eager and 
anxious to do their duty, and lead the children 
committed to their care along the ways of righteous
ness,-being deterred therefrom in some cases only 
by the difficulty of following out their ideals amid 
the turmoil of voices, and in other cases by their 
uncertainty of how far the "old paths" can still 
be pursued in the light of modern knowledge,-! 
have attempted the task of formulating the funda
mentals, or substance,1 of religious faith in terms of 
Divine lmmanence,2 in such a way as to assimilate 
sufficiently all the results of existing knowledge, and 
still to be in harmony with the teachings of the 
poets and inspired writers of all ages. The state-

1 "By Substance I understand that which exists in and by itself. u 

(Spinoza.) 
~ "\Vc may say much, yet not attain; and the sum of our words is, 

lie is all." (Ecclesiasticus xliii. 27.) 
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PREFACE ix 

ment is intended to deny nothing which can reason
ably be held by any specific Denomination, and it 
seeks to affirm nothing but what is consistent with 
universal Christian experience. 

Our knowledge of the Christian religion is 
admittedly derived from information verbally com· 
municated, and from documents; and, in the inter· 
pretation of these sources, mistakes have been made. 
At one time, not long ago, it was the duty of serious 
students of all kinds to point out some of these 
mistakes, wherever they ran counter to sense and 
knowledge. That cleaning and sweetening work has 
been done vigorously, and done well : at the present 
time comparatively little sweeping remains to be 
done, save in holes and corners : most of the lost 
simplicity has now been found. A positive or con
structive statement of religious doctrine, not indeed 
deduced from present knowledge, but in harmony 
with all that bears upon the subject, is now more 
useful. Such a statement might be called New 
Light on Old Paths; for the "old paths" remain, 
and are more brightly illuminated than ever: even 
the old Genesis story of man's early experience 
shines out as a brilliant inspiration. Truth always 
grows in light and beauty the more it is un
covered. 

There. are still people who endeavour to deny or 
disbelieve the discoveries of science. They are 
setting themselves athwart the stream, and trying 
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x THE SUBSTANCE OF FAITH 

to stop its advance ;-they only succeed in stopping 
their own. They are good people, but unwise, and, 
moreoYer, untrustful. If they will let go their 
anchorage, and sail on in a spirit of fearless faith, 
they will find an abundant reward, by attaining a 
deeper insight into the Divine Nature, and a wider 
and brighter outlook over the destiny of man. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THERE is a growing conception of religion which 
regards it not as a thing for special hours or special 
days, but as a reality permeating the whole of life. 
The old attempt to partition off a region where 
Divine action is appropriate, from another region 
in which such action would be out of place-the old 
superstition that God does one thing and not another, 
that He speaks more directly through the thunder of 
catastrophe or the mystery of miracle than through 
the quiet voice of ordinary existence-all this is 
beginning to show signs of expiring in the light of a 
coming day. 

Those to whom such a change is welcome regard 
it as of the utmost importance that this incipient 
recognition of a Deity immanent in History and in 
all the processes of Nature shall be guided and 
elevated and made secure. Ancient formularies 
must be reconsidered and remodelled if they are 
to continue to express eternal verities in language 
corresponding to the enlarged acquaintance with 
natural knowledge now possessed by humanity. 

Nevertheless the attempt to draw up anything of 
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z THE SUBSTANCE OF FAITH 

the nature of a creed or catechism, unhallowed by 
centuries of emotion and aspiration, is singularly 
difficult ; and to obtain general acceptance for such a 
production may be impossible. 

Every Denomination is likely to prefer its own 
creed or formula, especially if it has the aroma of 
antiquity upon it-an aroma of high value for religious 
purposes and more easily destroyed than replaced. 
No carefully drawn statement can be expected to go 
far enough to satisfy religious enthusiasts: it is not 
possible to satisfy both scientific and distinctively 
denominational requirements. All this might be 
admitted, and yet it may be possible to lay a sound 
foundation such as can stand scientific scrutiny and 
reasonable rationalistic attack-a foundation which 
may serve as a basis for more specific edification 
among those who are capable of sustaining a loftier 
structure. 

Even though not yet fully attainable, it is per
missible to hope for more union than exists at 
present among professing Christians, and among the 
branches of the Christian Church. With some 
excellent people the differences and distinguishing 
marks loom out as of special importance ; but from 
these I can hardly claim attention. I must speak to 
those who try to seize points of agreement, and who 
long for the time when all Christian workers may be 
united in effort and friendliness and co-operation, 
though not in all details of doctrine. On the practical 
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INTRODUCTION 3 

side, a concurrence of effort for the amelioration and 
spiritualisation of human life, in the light of a common 
gospel and a common hope, is not impossible; and 
on the theoretical side, in spite of legitimate differences 
of belief on difficult and infinite problems, there must 
be a mass of fundamental material on which a great 
majority are really agreed. 

But a foundation is not to be mistaken for super
structure: a full-fledged and developed religion needs 
a great deal more than foundation-there must be a 
building too. The warmth and vitality imparted by 
strong religious conviction is a matter of common 
observation, and is a force of great magnitude; but 
it is a personal and living thing, it cannot be embodied 
in a formula or taught in a class. Here lies the 
proper field of work of the Churches. What can be 
taught in a school is the fundamental substratum 
underlying all such developments and personal aspira
tions; and it can be dealt with on a basis of historical 
and scientific fact, interpreted and enlarged by the 
perceptions and experiences of mankind. 

A creed or catechism should not be regarded as 
something superhuman, infallible, and immutable; it 
should be considered to be what it really is-a careful 
statement of what, in the best light of the time, can 
be regarded as true and important about matters 
partially beyond the range of scientific knowledge: 
it must always reach farther into the unknown than 
science has yet explored. 
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4 THE SURSTANCE OF FAITH 

An element of mystery and difficulty is not in
appropriate in a creed, although it may be primarily 
intended for comprehension by children. Bare bald 
simplicity of statement, concerning things keenly felt 
but imperfectly known, cannot be perfectly accurate; 
and yet every effort should be made to combine 
accuracy and simplicity to the utmost. Every word 
should be carefully weighed and accurately used: 
mere conventional terminology should be eschewed. 
A sentence stored in the memory may evolve different 
significations at different periods of life, and at no 
one period need it be completely intelligible or 
commonplace. The ideal creed should be profound 
rather than explicit, and yet should convey some 
sort of meaning even to the simplest and most 
ignorant. Its terms, therefore, should not be technical, 
,though for full comprehension they would have to be 
understood in a technical or even a recondite sense. 

To make a statement of this kind useful, it is 
necessary to accompany each clause with some indica· 
tion of the supplementary teaching necessary to 
make it assimilable: and such hints should be 
adapted not only to professed teachers, but to parents 
and all who have to do directly or indirectly with the 
education of children. It is my hope that the 
following clauses and explanations may be of some 
use also to the many who experience some difficulty 
in recognising the old landmarks amid the rising 
flood of criticism, and who at one time or another 
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INTRODUCTION s 
have felt shaken in their religious faith. Some of 
them are sure to have attained emancipation and 
conviction for themselves, but in so far as their own 
insight has led them in the general direction indicated 
by what follows, these will not be the last to welcome 
an explicit statement, even though in several places 
they may wish to modify and amend it. They 
will recognise that there is an advantage, for some 
purposes, in throwing old and over-familiar formula:: 
into new modes of expression ; and that a variety in 
mode of formulation does not necessarily indicate 
a lack of appreciation of the loftiest truths yet vouch
safed to humanity. 

With these preliminary remarks I now submit a 
catechism, whereof the clauses are intended to be 
consistent with the teachings of Science in its widest 
sense, as well as with those of Literature and Philo
sophy, and to lead up to the substance or substratum 
of a religious creed. 
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THE ASCENT OF MAN 

Q. What are you ? 

A. I am a being alive and conscious upon 
this earth ; a descendant of ancestors who rose 
by gradual processes from lower forms of 
animal life, and with struggle and suffering 
became man. 
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CLAUSE I. j A:-ICESTRY 7 

CLAUSE I 

This answer does not pretend to exhaust the 
nature of man; another aspect is dealt with in 
Clause XII. It is usual to impart the latter mode of 
statement first; but premature dwelling on the more 
mystical aspect of human nature, with ignorance or 
neglect of the biological facts actually ascertained 
concerning it, only gives rise to troubled thought in 
the future when the material facts become known 
-often in crude or garbled form -and leads to 
scepticism. 

The clause as it stands is a large and compre
hensive statement, that will need much time for its 
elucidation and adequate comprehension. Its separate 
terms may be considered thus:-

EARTH.- Children can gradually be assisted to 
realise the earth as an enormous globe of matter, 
with vast continents and oceans on its surface and 
with a clinging atmosphere, the whole moving very 
rapidly (nineteen miles each second) through space, 
and constituting one of a number of other planets 
all revolving round the sun. They may also be led 
to realise that from the distance of a million miles 
it would appear as an object in the sky rather like 
the moon ; that from a greater distance it would look 
like any of the other planets; while from a vastly 
greater distance neither it nor any other planet is 
large or luminous enough to be visible-nothing but 
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8 ASCE:'IIT OF !\IAN (CLAUSE I. 

the sun would then be seen, looking like a star. It is 
occasionally helpful to realise that the earth, with all 
its imperfections, is one of the heavenly bodies. 

BEING.-The mystery of existence may be lightly 
touched upon. The fact that anything whatever
even a stone--exists, raises unanswerable questions 
of whence and why. It is instructive to think of 
some rocks as agglomerations of sand, and of sand 
as water-worn fragments of previous rock; so that, 
even here, there arises a sense of infinitude. 

ALIVE.-The nature of life and, consequently, of 
death is unknown, but life is associated with rapid 
chemical changes in complex molecules, and is 
characterised by the powers or faculties of assimila· 
tion, growth, and reproduction. It is a property we 
share with all animals and also with plants. Children 
should not be told this in bald fashion, but by 
judicious questioning should be led to perceive the 
essence of it for themselves. Soon after they realise 
what is meant by life, some of them will perceive that 
it has an enormous range of application, and will 
think of flowers as possessing it also: being subject 
like all living things to disease and death. 

What plants do not possess is the specifically 
animal power of purposed locomotion, of hunting 
for food and comfort, with its associated protective 
penalty of pain. 

CoNscrous.-Here we come to something specially 
distinctive of higher animal life. Probably it makes 
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CLAUSE 1.) ANCESTRY 9 

its incipient appearance low down in the scale, in 
vague feelings of pain or discomfort, and of pleasure; 
though it is not likely that worms are as conscious as 
they appear to us to be. In its higher grades conscious
ness means awareness of the world and of ourselves, 
a discrimination between the self and the external 
world-" self-consciousness" in its proper signification: 
an immense subject that can only be hinted at to 
children. They can, however, be taught to have some 
appreciation of the senses, or channels, whereby our 
experience of external nature is gained; and to 
perceive that the way in which we apprehend the 
universe is closely conditioned by the particular 
sense-organs which in the struggle for existence have 
been evolved by all the higher kinds of animal life,
organs which we men are now beginning to put to 
the unfamiliar and novel use of scientific investigation 
and cosmic interpretation. What wonder if we make 
mistakes, and are nar~ow and limited in our outlook ! 

Digression 011 the Senses 

Our fundamental interpretative sense is that of 
touch'-- the muscular sense generally. Through it 
we become aware of space, of time, and of matter. 
The experience of space arises from free motion, 
especially locomotion; speed is a direct sensation ; 
and time is the other factor of speed. Time is 
measured by any uniformly moving body-that is 
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10 ASCENT OF MAN [CLAUSE I. 

by space and speed together. Muscular action im
peded, the sense of force or resistance, is another 
primary sensation; and by inference from this arises 
our notion of" matter," which is sometimes spoken of 
as a permanent possibility of sensation. Hardness 
and softness, roughness and smoothness, are all 
inferences from varieties of touch. Another sense 
allied to touch is that of tempemture, whereby we 
obtain primitive ideas concerning heat. Then there 
are the chemical senses of taste and smell; and 
lastly, the two senses which enable us to draw infer
ences respecting things at a distance. These two 
attract special attention ; for the information which 
they convey, though less fundamental than that given 
by the muscular sense, is of the highest interest and 
enjoyment. 

The ear is an instrument for the appreciation 
of aerial vibrations, or ripples in the air. They 
may give us a sense of harmony; and in any case 
they enable us to infer something concerning the 
vibrating source which generated them, so that we 
can utilise them, by a prearranged code, for pur
poses of intelligent communication with each other
a process of the utmost importance, to which we have 
grown so accustomed that its wonder is masked. 

The eye is an instrument for appreciating ripples 
in the ether. These are generated by violently 
revolving electric charges associated with each atom 
of matter, and are delayed, stopped, and reflected in 
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CLAUSE l.j ANCESTHY II 

various ways, by other matter which they encounter 
in their swift passage through the ethereal medium. 

From long practice and inherited instinct we are 
able, from the small fraction of these ripples which 
enter our eyes, to make inferences regarding the 
obstructive objects from which they have been 
shimmered and scattered. It is like inferring the 
ships and boats and obstacles in a harbour from the 
pattern of the reflected ripples which cross each other 
on the surface of the water. 

The precision and clearness with which we can 
thus gain knowledge concerning things beyond our 
reach, and the extraordinary amount of information 
that can be thus conveyed, are nothing short of 
miraculous : though, again, we are liable to treat sight 
as an everyday and commonplace faculty. We are 
not, however, directly conscious of the ripples, though 
they are the whole exciting cause of the sensation ; 
our real consciousness and perception are of the 
objects which have invested the ripples with their 
peculiarities, have imprinted upon them certain char
acteristics, and made them what they are. The eye 
is able to analyse all this, as the ear analyses the 
tones of an orchestra. 

ANCESTORS.-In the first instance hm1ta1t ancestors 
may be considered, and a family tree drawn for any one 
child; from which he will learn how large a number of 
persons combine to form his ancestry. The tree can 
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12 ASCENT OF MAN (CLAUSE I. 

also represent the converging effect of inter-marriages, 
so that ultimate descent from a common ancestor is not 
an impossibility, if the facts of biology and ethnology 
point in that direction-as it appears they do. The 
probable though remote relationship existing between 
all the branches of the human family may be sug
gested by an inverted tree descending from some 
remotest ancestor: for whom Noah is as good a 
name as any other. 

RosE.-The doctrine of the ascent of man may 
be found in some cases to conflict with early reli
gious teaching. If so, offence and iconoclasm should 
be carefully avoided; and if the teacher feels that he 
can conscientiously draw a distinction, between the 
persistent vital or spiritual essence of man, and the 
temporary material vehicle which displays his in
dividual existence amid terrestrial surroundings, he 
may with advantage do so. The second or higher 
aspect of the origin of man is dealt with in Clause XII. 
The history and origin of the spiritual part of man is 
unknown, and can only be rightly spoken of in terms 
of mysticism and poetry : the history of the bodily 
and much of the mental part is studied in the 
biological facts of evolution. 

The doctrine of the ascent of man, properly 
regarded, is a doctrine of much hope and comfort. 
Truly it is an unusual item in a child's creed ; but 
it is, I think, a helpful item: it explains much that 
would otherwise be dark, and it instils hope for the 
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CLAUSE 1.) ANCESTRY 13 

future. For in the light of an evolution doctrine 
we can readily admit-(1) that low and savage 
tendencies are naturally to be expected at certain 
stages, for an evanescent moment; and (2) that 
having progressed thus far, we may anticipate further 
-perhaps unlimited-advance for mankind. 

The fact that each individual organism hastily 
runs through, or reduplicates, a main part of the 
series of stages in the life-history of its race, is a 
fact of special interest and significance; notably in 
connection with the trials and temptations of human 
beings during their effort to cleanse away the traces 
of animal nature. The severity of the contest is 
already lessening, and both the individual and the 
race may look forward to a time when the struggles 
and failures are nearly over, when the unruliness of 
passion is curbed, when at length we 

". • • hear no yelp of the beast, and the man is quiet at last 
As he stands on the heights of his life with a glimpse of a 

height that is higher." 

GRADUAL PROCESSES.-The slowness and pre
cariousness of evolution may be indicated; and the 
possibility of descent or degeneration, as well as of 
ascent and development, must be insisted on. A genea
logical tree can be drawn laterally, to illustrate the 
origin of any set of animals-both those risen and those 
fallen in the scale-from some, possibly hypothetical, 
common ancestor. The dog on the one hand, and 
the wolf or jackal on the other, may serve as easy 
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'4 ASCE~T OF MAN (CLAUSE I. 

examples of ascent and descent respectively, and of 
relationship between higher and lower species, or even 
genera, without direct or obvious connection. The 
horse and the bear may serve as examples of distant 
relationship; birds and reptiles as another; and we 
may point out that at each stage of inheritance some 
of the progeny may ascend a little in the scale, and 
some descend a little. 

Presently the sponge of time may wipe out the 
common ancestry at the root of the lateral tree, 
and nothing be left but some of its ascending and 
some of its descending branches,-all suited to their 
environment and so continuing to live and flourish, 
each in its own way; but so apparently different, that 
relationship between them is a matter of inference, 
and is sometimes difficult to believe in. The example 
of the caterpillar and butterfly, however, of the tadpole 
and the frog, etc., can be used to remove incredulity 
at extraordinary and instructive transmutations
transmutations which in the individual represent 
rapidly some analogous movements of racial develop
ment in the history of the distant past. The 
degradation of certain free-swimming animals, such 
as ascidians, which in old age become rooted or 
sessile like plants, can be pointed to as typical, and, 
indeed, a true representation of what has gone on in 
a race also, during long periods of time The rapid 
passage of the embryo through its ancestral chain 
of development should be known, at any rate to 
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CLAUSE t.) ANCESTRY I 5 

the teacher ; and in general the greater the teacher's 
acquaintance with natural history, the more living 
and interesting will be the series of lessons that can 
occasionally be given on this part of the clause. 

The popular misconception concerning the bio
logical origin of man, that he is descended from 
monkeys like those of the present day, is a trivial 
garbling of the truth. The elevated and the degraded 
branches of a family can both trace their descent 
from a parent stock ; and though the distant common 
ancestor may now be lost in obscurity, there is 
certainly in this sense a blood relationship between 
the quadrumana and the bimana: a relationship 
which is recognised and is practically useful in the 
investigations of experimental pathology. 

LOWER FORliiS OF ANIMAL LIFE.-The exist
ence of single cells and other low microscopic forms 
(like amcebre), and the analysis or dissection of 
a more complex structure (say rhubarb) into the 
cells of which it is in a sense composed, together 
with some indication of the vital processes occur
ring in similar but isolated cells (such as yeast 
or protococcus) which lead us to consider them as 
possessing life-of a form so fundamental that there is 
in some cases no clear discrimination between animal 
and vegetable-may be spoken of and exhibited in 
the microscope. 

From a not very different-looking minute germinal 
vesicle, or nucleus of a cell, the chick is developed. 
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r6 ASCENT OF MAN (CLAUSE I. 

The lower forms of animal life, spoken of in the 
clause as ancestral, may be understood to go back to 
forms even as low as these,-indeed, to the lowest 
and minutest forms which in dim and distant ages 
can have possessed any of the incipient characteristics 
of life at all: down, perhaps, to some unknown process 
whereby the earthy particles began to coalesce under 
a vivifying influence. And as the race springs from 
lowly forms of cell life, so does the individual,
the body of each individual was once no more than 
a microscopic cell- nucleus or germinal vesicle. 
Therein was the germ of life: and the complex 
aggregate of cells we now possess has all been put 
together by the directive power latent in, or initially 
manifested by, that germ. So it is also with a seed
an apple pip, an acorn, or a grain of mustard seed. 

Dut there are many forms of animal life not in the 
direct line of our ancestry-side branches, as it were, 
of the great terrestrial family. At present the earth 
is dominated by man, but at one time it was mastered 
by gigantic reptiles, larger than any land creature of 
to-day, the remains of which are occasionally found 
fossilised into stone and embedded in the rocks ; fit 
to be collected and preserved in museums. 

For millions of years the earth was inhabited by 
creatures no higher than these; the progress upwards 
has been slow and patient: time is infinitely long, 
and the great history of the world is still working 
itself out. 
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CLAUSE 1.] ANCESTRY IJ 

Still do lower forms exist side by side with higher; 
and many of them are suited to their surroundings, 
and in their place are beautiful and sane and perfect 
of their kind. But a few of the lower forms are lower 
because they have failed to reach the standard of 
their race, they are very far from any kind of perfec
tion, they are at war with their environment; and 
for these, the only alternatives are extinction or 
improvement. In such a species as man the variety 
or range of achievement and of elevation is enormous. 
Among men and their works we find, on the one 
hand, cathedrals and oratorios and poems, and faith 
and charity and hope; on the other, slums and ugli
ness and prisons, and spite and cruelty and greed. 
And we must not forget that want of harmony with 
environment may in some cases be the fault, not of 
the individual, but of the environment: a fault 
which it is specially likely to possess when man
made. For every now and then is born an individual 
far above the average of the race, amid surroundings 
which he finds deadly and depressing. He may be 
despised and rejected by his fellows, and never
theless may be the precursor or herald of a nobler 
future. 

The problem, the main human problem, is how to 
deal with the earth now-now that we have at length 
attained to conscious control-so as to cease perpetu
ating the lower forms, and to encourage the produc
tion of the higher; by giving to all children born 
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on the planet a fair chance of becoming, each in its 
own way, a noble specimen of developed humanity. 

STRUGGLE AND SUFFERING.-Children should 
realise the bleak and unprotected state through which 
their remote ancestors must have begun a human exist
ence, the great dangers which they had to overcome, 
the contests with beasts and with the severities of 
climate, the hardships and perils and straits through 
which they passed; and should be grateful to those 
unknown pioneers of the human race, to whose 
struggles and suffering and discoveries and energies 
our present favoured mode of existence on the planet 
is due. 

The more people realise the effort that has preceded 
them and made them possible, the more are they 
likely to endeavour to be worthy of it: the more 
pitiful also will they feel when they see individuals 
failing in the struggle upward and falling back 
towards a brute condition; and the more hopeful 
they will ultimately become for the brilliant future 
of a race which from such lowly and unpromising 
beginnings has produced the material vehicle neces
sary for those great men who flourished in the recent 
epoch which we speak of as antiquity; and has been 
so guided, since then, as to develop the magnificence 
of a Newton and a Shakespeare even on this island 
in the northern seas. 
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II 

THE DEVELOPl\lE:ST OF co:r-;sciENCE 

Q. 2. What, then, maJ' be meant bJ• the Fall 
ofmau ? 

A. At a certain stage of development man 
became conscious of a difference between right 
and wrong, so that thereafter, when his actions 
fell below a normal standard of conduct, he felt 
ashamed and sinful. He thus lost his animal 
innocency, and entered on a long period of 
human effort and failure ; nevertheless, the 
consciousness of degradation marked a rise in 
the scale of existence. 
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CLAUSE II 

This clause has been inserted because of the his
toric, though often mistaken, notions accreted round 
a legend of Fall and of a Paradise lost; and it is of 
interest to detect the germ of truth which these 
ancient ideas contain. It may be regarded as 
really an appendage of, or introductory to, the next 
clause. 

The sense of guilt and shame is to some extent 
displayed by a dog; but it appears to be due 
to domestication, and to be a secondary result of 
human influence. In any case, it is certainly only 
the higher animals that thus exhibit the germ of 
conscience, and the sense of shame and remorse: a 
sense which is most real and genuine when it is 
independent of externally inflicted and of expected 
punishment. \Vild animals appear to have no such 
feeling, they glory in what we may picturesquely 
speak of as their " misdeeds," and in running the 
gauntlet of danger to achieve them ; and though 
often cruel, they are free from sin. Some savages
our own Norse forefathers among others-must on 
their freebooting expeditions have been in similar 
case. So were some of the Homeric heroes. It 
would be only the highest and most thoughtful 
among them that could rise to the sense of guilt and 
degradation. Only those who have risen are liable 
to fall. The summit of manhood is attained when 
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evil is consciously overcome. The period before it 
was recognised as such has been called the golden 
age; but the condition of unconsciousness of evil, 
though joyous, is manifestly inferior to the state 
ultimately attainable, when paradise is regained 
through struggle and \·ictory. 

Mere innocency, the freedom from sin by reason 
only of Jack of perception, is not the highest state; 
it has been thought ideal from the point of view of 
inspiration and poetry, but it is a condition in which 
advance is necessarily limited. Sooner or later fuller 
knowledge and consciousness must arrive; and then 
ensues a long period of discipline and distress, until 
first a Leader and ultimately the race find their 
way out, through temptation and difficulty, once more 
to freedom and joy. 

A perception that the possibility of backsliding is a 
necessary ingredient in the making of man, and the 
consequent discernment of a soul of goodness in 
things evil, constitute a large part of the teaching of 
Browning: 

•' Then wdcomc c:~.ch rchuff 
That turns earth's smoothness rough, 

Each sting that l>ids nor sit nor stand, but go ! 
Be our joys three parts pain ! 
Strive to hold cheap the strain ; 

Learn, nor account the pang: dare, ne\·er grudge the throe." 

And again-

" \Ve fall to rise, are baffled to fight better, 
SJeep to wake--" 
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The intervening period between fall and victory, 
between loss of innocency and gain of righteousness, 
is the period with which all human history is con
cerned : and there is often a corresponding period in 
the life-history of every fully developed individual, 
during which he gropes his way through darkness 
and longs for light. 

Immense is the area still to be traversed and 
illumined: only faint gleams penetrate the dusk. 
A Light has indeed shone through the darkness, 
but the darkness comprehended it not. The race 
itself is still enveloped in mist, and only here and 
there a glint of reflexion heralds the brightness of 
a coming dawn. Yet a time will come when we 
shall cast away the works of darkness and put upon 
us the armour of light, and stand forth in the glory 
of completed manhood : 

" Nor shall I deem his object sen~ed, his end 
Attained, his genuine strength put fairly forth, 
\Vhile only here and there a star dispels 
The darkness, here and there a towering mind 
O'erlooks its prostrate fellows. 'When the host 
Is out at once, to the despair of night, 
When all mankind alike is perfected, 
Equal in full~blown powers-then, not till thenJ 
I say, begins man's general infancy." 
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III 

CHARACTEU Al\D WILL 

Q. 3· TVhat is the distinctive characteristic 
of man? 

A. The distinctive character of man is that 
he has a sense of responsibility for his acts, 
having acquired the power of choosing between 
good and evil, with freedom to obey one motive 
rather than another. 

Creatures far below the human level are 
irresponsible ; they feel no shame and suffer 
no remorse; they are said to have no con
sctence. 

., 
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CLAUSE III 

In putting this question, children may be asked to 
suggest characteristics which distinguish man from 
animals. If gradually they hit upon clothes and 
fire and speech they will do well. 

Clotltes may be defined as artificial covering 
removable at will ; " artificial " meaning made by 
an artificer, or manufactured, as opposed to natural 
growth, like fur. But the changes of covering 
among animals should not be overlooked: moulting 
for instance, renewal of skin necessitated by growth, 
protective change of colour at summer and winter, 
and so on. 

The discovery of Fire is a thing to be emphasised, 
because familiarity with lucifer matches is liable to 
engender contempt for this great pre-historic dis
coveJy. People should realise that at one time the 
production of flame de novo was extremely difficult: 
the ordinary method of lighting fires being to keep 
some one fire always alight, so that brands could 
be ignited at it and thus it could be spread. The 
fact that lighting other fires does not diminish or 
weaken the original stock, is noteworthy, and is an 
analogy with life which may be typified by oaks 
and acorns-any number of trees arising from a 
parent stock, and spreading for innumerable genera
tions. The ancient ceremony of keeping flames 
alight on sacred altars was doubtless due to the 
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difficulty of re-ignition when every fire in a village 
had accidentally become extinguished. That the 
ancients valued fire highly, and felt strongly the 
difficulty of generating it, is shown by the legend 
that the first fire must have been stolen from 
heaven; and the priests taught, as usual in barbarous 
times, that the gods were jealous and angry at man's 
discoveries and the progress of science. 

Speech and language is a most vital characteristic 
of manhood, and is largely responsible for the chasm 
between him and other animals. The gestures and 
noises of animals must not be overlooked, however, 
and they often seem to have mysterious modes 
of communication of some kind. But they have 
nothing akin to writing, and this portentous dis
covery enables not merely communication between 
contemporary living men, but an accumulation of 
information and experience throughout the centuries; 
so that a man is no longer dependent solely on 
his own individual experience, but is able to draw 
upon the records and wisdom of the past. Owing 
to this power of recording and handing on informa
tion, a discovery once made becomes the possession 
of the human race henceforth for ever- unless it 
relapses into barbarism. 

WILL 

None of these characteristics, however, is emphasised 
in the clause, because they lead too far afield if 
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pursued. For our present purpose we regard the 
sense of "conscience," suggested by the previous 
answer, as the most important and highest character
istic of all,-the sense of responsibility, the power of 
self-determination, the building up of character, so 
that ultimately it becomes impossible to be actuated 
by unworthy motives. Our actions are now controlled 
not by external impulses only, but largely by our 
own characters and wills. The man who is the 
creature of impulse, or the slave of his passions, 
cannot be said to be his own master, or to be really 
free; he drifts hither and thither according to the 
caprice or the temptation of the moment, he is 
untrustworthy and without solidity or dignity of 
character. The free man is he who can control 
himself, who does not obey every idea as it occurs to 
him, but weighs and determines for himself, and is not 
at the mercy of external influences. This is the real 
meaning of choice and free will. It does not mean 
that actions are capricious and undetermined; but 
that they are determined by nothing less than the 
totality of things. They are not determined by the 
external world alone, so that they can be calculated 
and predicted from outside: they are determined by 
self and external world together. A free man is the 
master of his motives, and selects that motive which 
he wills to obey. 

If he chooses wrongly, he suffers; he is liable also 
to make others suffer, and he feels remorse. In a 
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high grade of existence no other punishment is 
necessary. Artificial punishment has for its object 
the production of artificial remorse, in creatures too 
low as yet for the genuine feeling. Artificial punish
ment can be easily exaggerated and misapplied, and 
should be employed with extreme caution. It is 
always ambitious and often dangerous, though some
times justifiable and necessary, to attempt to take 
the place of Providence. Even between parents and 
children, enforcement of another's will may be 
overdone, till the power of self-control and the 
instinct of duty are impaired. 

The sense of responsibility inevitably grows with 
power and knowledge, and is proportional thereto. 
By means of drugs a grown man may enfeeble his 
will till he becomes in some sense irresponsible for 
his actions ; but he is not irresponsible for his wilful 
destruction of a human faculty; and in so far as 
he is dangerous to others he must be treated 
accordingly. 

The struggle in man's nature between the better 
and the worse elements,-sometimes spoken of as 
a struggle between dual personalities, and otherwise 
depicted as a conflict between the flesh and the 
spirit,-is a natural consequence of our double 
ancestry (spoken of in Clause XII.), our ascent from 
animal fellow-creatures, and our relationship with a 
higher order of being. No man in his sober senses 
really wills to do evil: he does it with some motive 
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which he tries to think justifies it; or else he does it 
against his real will because mastered by something 
lower. So Plato teaches in the Gorgias. And St. 
Paul says the same thing: 

"The good which I would, I do not; but the evil 
which I would not, that I do." 

The conflict is often a period of torment and 
misery. "0, wretched man that I am! who shall 
deliver me from the body of this death?" 

\Vhenever the better nature prevails in the struggle, 
there is a mystic sense of strength and comfort 
universally testified to by humanity, even though the 
victory results in temporal loss or persecution ; 
"in all these things we are more than conquerors." 
And this fact corresponds with part of the answer 
to Question 6 below. 

\Ve can recognise that our evil impulses are the 
natural remnant of bestial ancestry, and need not be 
due to diabolical promptings. An animal, though 
perhaps innocent from lack of knowledge, is bound 
and enslaved by its instincts ; for instance, the 
apparently intelligent and social bee is driven by 
racial instincts into a prescribed course of action; a 
cat can no more refrain from trying to catch a bird 
than a man of high nature can allow himself to 
commit a crime. 

The weak man often allows his brute nature to get 
the upper hand and enslave his higher self, and he 
hates himself afterwards for the degradation so 
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caused; but Lhe strong and free man takes control , 
and dominates his animal nature. 

" If my body come from brutes, tho' somewhat finer than their 
own, 

I am heir, and this my kingdom. Shall the royal ,·oice be mute ? 
.Ko, but if the rebel subject seek to d rag me from [he throne, 

H old the Sceptre, Human Soul, and rule thy Province of the 
brute,, 
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IV 

DUTY AND SEH\'ICE 

Q. 4· What is the duty of man ? 

A. To assist his fellows, to develop his own 
higher self, to strive towards good in every 
way open to his powers, and generally to seek 
to know the laws of Nature and to obey the 
will of God ; in whose service alone can be 
found that harmonious exercise of the faculties 
which is identical with perfect freedom. 

'12 
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CLAUSE IV 

The laws of nature signify the ascertained processes 
and consistencies observable in all surrounding things ; 
they are a special and partial, but accurately ascertain
able, aspect of what is called the will of God. They 
cannot be broken or really disobeyed; but we may 
set ourselves in fruitless antagonism to them,-as by 
building a bridge too weak to stand, by various kinds 
of wrong conduct, eating unduly or wrong kind of 
food, by careless sanitation and neglect of health. 
But all such ignorance or neglect of the laws of nature 
involves disaster. By knowing them, and acting with 
them, we show wisdom ; and by steady persistence in 
right action we attain the highest development 
possible to us at present; we also escape that dreary 
sense of disloyal hopeless struggle against circum
stances which is inconsistent with harmony or freedom. 
So long as the will of any creature is antagonistic to 
the rest of the universe, it is not fully developed. 
There must be a harmoey among all the parts of a 
whole; but in the case of free beings it is not a forced 
but a willing harmony that is aimed at; and all 
experience takes time 

"Our wills are ours, we know not how, 
Our wills are ours to make them Thine. ,, 

The higher a man can raise himself in the scale of 
existence-by education, right conduct, and persistent 

3 
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effort --the more he may be able to help his fellows. 
To some are given ten talents, to some five, and to 
another one; but it is the duty of all to use their 
talents to the uttermost, so that they may fulfil the 
intention of the higher Power which brought us into 
existence and intrusted us with responsible control. 
E\·ents do not happen without adequate cause, and in 
so far as agents, stewards, or trustees rest on their 
oars or misuse their opportunities, improvements now 
po, sible will not be accomplished. We must regard 
ourselves as instruments and channels of the Divine 
action ; even in a few things we must be good and 
faithful sen·ants, and it is our privilege to help now in 
the conscious evolution and development of a higher 
life on this planet. 

The race of man has far to travel before it can be 
regarded as an efficient organ of the Divine Purpose. 
The extremes of ability and character and virtue 
are widely separated; and the occasional elevation 
of a leader, here and there, serves but to display 
the darkness in which the majority of a race so newly 
evolved are still imprisoned ; crawling feebly toward 
the light, in a state of only rudimentary conscious
ness ; anxious about trivialities, opposing and hinder
ing instead of helping each other, competing rather 
than co-operating, fighting and struggling and killing 
in the throes of racial birth. It is often difficult to 
realise the possible perfectness of human life, in the 
midst of so much difficulty and discouragement. 
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And much of the difficulty is unnecessary and arti
ficial. Deficiency in the means of subsistence, or in 
modest comfort, is not a reasonable condition of human 
life. The earth is ready to yield plenty for all, and will 
when properly treated and understood; but never 
will it spoil its children with bounties from a neglected 
breast. It must be coaxed and coerced, and then it 
will respond lavishly. We expend plenty of energy 
already, only we misapply it. If only our aim could 
be changed, and our energy be concentrated on clear 
and conscious pressing forward, with a definite mark 
in view - towards which all could work together 
and all together could attain, instead of one at the 
expense of others-" then would the earth put forth 
her increase, and God, even our own God, would give 
us His blessing.'' 

(The " duty " clauses in the Church Catechism are well worth 
learning.) 
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GOODNESS A:-.ID BEA U'l'Y At'I!D GOD 

Q. 5· What is meant by good and evil? 

A. Good is that \Vhich promotes develop
ment, and is in harmony with the will of God. 
It is akin to health and beauty and happiness. 

Evil is that which retards or frustrates 
development, and injures some part of the 
umverse. It is akin to disease and ugliness 
and misery. 

36 
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CLAUSE V 

"Development" means unfolding of latent possi
bilities; as a bud unfolds into a flower, or as a chicken 
develops from an egg. 

The idea controlling this answer is that growth 
and development are in accordance with the law of 
the universe, and that destruction and decay are 
features which are only good in so far as they may 
be on the way to something better; as leaf-mould 
assists the growth of flowers, or as discords in their 
proper place conduce to, or prepare for, harmony. In 
the same way conditions and practices which once 
were good become in process of time corrupt ; yet 
out of them must grow the better future. 

H The old order changeth, yielding place to new, 
And God fulfils Himself in many ways, 
Lest one good custom should corntpt the world." 

The law of the Universe, and the will of God, are 
here regarded as in some sort synonymous terms. 
It is impossible properly to define such a term as 
"God," but it is permissible reverently to use the 
term for a mode of regarding the Soul of the Universe 
as invested with what in human beings we call per
sonality, consciousness, and other forms of intelligence, 
emotion, and will. These attributes, undoubtedly 
possessed by a part, are not to be denied to the 
whole; however little we may be able as yet to form 
a clear conception of their larger meaning. 
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It is quite clear that the Universe was not made 
by man; it must owe its existence to some higher 
Power of which man has but an infinitesimal know
ledge. Some primary conception of such a Power 
has been independently formed by every fraction 
of the human race, and is what under various 
sym bois has been called God. 

It is sometimes asserted that God does not possess 
powers and faculties and attributes which we our
selves possess. But that is preposterous: for though 
we may be able to form no conception as to the 
particular form our powers would take, when possessed 
by a being even moderately higher in the scale of 
existence than ourselves ; and although vastly more 
must be attributed to the Reality denoted by the 
term "God" than we can even begin to conceive of; 
yet such a term, if it is to have any meaning at all, 
must at least include everything we have so far been 
able to discover as existent in the U ni\·erse. It 
must, in fact, be the most comprehensive term that 
can be employed; though for practical purposes it 
may be permissible to discriminate, and exclude from 
its connotation, portions such as "self," and "the 
world," and sometimes, though with less excuse, 
even an abstraction like " nature"; considering these 
separately from the more purely personal aspect to 
which attention is directed by our ordinary use of the 
term God. It is convenient to differentiate the prin
ciple of evil also, and to resen·e it for separate study. 
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Sometimes the totality of existence is spoken of 
as the "Absolute," and the term God is limited to 
the conception of a Being of infinite Goodness and 
Mercy, the ultimate Impersonation of Truth and 
Love and Beauty ; a Being of whose attributes the 
highest faculties and perceptions of man are but a 
dim shadow or reflexion. 

In man, goodness is the path toward higher de
velopment, and a radiant beauty is the crown and 
perfection of life ; so the trinity of Truth, Goodness, 
and Beauty, often referred to in literature, may, 
without undue stretching, be considered as also 
equivalent to what is represented by the words, the 
Way, the Truth, and the Life ; they are three aspects 
of what after all is one essential unity. That which 
is good, in the highest sense, cannot help being both 
true and beautiful. Nevertheless, for many practical 
purposes, these ideas must be discriminated; and the 
question is occasionally forced upon our attention 
whether vitality or beauty can possibly be enlisted 
in the service of evil; and if so, whether it is still 
in itself good. 

\Ve have to learn that most good things can be 
misapplied, and that though they do not in them
selves cease to be good, their desecration is especially 
deadly. That the corruption of the best abets the 
cause of the worst, is proverbial ; the prostitution of 
high gifts to base ends is the saddest of spectacles. 

"Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds.11 
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Oratory, the power of persuasion, can thus be de
based, and the passions of the multitude may be 
incited by the Divine fire of eloquence. Rhetoric 
and sophistry have been on this ground condemned 
when they were misused for the cultivation of the art 
of persuasion apart from knowledge and virtue; but 
almost every good gift-personal affection, medical 
science, artistic genius-has every now and then been 
abused ; and the higher and nobler the faculty, the 
more sorrowful and diabolical must be its prostitution. 

It has been an ancient puzzle to consider whether 
the principle of goodness is the supreme entity in the 
uni\·erse-a principle to which God as well as man 
is subject-or whether it represents only the arbitrary 
will of the Creator. l\'lany answers have been given, 
but the answer from the side of science is clear:-

No existing universe can tend on the whole towards 
contraction and decay; because that would foster 
annihilation, and so any incipient attempt would not 
have survi\·ed; consequently an actually existing and 
flowing universe must on the whole cherish develop
ment, expansion, growth: and so tend towards 
infinity rather than towards zero. The problem is 
therefore only a variant of the general problem of 
existence. Given existence, of a non-stagnant kind, 
and ultimate development must be its law. Good 
and evil can be defined in terms of development and 
decay respecti\·ely. This may be regarded as part of 
a revelation of the nature of God. 
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VI 

MA.:\1 PART OF THE U.:\fiVERSE 

Q. 6. I-f ow does man know good from ev£1? 

A. His own nature, when uncorrupted by 
greed, is sufficiently in harmony with the rest 
of the universe to enable him to be well aware 
in general of what is a help or hindrance to 
the guiding Spirit, of which he himself is a 
real and effective portion. 
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CLAUSE VI 

\Ve are not something separate from the Universe, 
but a part of it: a part of it endowed with some power 
of control-power to guide ourselves and others and 
assist in the scheme of development-power also to 
go wrong, to set ourselves contrary to the tendency 
of things, to delay progress, and break ourselves in 
conflict with overpowering forces. 

\Vhen not thus warped or misled, we fit into the 
general scheme, and, like all other portions of exist
ence, can fulfil our function and take our due share 
in the general progress. \Ve are a part of the 
Universe, and the Universe is a part of God. Even 
we also, therefore, have a Divine Nature and may 
truly be called sons and co-workers with God. The 
consciousness of this constitutes our highest privilege, 
and likewise our gravest responsibility. Perception 
of this is dawning with increasing brightness on the 
human race in the light of the doctrine of evolution. 
The process of evolution has no end : progress is 
toward an advancing goal. At one time 

H • , • an tended tO mankind, 
And, man produced, all has its end thus far : 
But in completed man begins anew 

A tendency to God." 

\Ve are essential and active agents in the terrestrial 
order of things, analogous to the white corpuscles in 
the human body. The body may be regarded as a 
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colony of cells, some of which are living and moving 
on their own account; in complete ignorance of the 
feelings and perceptions of the larger whole of which 
they are microscopic units, towards whose health and 
comfort nevertheless they unconsciously but very 
really contribute; it is in fact by their activity that 
the health of the body is maintained against adverse 
influences. So it is with the health of the body 
politic, to which our wise activity is necessary and 
essential ; we arc to be a corporate portion of the 
whole, effective servants of the guiding and controlling 
Spirit. But in our case it is not merely unconscious 
service that is called for: we are privileged not only 
to be servants, but friends; not only to work, but to 
sympathise; to give not only dutiful but affectionate 
service. This is required of the humblest, and no 
more is required of the noblest: 

"He hath shewed thee, 0 man, what is good; and 
what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, 
and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy 
God ?" 
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VII 

THE NATURE OF EVIL 

Q. 7· How comes it that evil exists? 

A. Evil is not an absolute thing, but has 
reference to a standard of attainment. The 
possibility of evil is the necessary consequence 
of a rise in the scale of moral existence; just 
as an organism whose normal temperature is 
far above "absolute zero" is necessarily liable 
to damaging and deadly cold. But cold is not 
in itself a positive or created thing. 

46 
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CLAUSE VII 

The term "evil" is relative: dirt, for instance, is well 
known to be only matter out of place; weeds are plants 
flourishing where they are not wanted ; there are no 
weeds in botany, there are weeds in gardening ; 
even disease is only one organism growing at the 
expense of another; ugliness is non-existent save to 
creatures with a sense of beauty, and is due to un
suitable grouping. Analysed into its elements, every 
particle of matter must be a miracle of law and order, 
and, in that sense, of beauty. 

Recent discoveries in connexion with the internal 
structure of an atom, whereby the constituent particles 
are found to move in intricate and ascertainable 
orbits-leading to a new science of atomic astronomy 
-emphasise this assertion to an extent barely 
credible ten years ago. 

Even what can be called filth-that is to say 
material which, to the casual observer, or when 
encountered at unsuitable times, is disgusting-may to 
an investigator, or under other circumstances, be of 
the highest interest; and may even arouse a sense of 
admiration, by reason of manifest subservience to 
function. 

Many social evils are due to human folly and 
stupidity, and will cease when the race has risen to a 
standard already attained by individuals. 

Excessive hunger and starvation are manifestly 
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evils of a negative character: they are merely a 
deficiency of supply: they have no business to exist 
in a civilised and organised community. Famine 
and pestilence can be checked by applications of 
science. 

Pain is an awful reality, when highly developed 
organisms are subjected to wounds and poison and 
disease. Some kinds of pain have been wickedly 
inflicted by human beings on each other in the past, 
and other kinds may be removed or mitigated by the 
progress of discovery in the future. Physiologically 
the nerve processes involved are well worthy of study 
and control. Premature avoidance of pain would 
have been dangerous to the race, and not really 
helpful to the individual : but great ad\·ances in this 
direction are now foreshadowed. Already surgical 
operations can be conducted painlessly; and a time is 
foreshadowed when, through hypnosis, excessive and 
useless torture can be shut off from consciousness, 
by intelligence and will ; somewhat as the random 
leakage of an electric supply can be checked. All 
this will come in due time : 

"The best is yet to be, 
The last of life for which the fir'>l was made: 

Our times are in His hand 
Who saith a whole I planned, 

Youth shows but half: trust God, see all, nor be afraid. 1) 

The contrast between good and evil can be well 
illustrated by the contrast between heat and cold. 
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Cold is only the absence of heat, and is made at once 
possible and necessary by the existence of degrees of 
heat. The fact that we regard excessive cold as an 
evil is only because our organisation demands a certain 
temperature for life; there is nothing evil about cold 
in itself: it is only evil in its relation to organisms 
sufficiently high to be damaged by it. The real f act 
is their normally high temperature, and their delicacy 
of response to stimuli. These things are good ; and 
the only evil is a defect or deficiency of these good 
things. 

Every rise involves the possibility of fall. Every 
advance seems to entail a corresponding penalty. 

The power of assimilating food leaves the organism 
open to the pangs of hunger, that is, of insufficient 
nutriment,-manifestly only the absence of a good. 

In a world devoid of life there is no death; in a 
world without conscious beings there is no sin. In a 
world without affection there would be no grief; and 
to a larger vision much of our grief may be 
needless:-

" My son, the world is dark with griefs and graves, 
So dark that men cry out against the Heavens. 
Who knows but that the darkness is in man?" 

A mechanical universe might be perfectly good. 
Every atom of matter perfectly obeys the forces 
acting upon it, and there is no error or wickedness 
or fault or rebellion in lifeless nature. Evil only 
begins when existence takes a higher turn. There 

4 
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is not even destruction or death in the inorganic 
world-only transformation. The higher possibility 
called life entails the correlative evils called death 
and disease. The possibility of keen sensation, which 
permits pleasure, also involves capacity for the 
corresponding penalty called pain: but the pain is in 
ourselves, and is the result of our sensitiveness com
bined with imperfection. 

The still higher attribute of conscious striving 
after holiness, which must be the prerogative of free 
agents capable of virtue or purposed good, and marks 
so enormous a rise in the scale of creation,-involves 
the possibility that beings so endowed may fall from 
their high level, and, by definitely applying them
selves to harm instead of good, may abuse their high 
power and suffer the penalty called sin; but the evii 
in all cases is a warped or distorted good, and has 
reference to the higher beings which are now in 
existence. 

' :There shall never be one lost good ! what was shall live as before; 
The evil is null, is nought, is silence implying sound ; 
\\'hat was good shall be good, with, for evil, so much good more ; 
On the earth th<.! broken arcs; in the heaven a perfect round." 

Some further idea of the necessity for evil can be 
conveyed as follows :-

Contrast is an inevitable attribute of reality. 
Sickness is the negative and opposite of health: 
without sickness we should not be aware \vhat health 
was. There is no sickness in inorganic nature ; yet, 
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even there, contrast is the essence of existence. 
Everything that is must be surrounded by regions 
where it is not. There is no stupid infinity, or 
absence of boundaries, about existing things,-however 
infinite their totality may be,-no absence of limitation, 
either of perfection or of anything else. Existence 
involves limitation. A tree that is ltere is excluded 
from being everywhere else. Goodness would have 
no meaning if badness were impossible or non-existent. 

'' No i1l no good ! such counter-terms, my son, 
Are border-races, holding, each its own 
By endless war." 

We are not machines or automata, but free and 
conscious and active agents, and so must contend 
with evil as well as rejoice in good. Conflict and 
difficulty are essential for our training and develop
ment: even for our existence at this grade. With 
their aid we have become what we are; without them 
we should vegetate and degenerate; whereas the will 
of the Universe is that we arise and walk. 
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VIII 

THE MEANING OF SI~ 

Q. 8. What is sin? 

A. Sin is the deliberate and wilful act of a 
free agent who sees the better and chooses 
the worse, and thereby acts injuriously to 
himself and others. The root sin is selfish
ness, whereby needless trouble and pain are 
inflicted on others ; when fully developed it 
involves moral suicide. 
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CLAUSE VIII 

The essence of sin is error against light and know
ledge, and against our own higher nature. Vice is 
error against natural law. Crime is error against 
society. Sin against our own higher nature may be 
truly said to be against God, because it is against 
that purpose or destiny which by Divine arrangement 
is open to us, if only we will pursue and realise it. 

Sin is a disease: the whole of existence is so bound 
together that disease in one part means pain through
out; the innocent may suffer with the guilty, and 
suffering may extend to the Highest. The healing 
influences of forgiveness, felt by the broken and the 
contrite heart, achieve spiritual reform though they 
remove no penalty. Every eddy of conduct, for good 
or ill, must have its definite consequence. 

We have high authority for the statement that 
hard circumstances and disabilities, not of our own 
making, are mercifully taken into account; while 
privileges and advantages weigh heavily in the scale 
against us, if we prove unworthy: 

"If ye were blind ye would have no sin ; 
but now ye say \Ve see, therefore your sin remaincth." 

A man's or woman's nature may be so weakened 
and warped by miserable surroundings, that its 
strength is insufficient to cope with its environment. 
Pity, and a wish to help, are the feelings which such a 
state of things should arouse, together with an active 
determination to improve or remove the conditions 
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which lead to such an untoward result. Most human 
failures are the result of bad social arrangements, and 
they constitute an indictment against human inertness 
and selfishness. It is a terrible responsibility to turn 
a human soul out of terrestrial life worse than when 
it entered that phase of existence. In so far as it 
accomplishes that, humanity is performing the 
function of a devil. Deterioration of others is usually 
achieved under the influence of some of the protean 
forms of social greed and selfishness. 

Another reason why selfishness is spoken of as speci
ally deadly, and even suicidal, depends upon certain 
regions of scientific inquiry not yet incorporated into 
orthodox science and therefore still to be regarded 
as speculative; it may be outlined as foiJows :-

Our present familiar methods of communicating 
with each other are such as speech, writing, and other 

/ conventional codes of signs more or less developed. 
It appears possible that a germ or nucleus of another, 
apparently immediate or directly psychical, method 
of communication may also exist ; which has nothing 
to do with our known bodily organs, although its 
impressions are apprehended or interpreted by the 
receiver as if they were due to customary modes or 
forms of sensation. \Vhether that be so or not, it is 
certain that bodily neighbourhood and blood relation
ship confer opportunities for making friends which 
should be utilised to the utmost, and that friendship 
and affection are the most important things in life. 

The intercourse with, and active assistance of, others 
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enlarges our own nature; and hereafter, when we have 
lost our bodily organs, it is probable that we shall be 
able to communicate only with those with whom we 
are connected by links of sympathy and affection. 

A person who cuts himself off from all human 
intercourse and lives a miserly self- centred life, 
will ultimately, therefore, find himself alone in the 
universe; and, unless taken pity on and helped in 
a spirit of self- sacrifice, may as well be out of 
existence altogether. (A book called Cecilia de 
Nuel emphasises this truth under the guise of a 
story.) That is why developed selfishness is spoken 
of as moral suicide: it is one of those evil things 
which truly assault and hurt the soul. It is a 
disintegrating and repelling agency. Love is the 
linking and uniting force in the spiritual universe, 
enabling it to cohere into a unity, in analogy with 
attractive forces in the material cosmos. 

It has been necessary to dwell on the sin and pain 
and sorrow in the world, but the amount of good 
must be emphatically recognised too. 

Our highest as pit ations, and longings for something 
better, are a sign that better things exist. It is not 
given to the creature to exceed the Creator in 
imagination or in goodness ; and the best and highest 
we can imagine shall be more than fulfilled by 
reality-in due time:-

"All we have willed or hoped or dreamed of good, shall exist : 
Not its semblance, but itself; ... 
\Vhen eternity affirms the conception of an hour." 
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IX 

DEVELOPMENT OF LIFE 

Q. 9· Are there beiugs lower i1z the scale of 
existence than man ? 

A. Yes, multitudes. In every part of the 
earth where life is possible, there we find it 
developed. Life exists in every variety of 
animal, in earth and air and sea, and in every 
species of plant. 
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CLAUSE IX 

One of the facts of nature which we must weld into 
o1,1r conception of the scheme of the universe, is the 
strenuous effort made by all live things to persist 
in multifarious ways,-spreading out into quite 
unlikely regions, in the struggle for existence, and 
establishing themselves wherever life is possible. The 
fish slowly developing into a land animal, the reptile 
beginning to raise itself in the air and ultimately 
becoming a bird, the mammal returning under stress 
of circumstances to the water, as a seal or whale, or 
betaking itself to the air in search of food, in the form 
of a bat,-all these are instances of a universal 
tendency throughout animate nature. 

Sometimes this determined effort at persistence 
breeds forms that appear to us ugly and deleterious. 
For the struggle results not only in beneficent 
organisms, but also in parasites and pests and blights, 
and may be held to account for the numerous cases 
of the interference of one form of life with another: 
one form utilising another for its own growth, and 
sometimes destroying that other in the process. It 
accounts also for the ravages of disease, which for the 
most part is an outcome of the establishment of a 
foreign and alien growth in a living body of higher 
grade,-a growth whose vital secretions are poisonous 
to its temporary host. On the other hand, the theory 
of manuring, the purification of rivers, the treatment 
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of sewage, the use of opsonins and of serum-injec
tions,- all illustrate the ministration of one form 
of life to another; they exhibit the contribution of 
beneficent organisms,-that is, of forms of life which 
promote higher development and conduce to well
being. 

Many of the microbes and bacteria and low forms 
of cell life are beneficent in this way; and it is our 
function,-as ourselves one of the forms of life,
now consciously to intervene and take control of 
these vital processes. By investigation and study 
we can gradually understand the condition and life
history of each organism, and then can take such 
measures as will encourage the beneficent forms 
whether plant or animal, and destroy or eliminate 
those which from the human point of view are deadly 
and destructive,-attacking them at their weakest and 
most vulnerable stage. \Videly regarded or inter
preted, this function covers an immense range of 
possible activity-from every kind of scientific 
agriculture and the extirpating of tropical diseases, to 
the reformation of slum d\\'ellings and the encourage
ment of physical training and school hygiene. As 
part of our work in regulating this planet and 
utilising its possibilities to the utmost for higher 
purposes, the regulation of vital conditions is probably 
our most pressing, and also at present our most 
neglected, corporate duty. Stupidity and a mistaken 
parsimony are among the serious obstacles with 
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which the progressive portions of humanity have 
to contend. 

Another aspect of the universal struggle for self
manifestation and corporeal realisation, which plays 
so large a part in all activity and is especially marked 
in the domain of life, is illustrated on a higher level 
by that overpowering instinct or impulse towards 
production and self-realisation, which is characteristic 
of genius. It may be said that throughout nature, 
from the lowest to the highest, a tendency to self
realisation, and a manifestation of joy in existence, 
are conspicuous. 

It is thought that something akin to this te!!dency 
is exhibited in a region beyond and above what is 
ordinarily conceived of as ''Nature." The process of 
evolution can be regarded as the gradual unfolding 
of the Divine Thought, or Logos, throughout the 
universe, by the action of Spirit upon matter. 
Achievement seems as if irradiated by a certain 
Happiness; and thus a poet like Browning is led to 
speak of the Divine Being as renewing his ancient 
creative rapture in the processes of nature :-joying 
in the sunbeams basking upon sand, sharing the 
pleasures of the wild life in the creatures of the woods, 

' 1 \Vhere dwells enjoyment there is He ; , 

and so to conjecture that 
"God tastes an infinite joy 

In infinite ways-one everlasting bliss 
From whom all being emanates, all power 
Proceeds,; in whom is life for evermore., 
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COSMIC INTELLIGESCE 

Q. ro. Are there any beings higher iJt the 
scale of existence than man? 

A. Man is the highest of the dwellers on the 
planet earth, but the earth is only one of many 
planets warmed by the sun, and the sun is only 
one of a myriad of similar suns, which are so 
far off that we barely see them, and group them 
indiscriminately as "stars." \Ve may reason
ably conjecture that in some of the innumerable 
worlds circling round those distant suns there 
must be beings far higher in the scale of exist
ence than ourselves ; indeed, we have no 
knowledge which enables us to assert the 
absence of intelligence anywhere. 

60 
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CLAUSE X 

The existence of higher beings and of a Highest 
Being is a fundamental element in every religious 
creed. There is no scientific reason for imagining 
it possible that man is the highest intelligent exist
ence-there is no reason to suppose that we dwellers 
on this planet know more about the universe than 
any other existing creature. Such an idea, strictly 
speaking, is absurd. Science has investigated our 
ancestry and shown that we are the product of 
planetary processes. We may be, and surely must 
be, something more, but this we clearly are-a 
development of life on this planet earth. Science 
has also revealed to us an innumerable host of other 
worlds, and has relegated the earth to its now re
cognised subordinate place as one of a countless 
multitude of worlds. 

Consider a spherical region bounded by the 
distance of the farthermost stars visible in the 
strongest telescope, or say with a radius cor
responding to a parallax of one-thousandth of a 
second of arc, so that the time taken by light to 
travel right across it is 6ooo years :-Lord Kelvin, 
treating of such a portion of Universe, says: 

"There may also be a large amount of matter in 
many stars outside the sphere of 3· ro16 kilometres 
radius, but however much matter there may be 
outside it, it seems to be made highly probable, by 
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§§ 1 r-zr, that the total quantity of matter withfn 
it is greater than roo million times, and less than 
2000 million times, the sun's mass" (Phi!osopllicat 
Magazine, August 1901). 

It does not follow that all this matter is dis
tributed in masses like our sun with its attendant 
planets; but, on the average, that is as likely an 
arrangement as another, and it corresponds with 
what we know. 

So, given, on this hypothesis, the existence of 
some thousand million solar systems or families of 
worlds, within our ken, and knowing what we do 
about the exuberant impulse towards vital develop
ment wherever it is possible, we must conclude that 
those worlds contain life; and if so, it is against all 
reasonable probability that the only world of which 
we happen to know the details contains the creature 
highest in the entire scale. It would be just as 
reasonable to imagine, what we happen to know is 
false, that our particular sun is the largest, and our 
particular planet the brightest of all, as it is to con
jecture that this world is the highest and best, or the 
only one in existence. 

The self-glorifying instinct of the human mind 
has resented this negative conclusion, and for long 
clung to the Ptolemaic idea that the earth was no 
mere planet among a crowd of others, but was the 
centre of the uni\·erse; and that the sun and all 
the stars were subsidiary to it. A Ptolemaic idea 
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clings to some of us still-not now as regards the 
planet, but as regards man ; and we, insignificant 
creatures, with senses only just open to the portentous 
meaning of the starry sky, presume-some of us-to 
deny the existence of higher powers and higher 
knowledge than our own. vVe are accustomed to 
be careful as to what we assert; we are liable to 
be unscrupulous as to what we deny. It is possible 
to find people who, knowing nothing or next to 
nothing of the Universe, are prepared to limit exist
ence to that of which they have had experience, 
and to measure the cosmos in terms of their own 
understanding. Their confidence in themselves, their 
shut minds and self-satisfied hearts, are things to 
marvel at. The fact is that no glimmer of a concep
tion of the real magnitude and complexity of exist
ence can ever have illuminated their cosmic view. 
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E\DIANE~CE 

Q. r r. What caused and what maintains 
eziste?Zce ? 

A. Of our own knowledge we are unable 
to realise the meaning of origination or of 
maintenance; all that we ourselves can accom
plish in the physical world is to move things 
into desired positions, and leave them to act 
on each other. Nevertheless our effective move
ments are all inspired by thought, and so we 
conceive that there must be some Intelligence 
immanent in all the processes of nature, for 
they are not random or purposeless, but organ
ised and beautiful. 
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CLAUSE XI 

ORIGIN 

\Ve cannot conceive the origin of any fundamen tal 
existence. \Ve can describe the beginning of any 
particular object in its present shape, but its sub
stance always existed in some other shape previously; 
and nothing really either springs into being or ceases 
to exist. A cloud or dew becomes visible, and then 
evaporates, seeming to spring into being and then 
vanish away; but as water vapour it had a past 
history and will have a future, both apparently 
without limit. In our own case, and in the case of 
any live thing, the history is unknown to us ; but 
ultimate origin or absolute beginning, save of in
dividual collocations, is unthinkable. 

The truth that science teaches, on the one hand, 
is that everything is a perpetual flux, 

that nothing is permanent and fixed and unchange
able : 

"The hills are shadows, and they flow 
From form to form, and nothing stands; 
They melt like mists, the solid lands, 
Like clouds they shape themselves and go." 

On the other hand, we learn that, in its ultimate 
essence and reality, everything is persistent and 
eternal ; that it is the form alone that changes, while 

5 
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the substance endures. No end and no beginning
a continual Eternal Now-this is the scientific inter
pretation of I AM. 

There are those who think that in the last resort 
the ultimate reality will be found to be of the nature 
of Spirit, Consciousness, and Mind. It may be so
it probably is so-but that is a teaching of Philo
sophy, not at present of Science. 

The teaching of religion may be summarised thus: 
"All that exists, exists only by the communication 

of God's infinite being. All that has intelligence, 
has it only by derivation from His sovereign reason; 
and all that acts, acts only from the impulse of His 
supreme activity. It is He who does all in all ; it 
is He who, at each instant of our life, is the beating 
of our heart, the movement of our limbs, the light 
of our eyes, the intelligence of our spirit, the soul of 
our soul."-Feue/on. 

MAINTENANCE 

So also with regard to maintenance. 
The multifarious processes around us-the suc

cession of the seasons, the flow of sap in trees, the 
circulation of our own blood, the digestion of our 
food-all these things are beyond our power, and 
are not contrh·ed or managed by our conscious 
agency-not even the occurrences in our own bodies. 
But by means of such unconscious processes our 
muscular and nervous systems are supplied with 
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nutriment, and we thus become master of a certain 
amount of energy. 

The energy of our muscles, or of some of them, 
is within our control, and we can thereby direct 
other physical energies into desired channels; but 
we cannot in the slightest degree alter the amount 
of that energy. \Ve utilise terrestrial energy, by 
directing and controlling its transformations and 
transferences, within the limits of our knowledge; 
but we do it always by moving material objects, 
and in no other way. For instance, we cannot 
directly or consciously generate an electric current, 
or magnetism, or light, or life; for all these things 
we depend upon partially explored properties of 
matter, which we can arrange in a certain way so 
as to achieve a desired end. 

A multitude of complex processes are constantly 
occurring in our bodies without any intervention of 
consciousness; and though we may make a study 
of the functions of the several organs, and gradually 
learn something about them, it is a study as of some
thing outside ourselves; the due performance of 
bodily function is independent of our volition. We 
can interfere with and damage our organs, and with 
skiii we can so arrange damaged parts that the self· 
healing process shall have time and opportunity to 
act ; we can also introduce beneficent agencies and 
stimulating drugs; but our power of direct action is 
practically limited to muscular and mental activity. 
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Digression on Rudimmtary Physiolog)' 

It is well for children to have some conception of 
the complex processes constantly occurring in their 
own organisms. 

The fact that the heart is a continuously acting 
pump, urging the blood along arteries to the tissues,
to places where it picks up nutriment, to places 
where the crudely enriched blood is oxidised, to 
places where the elaborated material is deposited 
so as to replenish waste and effect growth-all this 
should be known; and the partial analogy with the 
sap of trees, rising in the trunk to be elaborated in 
the leaves by means of sunshine and air, and then 
descending ready to be deposited as liquid wood, 
can be pointed out. 

The function of the lungs, wherein the blood dis
persed throughout a spang)' texture is exposed in 
immense surface to the air, without loss or leakage 
other than what properly transpires through the 
membranes, and the consequent advantage of deep 
breathing and of fresh clean air,-all this has a 
practical as well as a theoretical interest. 

The lungs are more under voluntary control than 
the heart, but the way exercise increases the circula
tion, and generally blows the fires of the body, is 
also of practical interest. 

Some idea of the processes of digestion can be 
given, especially the function of the stomach and the 
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intestines ; the liver may be too difficult, but the 
salivary glands are fairly simple, and so are the 
kidneys and the skin. The way the muscles act as 
an efficient mechanical engine, depending on the 
consumption of fuel and the conservation of energy, 
can be superficially explained, with some idea of 
the stimulating nervous system and controlling brain 
cells. The sensory nerves and specialised nerve
endings demand specific treatment. 

These and other physiological details may seem 
out of place, but they are strictly appropriate; for the 
essence of Immanence is that nothing is common 
or unclean, until abused: and the nobler the faculty, 
the fouler is the degradation caused by its abuse. 
A sense of the responsibility involved in the posses
sion or lease of all this intricate mass of mechanism, 
intrusted to our care, and the wish to keep it in 
good order-without giving unnecessary trouble to 
others to set it right, and without blaspheming the 
l\Iaker by applying it to bad and ignoble ends
will arise almost imperceptibly, when the body is 
even begun to be understood. Many faults originate 
in ignorance and want of thought. 

MIND AND MATTER 

Among the material objects we move are the 
parts of our own bodies; indeed, it is through 
muscular intervention or agency that we act on 
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bodies in general. Vo/e know of no other method. 
Even when we speak we are only moving cer
tain face and throat and chest muscles, so as to 
generate condensations and rarefactions in the air ; 
which, travelling by dynamical properties, excite 
corresponding vibrations or movements in the ear 
drum of our auditor ;-vibrations not in themselves 
intelligible, but demanding interpretation from the 
recipient. So also it is with the traces of ink left on 
paper by our muscular action when we write. Only 
to a perceptive eye, and informed and kindred mind, 
have they any meaning. 

It is probable that even when we think, some 
special atomic motion goes on in the brain cells, 
though this is an example of zmconscious movement, 
of which there are many examples in bodily function; 
but directly we begin to attend to mental processes 
we leave the physical region as understood by us, 
and enter a more deeply mysterious psychical 
region. Unknown as this is for purposes of analysis, 
from the point of view of experience it is more 
immediately familiar than any other; since it is 
through the activity of mind that every other kind 
of existence is necessarily inferred. Thought is our 
mechanism or instrument of knowledge-through it 
we know everything-but thought is not what we 
directly know. Primarily we think of thiugs, not of 
thought itself. So also sight is our instrument of 
seeing-through light we see-but it is not light 
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that we perceive, rather it is the objects which send 
it in certain patterns to our eyes. 

\Vhereas we can act on the external world only 
through our muscles; in ourselves we are aware of 
things belonging to a totally d ifferent category, with 
which muscle and movement and energy appear to 
have nothing to do,-such things as thought, purpose, 
desire, humour, affection, consciousness, will. These 
mental faculties seem intimately associated with, and 
are displayed by, our bodily mechanism; but in them
selves they belong to a different order of being,-an 
order which employs and dominates the material, 
while immersed or immanent in it. Every purposed 
movement is preceded and inspired by thought. 

Such reasoned control, by indwelling mind, may 
be undetectable and inconceivable to a low order of 
intelligence, being totally masked by the material 
garment; and the purpose underlying our activity 
may have to be inferred, by such intelligence, with 
as great difficulty as we feel in detecting indwelling 
Purpose amid the spontaneous operations of 
Nature. 

Nevertheless, whenever our movements are not con
trolled by thought and intelligent purpose, but are 
left to chance and random impulses, like the actions 
of a man whose reason has been unseated, nothing 
but error and confusion results ;-quite a different 
state of things from anything we observe in the 
orderly and beautiful procedure of nature. 
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It is sometimes said that the operations of nature 
are spontaneous; and that is exactly what they are. 
That is the meaning of immanence. "Spontaneous," 
used in this sense, does not mean random and purpose
less and undetermined: it means actuated and con· 
trolled from within, by something indwelling and all 
pervading and not absent anywhere. The intelli
gence which guides things is not something external 
to the scheme, clumsily interfering with it by muscular 
action, as we are constrained to do when we interfere 
at all; but is something within and inseparable from 
it, as human thought is within and inseparable from 
the action of our brains. 

In some partially similar way we conceive that the 
multifarious processes in nature, with neither the origin 
nor maintenance of which have we had anything to do, 
must be guided and controlled by some Thought and 
Purpose, immanent in e\·erything, but revealed only 
to those with sufiiciently awakened perceptions. 
Many are blind to the meaning-to the fact even 
that there is a meaning-in nature; just as an animal 
is usually blind to a picture, and always to a poem ; 
but to the higher members of our race the Intelligence 
and Purpose, underlying the whole mystery of exist
ence, elaborating the details of evolution-and ulti
mately tending to elucidate the frequent discords, 
the strange humours, and puzzling contradictions of 
life-are keenly felt. To them the lavish beauty of 
wild Nature-of landscape, of ~unset, of mountain, 
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and of sea-are revelations of an indwelling Presence, 
rejoicing in its own majestic order. 

'1/'ctV'TU 'II'A~p1/ /Je(Jv. 

" Earth's crammed with Heaven 
And e\·ery common bush afire with God." 

The idea that the world as we know it arose by 
chance and fortuitous concourse of atoms is one that 
no science really sustains, though such an idea is the 
superficial outcome of an incipient recognition of the 
uniformity of nature-a sequel to the perception that 
there is no capricious or spasmodic interference with 
the course of events, and no changes of purpose 
observable therein, such as we are accustomed to 
in works of human ingenuity and skill. We are 
accustomed to associate "will" with the degenerate 
form of it called caprice, and to consider that "purpose" 
must be accompanied by changes of purpose ; so 
that a steady, uniform, persistent course of action is 
puzzling to us, and wears the superficial aspect of 
mechanism. An omnipresent, uniform, immanent 
Purpose, running through the whole of existence 
without break of continuity or change of aim, is 
beyond our experience; and, like every other uni
formity, is difficult to detect or realise. As an 
instance of this difficulty, I need only cite the long
delayed discovery of an all-embracing medium- like 
the terrestrial atmosphere. An intelligent deep-sea 
creature would find it most difficult to become aware 
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of the existence of water. Similarly humanity has 
existed all along in a pervading and interpenetrating 
ether, of which to this day men have for the most 
part no cognisance; although it is probably the 
fundamental substratum of the whole material world, 
underlying every kind of activity, and constituting 
the very atoms of which their own bodies are 
composed. 

Looking at the truths of geometry, the laws of 
nature, and the beauty and organisation of the visible 
world, it is as impossible rationally to suppose that 
they arose by chance, or by mere contentious jostling, 
as it is to suppose that a work of literature or a piece 
of music was composed in that way. 

The process of evolution appears to us self-sustained 
and self-guided, because the guidance is uniform and 
constant. 

In nature, heredity and survival \\'ill explain the 
persistence of a favourable variation when once 
originated, but the origin of variations is still 
mysterious, and the full meaning of heredity is 
not yet unra\·elled. 

The struggle for existence has been one of the 
means whereby animal life has been de\·eloped and 
perfected; but now that it has become conscious 
and purposeful, in humanity, the apparently blind 
struggle is suspended at the higher level, and the 
weak and suffering are attended to and helped
not exterminated. There must always be disciplinary 
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effort: but it can be effort for something better than 
bare subsistence; it can conduce to evolution of char
acter, and development of soul. Mere struggle and 
survival is an inferior instrument of progress, and it 
can be superseded wherever it has done its necessary 
preliminary work. The Divine purpose is fulfilled in 
many ways; and far more can be expected of self
conscious evolution than of the long slow process 
which has rendered it possible. 

The kind of selection actually or best known to us 
is that which has been directed by human beings; 
and inasmuch as the highest human beings are 
themselves conscious of help and guidance, it is to 
be assumed that such help and guidance has been 
in constant activity ail along, operating on, or rather 
in, the refractory materials, so as slowly to develop 
in them the power of manifesting not only life and 
beauty, but also consciousness, spiritual perception, 
and free will. 
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XII 

SOUL AND SPIRIT 

Q. I 2. ~VItat is to be said of man's higher 
faculties? 

A. The faculties and achievements of the 
highest among mankind-in Art, in Science, in 
Philosophy, and in Religion-are not explicable 
as an outcome of a struggle for existence. 
Something more than mere life is possessed 
by us-something represented by the words 
"mind" and "soul" and "spirit." On one 
side we are members of the animal kingdom ; 
on another we are associates in a loftier type 
of existence, and are linked with the Divine. 

<6 
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CLAUSE XII 

The highest of those who have walked the earth 
reveal to us what we, too, may some day be: they link 
us with the Divine, and teach us that, however pathetic
ally defaced by our infirmities and distorted by our 
imperfections, we may yet reflect the image of God. 

[Part OJ t!te Jollowing explanation is based upott a 
study OJ certain Jacts uot yet fit!ly incorporated i11to 
orthodox science, nor Jul!y recognised by philosophy : 
it must thereJore be regarded as speculation.] 

This idea, which permeates literature-that man 
has a spiritual as well as a material origin
emphasises from another point of view the doctrine 
of the Fall. For the utilisation of a material body, 
of animal ancestry, exposes the individual to much 
trial and temptation, and makes him aware of a 
contest between the flesh and the spirit, or between 
a lower and a higher self, which constitutes the 
element of truth in the otherwise mistaken doctrine 
of" original," or inherited, or imputed sin. Vicarious 
sin is a legal fiction: so is vicarious punishment ; 
vicarious suffering is a reality. The mother of a 
ne'er- do- well knows it: it is undergone by the 
children of vicious parents; the highest souls have 
felt it on behalf of the race of man ; but it is not 
artificial or imputed suffering, it is genuine and real; and 
experience shows that it can have a redeeming virtue. 
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The double nature of man,-the inherited animal 
tendencies, and the inspired spiritual aspirations, 
if they can both be fully admitted, reconcile many 
difficulties. Our body is an individual collocation of 
cells, which began to form and grow together at a 
certain date, and will presently be dispersed; but the 
constructing and dominating reality, called our" soul," 
did not then begin to exist; nor will it cease with 
bodily decay. Interaction with the material world 
then began, and will then cease, but we ourselves in 
essence are persistent and immortal. Even our per
sonality and individuality may be persistent, if our 
character be sufficiently developed to possess a reality 
of its own. In our present state, truly, the memory 
of our past is imperfect or non-existent; but when 
we waken and shake off the tenement of matter, 
our memory and consciousness may enlarge too, as 
we rejoin the larger self of which only a part is now 
manifested in mortal flesh. 

The ancient doctrine of a previous state of 
existence, of which we are now entranced into forget
fulness, is inculcated in the familiar lines-

"Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting; 
The Soul that rises with us, our life's star, 

Hath had elsewhere its setting, 
And cometh from afar : 

Not in entire forgetfulness, 
And not in utter nakedness, 

But trailing clouds of glory do we come 
From God, who is our home," 
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the idea being that the forgetfulness is not complete, 
especially during infancy; nor need it be complete 
in moments of inspiration. Myers' doctrine of the 
subliminal self is an expanded and modified form 
of this idea, and is to a large extent apparently 
justified by a certain range of psychological inquiry: 
though Myers lays stress, not on memory of a past, 
but on a present occasional intercommunication 
between the part and the whole. 

The Platonic doctrine of reminiscence exhibits one 
variety of the idea of pre-existence, though in a neces
sarily inaccurate and somewhat fanciful form-as 
though infants were a stage higher in the scale than 
grown men. Such an idea would involve the old 
mistaken postulate of initial perfection, which was 
made long ago concerning the race: whereas the 
truth was innocency, not perfection. Rut the idea 
that nothing less than the whole of a personality must 
be incarnated-even in the body of an infant-leads 
to innumerable difficulties ;-it does not even escape 
unanswerable questions about trivialities such as the 
moment of arrival; and it is responsible for much 
biological scepticism concerning the existence of any 
soul at all. vVhereas, on the strength of the ex
perience that all processes in nature are really 
gradual, the idea of gradual incarnation-increasing 
as the brain and body grow, but never attaining 
any approach to completeness even in the greatest 
of men-sets one above innumerable petty difficulties, 
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and to me seems an opening in the direction of the 
truth. On this view, the portion of larger self 
incarnated in an infant or a feeble-minded person 
is but small : in normal cases, more appears as the 
body is fitted to receive it. In some cases much 
appears, thus constituting a great man; while in 
others, again, a link of occasional communication is 
left open between the part and the whole-producing 
what we call "genius." Second childishness is the 
gradual abandonment of the material vehicle, as it 
gets worn out or damaged. But, during the episode 
of this life, man is never a complete self, his roots 
are in another order of being, he is moving about 
in worlds not realised, he is as if walking in a vain 
shadow and disquieting himself in vain. 

It may be objected that our present existence is 
very far from being a dream or trance-like condition, 
that we are very wide awake to the "realities" of the 
world, and very keen about "things of importance" ; 
that an analogy drawn from the memories of 
hypnotic patients and multiple personalities, and 
other pathological cases, is sure to be misleading. 
It may be so, the idea is admittedly of the nature 
of speculation; but the greatest of poets lends his 
countenance to the notion that phenomena and 
appearances are not ultimate realities, that our pre
sent life is not unlike the state of a sleep-walker
that we slept to enter it, and must sleep again 
before we wake-
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u \Vc are such stuff 
As dreams are made of, and our little life 
Is rounded with a sleep." 

As to the question whether we ever again live on 
earth, it appears unlikely on this view that a given 
developed individual will appear again in unmodified 
form. If my present self is a fraction of a larger 
self, some other fraction of that larger self may readily 
be thought of as appearing,-to gain practical ex
perience in the world of matter, and to return with 
developed character to the whole whence it sprang. 
And this operation may be repeated frequently; 
but these hypothetical fractional appearances can 
hardly be spoken of as reincarnations. We must 
not dogmatise, however, on the subject, and the case 
of the multitudes at present thwarted and returned 
at infancy may demand separate treatment. It may 
be that the abortive attempts at development on 
the part of individuals are like the waves lapping up 
the sides of a boulder and being successively flung 
back ; while the general advance of the race is 
typified by the steady rising of the tide. 

Soul a11d Body 

The philosophic doctrine of the" self" on this view 
is a difficult one, and involves much study. As here 
stated, the form is sure to be crude and imperfect. 
Philosophy resents any sharp distinction between soul 

6 
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and body, between indwelling self and material 
vehicle. It prefers to treat the self as a whole, an 
indiviclual unit; though it may admit the actual 
agglomeration of material particles to be transient 
and temporary. The word "self" can be used in a 
narrower or in a broader sense. It may signify the 
actual continuity of personality and memory whereof 
we arc conscious; or it may signify a larger and 
vaguer underlying reality, of which the conscious 
self is but a fraction. The narrower sense is wide 
enough to include the whole man, both soul and 
body, as we know him ; but the phrase "subliminal 
self" covers ideas extending hypothetically beyond 
that. 

The idea of Redemption or Regeneration, in its 
highest and most Christian form, is applicable to 
both soul and body. The life of Christ shows us 
that the whole man can be regenerated as he stands; 
that we have not to wait for a future state, that the 
Kingdom of Heav!'!n is in our midst and may be 
assimilated by us here and now. 

The term "salvation" should not be limited to the 
soul, but should apply to the whole man. What 
kind of transfiguration may be possible, or may 
!tave bem possible, in the case of a perfectly emanci
pated and glorified body, we do not yet know. 

In a still larger sense these terms apply to the 
whole race of man ; and for the salvation of mankind 
individual loss and suffering have been gladly 
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expended. Not the individual alone, but the race 
also, can be adjured to realise some worthy object 
for all its striving, to open its eyes to more glorious 
possibilities than it has yet perceived, to 

". . . climb the Mount of Blessing, whence, if thou 
Look higher, then-perchance-thou mayest-beyond 
A hundred ever-rising: mountain lines, 
And past the range of Night and Shadow-see 
The high-heaven dawn of more than mortal day 
Strike on the Mount of Vision ! , 
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GRACE 

Q. 13. Is matt helped in his struggle up
ward? 

A. There is a Power in the Universe vastly 
beyond our comprehension ; and we trust and 
believe that it is a Good and Loving Power, 
able and willing to help us and all creatures, 
and to guide us wisely, without detriment to 
our incipient freedom. This Loving-kindness 
continually surrounds us; in it we live and 
have our real being; it is the mainspring of 
joy and love and beauty, and we call it the 
Grace of God. It sustains and enriches all 
worlds, and may take a multiplicity of forms, 
but it was specially manifested to dwellers on 
this planet in the life of Jesus Christ, through 
whose spirit and living influence the race of 
man may hope to rise to heights at present 
inaccessible. 
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CLAUSE XIII 

The guidance exercised by the Divine Spirit, by 
which we are completely surrounded, is not of the 
nature of compulsion ; it is only a leading and helping 
influence, which we are able to resist if we choose. 

The problem of manufacturing free creatures with 
a will of their own, to be led, not forced, into right 
action, is a problem of a different nature from any of 
those that have ever appealed to human power and 
knowledge. \Vhat we are accustomed to make is 
mechanism, of various kinds; and the essential 
difficulty of the higher problem is so obscure to us 
that some impatient and unimaginative persons cry 
out against its slowness, and wonder that everything 
i~ not compulsorily made perfect at once. But we 
can see that the kind of perfection thus easily attain
able would be of an utterly inferior kind. 

It is to be supposed that incarnation, or a 
connexion between consciousness and material 
mechanism, is auxiliary to the difficult process of 
evolution of free beings, thus indicated; and it is 
probable that matter is thus an instrument of lofty 
spiritual purpose. Some religious systems have failed 
to perceive this, and have depreciated matter and 
flesh as intrinsically evil. 

One important feature of Christianity is that it 
recognises a3 good the connexion between spirit and 
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matter, and emphasises the importance of both, when 
properly regarded. It is not mystical and spiritual 
alone, nor is it material alone; but it tends to unify 
these two extremes, and to place in due position both 
soul and body: the material being utilised to make 
manifest the spiritual, and being dominated by it. 

The whole idea of the Incarnation, as well as some 
of the miracles and the sacraments, are expressive of 
this wide and comprehensi\·e character of the Christian 
religion. 

It recognises the wonder and beauty of the animal 
body, destined to be the scene of extraordinary 
spiritual triumphs in the long course of time; and it 
teaches 

" That none but Gods could build this house of ours, 
So beautiful, \·ast, \·arious, so beyond 
All work of man, yet, like all work of man, 
..-\ beauty with def~ct-till That which knows, 
And is not known, Lut fdt thro' what we feel 
'Vithin ourselves is highest, shall descend. 
On this haJf.decd, ancl shape it at the last 
According to the I lighest in the Highest." 

Christianity is a planetary and human religion : 
being the revelation of those aspects of Godhead 
which arc most intelligible and helpful to us in our 
present stage of development. But it is more than a 
re\'elation, it is a manifestation of some of the attri
butes of Godhead in the form of humanity. 

The statement that Christ and God are one, is not 
really a statement concerning Christ, but a statement 
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concerning what we understand by God. It is useless, 
and in the literal sense preposterous, to explain the 
known in terms of the unknown : the converse is the 
right method. "He that hath seen me hath seen the 
Father." Every son of man is potentially also a son 
of God, but the union was deepest and completest in 
the Galilean. 

The ideas of incarnation and revelation are not 
confined to the domain of religion; they are common 
to music and letters and science: in all we recognise 
"a flash of the will that can," 

"AU lhrough my keys that ga,·e their sounds to a wish of my 
soul, 

All through my soul that praised, as the wish flowed visibly 
forth., 

The spirit of Beethoven is incarnate in his music; 
and he that hath heard the Fifth Symphony hath 
heard Beethoven. 

The Incarnation of the Divine Spirit in man is the 
central feature of Terrestrial History. It is through 
man, and the highest man, that the revelation of what 
is meant by Godhead must necessarily come. The 
world - even the common everyday world - has 
accepted this, and is able to perceive its appropriate
ness and truth ; and the traditional song of the angels, 
at the epoch of the Birth-

" Glory to God in the highest; and on earth peace, goodwill 
among men," 

is still heard in the land. Whenever there is war at 
Christmas-time it is universally felt to be incongruous. 
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Goodwill among men is conspicuous in cessation of 
private feuds, in overladen postbags, in family re
unions and Christmas hampers and all manner of 
homely frivolities. 

The Incarnation doctrine is the glorification of 
human effort, and the sanctification of childhood and 
simplicity of life; but it is a pity to reduce it to a 
dogma. It is well to leave something to intuitive 
apprehension, and to let the life and death of Christ 
gradually teach their own eloquent lesson without 
premature dogmatic assistance. 

From that event we date our history, and the 
strongest believer in immanent Godhead can admit 
that the life of Jesus was an explicit and clear-voiced 
message of love to this planet from the Father of all. 
Naturally our conception of Godhead is still only in
distinct and partial, but, so far as we are as yet able 
to grasp it, we must reach it through recognition of 
the extent and intricacy of the Cosmos, and more 
particularly through the highest type and loftiest 
spiritual development of man himself. 

The most essential element in Christianity is its 
conception of a human God ; of a God, in the first 
place, not apart from the Universe, not outside it and 
distinct from it, but immanent in it; yet not immanent 
only, but actually incarnate, incarnate in it and 
re\·ealed in the Incarnation. The nature of God is 
displayed in part by everything, to those who have 
eyes to see, but is displayed most clearly and fully 
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by the highest type of existence, the highest experi
ence to which the process of evolution has so far 
opened our senses. 

•• 'Tis the sublime of man, 
Our noontide majesty, to know ourseh,.es 
Part and proportion of one wondrous whole/' 

The Humanity of God, the Divinity of man, is the 
essence of the Christian revelation. It was truly a 
manifestation of Immanuel. 

The Christian idea of God is not that of a being 
outside the universe, above its struggles and advances, 
looking on and taking no part in the process, solely 

exalted, beneficent, self-determined, and complete. 
It is also that of a God who loves, who yearns, 
who suffers, who keenly laments the rebellious and 
misguided activity of the free agents brought into 
being by Himself as part of Himself, who enters 
into the storm and conflict, and is subject to 
conditions as the soul of it all. 

This is the truth which has been reverberating down 
the ages ever since; it has been the hidden inspiration 
of saint, apostle, prophet, martyr, and, in however dim 
and vague a form, has given hope and consolation to 
the unlettered and poverty-stricken millions :-A God 
that could understand, that could suffer, that could 
sympathise, that had felt the extremity of human 
anguish, the agony of bereavement, had submitted 
even to the brutal hopeless torture of the innocent, 
and had become acquainted with the pangs of 
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death-this has been the chief consolation of the 
Christian religion. This is the extraordinary con
ception of Godhead to which we have thus far risen. 
"This is My beloved Son." 

"Enough that he heard it once; we shall hear it 
by and by." The Christian God is revealed as the 
incarnate Spirit of humanity; or rather the incarnate 
spirit of humanity is recognised as a real intrinsic 
part of God. "The Kingdom of Heaven is within 
you." 
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I~SPIRATIO:\f 

Q. 14. rfow may ~i'e become informed C01l

centing things too high for our own lmowledg·e? 

A. \V e should strive to learn from the great 
teachers, the prophets and poets and saints of 
the human race, and should seek to know and 
to interpret their inspired writings. 

92 
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CLAUSE XIV 

People at a low stage of development are liable to 
think that they can arrive at truth by their unaided 
judgment and insight, and that they need not concern 
themselves with the thoughts and experience£ of the 
past. Unconscious of any inspiration themselves, 
they decline to believe in the possibility of such a 
thing, and regard it as a fanciful notion of unpractical 
and dreamy people. 

Great men, on the other hand, are the fingerposts 
and lodestars of humanity; it is with their aid that 
we steer our course, if we are wise, and the records of 
their thought and inspiration are of the utmost value 
to us. 

This is the meaning of literature in general, and of 
that mass of ancient religious literature in particular, 
on which hundreds of schola rs have bestowed their 
best energies : now translated, bound together, and 
handed down to us as the Canon· of Scripture, of 
which some portions are the most inspired writings 
yet achieved by humanity. It is impossible for us to 
ignore the concurrent mass of human testimony 
therein recorded, the substantial and general truth of 
which has been vouched for by the prophets and 
poets and seers of all time. Accordingly, if we 
are to form worthy beliefs regarding the highest 
conceptions in the Universe, we must avail ourselves 
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of all this testimony; discriminating and estimating 
its relative value in the light of our own judgment 
and experience, studying such works and criticism as 
arc accessible to us, asking for the guidance of the 
Divine Spirit, and seeking with modest and careful 
patience to apprehend something in the direction of 
the truth. 
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CLAUSE XV 

NOTES ON THE CREED 

The three paragraphs correspond to the three 
aspects or Personifications of Deity which have most 
impressed mankind,-

The Creating and Sustaining. 
The Sympathising and Suffering. 
The Regenerating and Sanctifying. 

The first of the three clauses tries to indicate 
briefly the cosmic, as well as the more humanly 
intelligible, attributes of Deity; and to suggest an 
idea of creation appropriate to the doctrine of Divine 
Immanence, as opposed to the anthropomorphic 
notion of manufacture. The idea of evolution by 
guiding and controlling Purpose is suggested, as 
well as the vital conception of Fatherly Love. 

In the second paragraph, Time and Place are ex
plicitly mentioned in order to emphasise the historical 
and human aspect of the Christian manifestation of 
Godhead. This aspect is essential and easy to 
appreciate, though its idealisation and full interpreta
tion are difficult. The step, from the bare historic facts 
to the _idealisation of the Fourth Gospel, has been the 
work of the Church, in the best sense of that word, 
aided by the doctrines of the L ogos and of Immanence, 
elaborated by Philosophy. It all hangs together, 
when properly grasped, and constitutes a luminous 
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conception ; but the light thus shed upon the nature of 
Deity must not blind our eyes to the simple human 
facts from which it originally emanated. The clear and 
undoubted fact is that the founder of the Christian 
religion lived on this earth a blameless life, taught and 
helped the poor who heard him gladly, gathered to 
himself a body of disciples with whom he left a 
message to mankind, and was put to death as a 
criminal blasphemer, at the instigation of mistaken 
priests in the defence of their own Order and 
privileges. 

This monstrous wrong is regarded by some as 
having unconsciously completed the salvation of the 
race; because of the consummation of sacrifice, and 
because of the suffering of the innocent, which it 
involved. The Jewish sacrificial system, and the 
priestly ceremony of the scapegoat, seem to lead up 
to that idea; which was elaborated by St. Paul with 
immense genius, and taught by S. Augustine. 

Others attach more saving efficacy to the life, the 
example, and the teachings, as recorded in the 
Gospels; and all agree that they are important. 

But in fact the whole is important: and at the foot 
of the Cross there has been a perennial experience 
of relief and renovation. Sin being the sense of 
imperfection, disunion, lack of harmony, the struggle 
among the members that St. Paul for all time ex
pressed ;-there is usually associated with it a sense 
of impotence, a recognition of the impossibility of 
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achieving peace and unity in one:S own person, a 
feeling that aid must be forthcoming from a higher 
source. It is this feeling which enables the spectacle 
of any noble self-sacrificing human action to have an 
elevating effect, it is this which gropes after the 
possibilities of the highest in human nature, it is a 
feeling which for large tracts of this planet has found 
its highest stimulus and completest satisfaction in 
the life and death of Christ. 

The willingness of such a Being to share our 
nature, to live the life of a peasant, and to face the 
horrible certainty of execution by torture, in order 
personally to help those whom he was pleased to 
call his brethren, is a race-asset which, ho\\'ever 
masked and overlaid with foreign growths, yet gleams 
through every covering and suffuses the details of 
common life with fragrance. 

This conspicuously has been a redeeming, or rather 
a regenerating, agency ;-for by filling the soul with 
love and adoration and fellow-feeling for the Highest, 
the old cravings have often been almost hypnotically 
rendered distasteful and repellent, the bondage of 
sin has been loosened from many a spirit, the lower 
entangled self has been helped from the slough of 
despond and raised to the shores of a larger hope, 
whence it can gradually attain to harmony and peace. 

The invitation to the troubled soul-" Come, and 
find rest "-has reference, not to relief from sin alone, 
but to all restlessness and lack of trust. The Atone-
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ment removes the feeling of dislocation ; it induces a 
tranquil sense of security and harmony,-an assurance 
of union with the Divine will. 

Every form of Christianity aims at salvation for the 
race and for each individual, both soul and body; 
but different versions differ as to the means most 
efficient to this end. Varieties of Christianity can be 
grouped under the symbolic names, Paul, James, 
Peter, and John; with the dominating ideas of 
vicarious sacrifice, human effort, Church ordinance, 
and loving-kindness, respectively. 

In the coldest system of nomenclature these four 
chief varieties may be styled, legal, et!tical, ecclesi
astical, and emotional, respectively. More favourably 
regarded, the dominating ideas may be classified 
thus:-

1. Faith in a divine scheme of redemption. 
2. Simple life, social service, honesty, and virtue. 
3· Spiritual sustenance by utilisation of means of 

grace. 
4· Obedience, unworldliness, trust, and love. 
vVith the treatment of these great themes, sectarian 

differences begin: differences which seem beyond our 
power to reconcile. We need not dwell on the 
differences, we would rather emphasise the mass of 
agreement. Probably there is an element of truth in 
every view that has long been held and found helpful 
by human beings, however overlaid with superstition 
it may in some cases have become; and probably also 
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the truth is far from exhausted by any one estimate 
of the essential feature of a Life which most of us 
can agree to recognise as a revelation of the high
water·mark of manhood, and a manifestation of the 
human attributes of God. 

None of the above partially overlapping subdivi
sions of Christianity equals in importance the over
shadowing and dominating theory emphasised in the 
above creed: namely, the idea of a veritable incarna
tion of Divine Spirit-a visible manifestation of Deity 
immanent in humanity. The facts of the life, testified 
to by witnesses and idealised by philosophers and 
saints, have been transmitted down the centuries by 
a continuous Church; though with a mingling of 
superstition and error. 

At present the process of interpretation has been 
accompanied by a sad amount of discord and hostility, 
to the scandal of the Church; but the future of 
religion shall not always be endangered by suspicion 
and intolerance and narrowness among professed 
disciples of truth. There must come a time when 
first a nation, and afterwards the civilised world, shall 
awake and glory in the light of the risen sun :-

u -A sun but dimly seen 
Here, till the marta} morning mists of earth 
Fade in the: noon of heaYen, when creed and race 
Shal1 bear false witness, each of each, no more1 

But find their limits by that larger light, 
And overstep them, moving easily 
Thro' after·ages in the love of Truth, 
The truth of Love." 
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The emphasis laid by the above explanation on the 
conception of the human nature incorporated into 
Godhead, is appropriate to this country and to the 
Western World generally ; but we thereby imply no 
abuse of the religions of the East, in their proper place, 
any more than of the religions of other planets. Silence 
concerning them is not disrespectful. It is not to be 
supposed that any one world has a monopoly of the 
Grace of God ; nor does it exhaust every plan of 
salvation. In estimating the value ol another dis
pensation, or of any ill-understood religion (and no 
one can perfectly understand and appreciate more 
than one religion, if that, to the full), the old test is 
the only valid one: Do men gather grapes of thorns 
or figs of thistles? 

The third paragraph speaks of our progress along the 
Way of Truth to goodness and beauty of Life, and of 
the assistance constantly vouchsafed to our own efforts 
in that direction. It is not by our own efforts alone 
that we can succeed, for we cannot tell what lies 
before us, and we lack wisdom to foresee the conse
quences of alternative courses of action,-one of 
which nevertheless we instinctively feel to be right. 
Acts of self-will, and fanatical determination, and 
impatience, may operate in the wrong direction 
altogether; and effort so expended may be worse 
than wasted. But if we submit ourselves wholly to a 
beneficent Power, and seek not our own ends but 
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the ends of the Guiding Spirit of all things, we shall 
obtain peace in ourselves, and may hope to be used 
for purposes beyond what we can ask or think. 
This kind of service is what, in its several degrees, 
will be recognised by the Master as" faithful"; and 
it is by being faithful in a few things that hereafter we 
shall be found worthy of many things, and shall 
enter into the joy of our Lord. 

By the Holy Spirit is meant the living and imma
nent Deity at work in the consciousness and experi
ence of mankind,-the guider of human history, the 
comforter of human sorrow, the revealer of truth, the 
inspirer of faith and hope and love, the producer of 
life and joy and beauty, the sustainer and enricher 
of existence, the Impersonation of the Grace of God. 

This mighty theme has been treated, in an initial 
manner, in connexion with Clause XIII. 

Supplementary questions will be asked concerning 
other terms in the third paragraph ; but as to the 
phrase with which the Creed concludes-the Peace 
of God,-its meaning, we are well assured, surpasses 
understanding, and can be felt only by experience; 
hence no supplementary question is asked concerning 
that phro::se. 
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THE LIFE ETER:-.1 AL 

Q. 16. Tf7hat do you meaJZ by the Life 
Eternal? 

A. I mean that, whereas our terrestrial ex
istence is temporary, our real existence continues 
without ceasing, in either a higher or a lower 
form, according to our use of opportunities and 
means of grace ; and that the fulness of Life 
ultimately attainable represents a growing 
perfection at present inconceivable by us. 

iO.a 
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CLAUSE XVI 

Continuity of existence, without break or interrup· 
tion, is the fundamental idea that needs inculcation, 
not only among children but among ignorant people 
generally. And the survival, from savage times, of an 
inclination to associate a full measure of departed 
personality with the discarded and decomposing 
bodily remnant,-under the impression that it will 
awake and live again at some future day,-should be 
steadily discouraged. The idea of bodily resurrection, 
in this physical sense, is responsible for much super
stition and for some ecclesiastical abuses. 

A nearer approach to the truth may be expressed 
thus:-

Terrestrial existence is dependent for its continu
ance on a certain arrangement of material particles 
belonging to the earth, which are gradually collected 
and built up into the complex and constantly 
changing structure called a body. The correspond
ence or connection between matter and spirit, as thus 
exhibited, is common to every form of life in some 
degree, and is probably a symbol or sample of some
thing permanently true; so that a double aspect of 
every fundamental existence is likely always to 
continue. But identity of person in no way depends 
upon identity of particles : the particles are fre
quently changed and the old ones discarded. 
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The term " body" should be explained and 
emphasised, as connoting anything which is able to 
manifest feelings, emotions, and thoughts, and at the 
same time to operate efficiently on its environment. 
The temporary character of the present human body 
should be admitted for purposes of religion; it 
usefully and truthfully displays the incarnate part of 
us during the brief episode of terrestrial life, and 
when it has served its turn it is left behind, its 
particles being discarded and dispersed. Hereafter 
-we are taught- an equally efficient vehicle of 
manifestation, similarly appropriate to our new 
environment, will not be lacking; this at present 
unknown and hypothetical entity is spoken of as "a 
spiritual body," and represents the serious idea under
lying crude popular notions about bodily resurrec
tion. 

The ego has been likened to a ripple raised by 
wind upon water, displaying in visible form the motion 
and influence of the operating breath, without being 
permanently differentiated from the vast whole, of 
which each ripple is a temporarily individualised por
tion: individualised, yet not isolated from others, 
but connected with them by the ocean, of whose 
immensity it may be supposed for poetic purposes 
gradually to become aware:-

" But that one ripple on the boundless deep 
Feels that the deep is boundless, and itself 
For e\rer changing form, but e\·ermore 
One with the boundless motion of the deep." 
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There is much to be said for some form of doctrine 
of a common psychological basis or union of minds
some kind of Anima Mundi, some World-Mind, of 
which we are all fragments, and to which all know
ledge is in a manner accessible ; but the analogy of 
ocean ripples or icebergs need not be pressed to sup
port the idea of a cessation of individual existence, 
when a given ripple or a given iceberg subsides. 
All analogies fail at some point. The ocean analogy 
happens to suggest indistinguishable absorption, or 
Nirvana, but others do not. The parts of a jelly are 
linked together and \·ibrate as a whole, but each 
little sac of fluid is partitioned off as an individual 
entity; in touch with all the rest, but with a texture 
and a colour of its own. 

Continued personality, persistent individual exist
ence, cannot be predicated of things which do not 
possess personality or individuality or character: but, 
to things which do possess these attributes, continuity 
and persistence not only may, but must, apply; unless 
we are to suppose that actual existence suddenly 
ceases. There must be a conservation of character; 
notwithstanding the admitted return of the individual 
to a central store or larger self, from which a portion 
was differentiated and individualised for the brief 
period during which the planet performs some 
seventy of its innumerable journeys round the sun. 
Absorption in original source may mask, but need 
not destroy, identity. 
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Even so a villager, picked out as a recruit and sent 
to the seat of war, may serve his country, may gain 
experience, acquire a soul and a width of horizon 
such as he had not dreamt of; and when he returns, 
after the war is over, may be merged as before in his 
native village. But the village is the richer for his 
presence, and his individuality or personality is not 
really lost ; though to the eye of the world, which has 
no further need for it, it has practically ceased to be. 

The character and experience gained by us during 
our brief association with the matter of this planet, 
become our possession henceforth for ever. \Ve cannot 
shake ourselves free of them, even if we would : the 
enlargement of ideas, the growth in knowledge, the 
acquisition of friendships, the skill and power and 
serviceableness attained by us through this strange 
experience of incarnation, all persist as part and 
parcel of our larger self; and so do the memories of 
failure, of shame, of cruelty, of sin, which we have 
acquired here. To glory in these last things is 
damnation : the best that they can bring to us is 
pain and undying remorse-their worm dieth not and 
the fire is not quenched. There is no way out, save 
by the way of mercy and grace; whereby we are 
assured that at last, in the long last, we may 
ultimately attain to pardon and peace. 

The class of things which is certainly not persistent, 
but must indubitably be left behind us for ever, is 
the weird collection of treasures for which most of us 
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work so hard: scorning delights and living laborious 
days for their acquisition. 

In this blind and mistaken struggle-a struggle 
which in the present condition of society seems so 
unavoidable, even so meritorious, but which in a 
reformed society will be looked back upon as at 
something akin to lunacy-we do not even make to 
ourselves friends of the mammon of unrighteousness. 
Its mottoes are "each for himself" and "va! victis." 
Fortunately very few of the human race wholly 
succumb to this temptation; nearly all reserve great 
regions of their lives where kindness and friendliness 
and affection reign, and try to check the evil results 
of their worser or self-directed efforts by charitable 
doles. 

In a more ideal state of society there would be no 
need either of the poison or of its antidote. 

To bring about such an ideal state of society is 
the end and aim of Politics, and of all movements 
for social reform. Efforts in these directions are 
the most serious things in life, and may be the 
most fruitful in vital results: since few individuals 
are strong enough to withstand the pressure and 
tendency of their social surroundings. Only a few 
can rise superior to them, only a few sink far 
beneath them ; the majority drift with the crowd 
and become- too many at present- irretrievably 
injured by the base and ugly conditions among 
which their lives are cast. 
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At present, for the majority of Englishmen, life is 
liable to be damaging and deleterious: initial weak
ness of character, so far from being strengthened 
and helped by the combined force of society, is 
hindered and enfeebled thereby,-a disastrous and 
disquieting condition of things. But when the efforts 
of self-sacrificing and laborious statesmen, Ministers 
in the highest sense (:\-lark x. 43),-when these 
efforts at cultivation bear fruit,-then, notwithstanding 
individual lapses here and there, society at large 
will be indistinguishable from a human branch of the 
Communion of Saints. Then will feeble impulses 
towards virtue be fostered and encouraged; the bruised 
reed will no longer be broken and trampled in the 
mire. 

The Life Eternal in its fullest sense must be 
entered upon here and now. The emphasis is on 
the word Life, without reference to time. " I am 
come that ye might have Life." Life of a far 
higher kind than any we yet know is attainable 
by the human race on this planet. It rests largely 
"·ith ourselves. The outlook was never brighter than 
it is to-day; many workers and thinkers are making 
ready the way for a Second Advent,-a reincarnation 
of the Logos in the heart of all men ; the heralds 
are already attuning their songs for a reign of 
brotherly love; already there are "signs of his 
corning and sounds of his feet ·· ; and upon our 
terrestrial activity the date of this Advent depends. 
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'l'liE COMMUNION OF SAINTS 

Q. 1 7· What is the significance of tlte " Com
mzmiou of Saints"? 

A. Higher and holier beings must possess, 
in fuller fruition, those privileges of communion 
which are already foreshadowed by our own 
faculties of language, of sympathy, and of 
mutual aid; and as we find that man's power 
of friendly help is not confined to his fellows, 
but extends to other animals, so may we con
ceive ourselves part of a mighty Fellowship of 
love and service. 

112 
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CLAUSE XVII 

Here is opened up a great subject on which much 
remains to be discovered. It is probable that the 
action of the Deity throughout the Universe is 
always conducted through intermediaries and 
agents. In all cases that we can examine, it is 
so ; and this is one of the many meanings of 
"Immanence." 

Humanity is the most prominent, to us, among 
Divine agencies, and though it is probably only an 
infinitesimal fraction of the whole, yet it can be 
studied as a sample. Experience shows us that 
human beings have feelings of sympathy, pity, and 
love, and can be moved to act in certain ways by 
persistent urging and by definite requests. There 
is no reason to suppose that this faculty of hearing 
and answering is limited to our own comparatively 
lowly stage of existence. Man may be regarded as 
a germ or indication of far more powerful agencies, 
of which at present we know very little. 

The faculty of communion familiarly possessed by 
man is not likely to be exhaustive of all possible 
methods of mental and spiritual intercourse; and, in 
the undeveloped power of telepathy, we have an in
dication of a mode apparently not dependent on the 
machinery of physical processes, and not necessarily 
limited to intelligences inhabiting the surface of a 

8 
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planet. Why associate mind only with the surface of 
a mass of matter? Enthusiasts hope some day to be 
able to communicate with people on Mars, but there 
may be intelligences far more accessible to us than 
those remote and hypothetical denizens of another 
world. The immanent Spirit of nature is likely to 
inuividualise and personify itself in ways mysterious 
and unknown: all manner of possibilities lie open to 
our study and examination; and-until we have 
scrutinised the evidence, and thought long and 
deeply on the subject-our negative opinion, based 
upon long habit and tradition, must not be allowed 
undue weight. It must be remembered that the 
above is speculation, not knowledge; yet something 
like it has received the sanction of great philosophers. 
Here is an exclamation of Hegel:-

" \Ve do not mean to be behind; our watchword 
shall be Reason and Freedom, and our rallying 
ground the Invisible Church." 

So far our eyes are open to perceive only the 
assiduous operations of man; and any supposed 
influence of other agencies we regard with suspicion 
and mistrust. Some are inclined to think that man 
is solitary in the universe, the highest of created 
things; without equal, without superior, without 
companionship; alone with his indomitable soul 
amid scenes of unspeakable grandeur and awe; 
alone with his brethren in a universe wherein no 
spark of feeling, no gleam of intelligence, can be 
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aroused by his unuttered longings, no echo of sympathy 
can respond to his bewildered need. 

Yet that is not the feeling which arises during 
spells of lonely communion with nature, on rock or 
sea or trackless waste. At these moments comes a 
sense of Presence, such as \Vordsworth felt at 
Tin tern, or Byron when he wrote: 

"Then stirs the feeling infinite, so felt 
In solitude, where we arc least alone." 

Until our senses are opened more widely, scepti
cism concerning spiritual beings, as intermediate 
links with absolute Deity, may be our safest attitude, 
for ignorance is better than superstition ; but the 
seers of the human race have surmised that as 
denizens of a higher universe we are far from lonely, 
that it is only our limited perception that is at fault, 
and that to clearer eyes the whole of nature is trans" 
fused with spirit: n ..fvx,~ ro/ OACf (he(hiX-'t'(Y,I, 

" Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns, 
And the round ocean and the living air, 
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man." 
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MYSTIC COJL\IUNIO:"' OJt PRAYEH 

Q. r8. TVhat do yozt understand by prayer? 

A. I understand that when our spirits are 
attuned to the Spirit of Righteousness, our 
hopes and aspirations exert an influence far 
beyond their conscious range, and in a true sense 
bring us into communion with our Heavenly 
Father. This power of filial communion is called 
prayer; it is an attitude of mingled worship and 
supplication ; we offer petitions in a spirit of 
trust and submission, and endeavour to realise 
the Divine attributes, with the help and example 
of Christ. 

116 
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CLAUSE X VIII 

In prayer we come into close communion with a 
Higher than we know, and seek to contemplate 
Divine perfection. Its climax and consummation is 
attained when we realise the universal Permeance, 
the entire Goodness, and the Fatherly Love, of the 
Divine Being. Through prayer we admit our de
pendence on a Higher Power, for existence and health 
and everything we possess; we are encouraged to 
ask for whatever we need, as children ask parents; 
and we inevitably cry for mercy and comfort in 
times of tribulation and anguish. 

The spirit of simple supplication may desire 
chiefly-

I, Insight and receptiveness to truth and 
knowledge. 

z. Help and guidance in the practical manage
ment of life. 

3· Ability and willingness to follow the light 
whithersoever it leads. 

But provided we ask in a right spirit, it is not 
necessary to be specially careful concerning the kind 
of things asked for; nor need we in all cases attempt 
to decide how far their attainment is possible or not. 
In such matters we may admit our ignorance. ·what 
is important is that we should apply our own efforts 
towards the fulfilment of our petition, and not be 
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satisfied with wishes alone. Everything accomplished 
has to be done by actual work and activity of some 
kind, and it is unreasonable to expect the rest of the 
universe to take trouble on our behalf while we our
selves are supine. Certain material means are within 
our control: these should be fully employed, in the 
light of the best knowledge of the time. 

The highest type of prayer has for its object not 
any material benefit, beyond those necessary for our 
activity and usefulness, but the enlightenment and 
amendment of our wills, the elevation of all humanity, 
and the coming of the Kingdom. 
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XIX 

'filE LORD'S PRAYER 

Q. Rehearse the prayer taug·ht us by Jesus. 

A. OuR FATHER wmca ART IN HEAVEN, 

HALLOWED DE Trrv NAME. 

TIIY KINGDOM CmiE. 

THY WILL DE DONE IN EARTII, AS IT IS IN 

IIEAVEN. 

GiVE US TillS DAY OUR DAILY BREAD. 

AND FORGIVE US OUR TRESPASSES, AS \\'E 

.FORGIVE THE~! THAT TRESPASS AGAINST US. 

AND LEAD US NOT INTO TE~IPTATION j BUT 

DELIVER US FROM E\'IL : 

FoR TmNE rs THE KINGD0:'>-1, 

AND TilE POWER, 

AND TilE GLORY, 

FoR EYER. 
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CLAUSE XIX 

Q. I 9· Exp!az'u the pmpo1't of this prayer. 

A. \Ve first attune our spirit to conscious
ness of the Divine Fatherhood; trying to 
realise His infinite holiness as well as His 
loving-kindness, desiring that everything alien 
to His will should cease in our hearts and in 
the world, and longing for the establishment 
of the Kingdom of Heaven. Then we ask for 
the supply of the ordinary needs of existence, 
and for the forgiveness of our sins and short
comings as we pardon those who have hurt 
us. We pray to be kept from evil influences, 
and to be protected when they attack us. 
Finally, we repose in the might, majesty, and 
dominion of the Eternal Goodness. 
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THE KI:-IGDO:\'I OF HEAVEN 

Q. 20. lVhat is meant by the Ki11gdom of 
Ifeaven? 

A. The Kingdom of Heaven is the central 
feature of practical Christianity. It represents 
a harmonious condition in which the Divine 
Will is perfectly obeyed; it signifies the highest 
state of existence, both individual and social, 
which we can conceive. Our whole effort 
should, directly or indirectly, make ready its 
way,-in our hearts, in our lives, and in the 
lives of others. It is the ideal state of society 
towards which Reformers are striving ; it is the 
ideal of conscious existence towards which 
Saints aim. 

1?2 
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CLAUSE XX 

This mighty ideal has many aspects. It has been 
typified as the pearl of great price, for which all other 
possessions may well be sacrificed: in germ it is as 
leaven, or as growing seed. It will come sooner 
than is expected, though for a time longer there 
must be tares among the wheat: for a time longer 
there shall be last and first, and a striving to be 
greatest, and a laying up of earthly treasure, and wars 
and divisions; but only for a time,-the spirit of service 
is growing, and the childlike spirit will overcome: 

" Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father's good 
pleasure to give you the Kingdom." 

When realised, it will conduce to universal love 
and brotherhood; it is the reign of Christ's spirit in 
the hearts of all men; it is accordingly spoken of as 
the second Advent, and its herald song is still, Peace 
on earth, goodwill among men. Wherever perfect 
love and willing service exist, there already is the 
Kingdom. 

We have to realise that the Will of God is to 
be done on earth, that the Kingdom of Heaven is 
to be a present Kingdom, here and now, not 
relegated indefinitely to the future. Our life is not 
in the future, but in the present, and it will always 
be in the present: it is in our life that we have to 
apply our beliefs, utilise our talents, and bring forth 
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fruit. The Kingdom of Heaven is not only at hand, 
it is potentially in our midst, and may be actually 
within us. These are its two chief aspects, the social, 
and the individual. The ideal is to be made real, in 
each and in all ; nothing is too good to be true; each 
soul is to attain its highest aim: the world is to be 
transfigured and transformed. 

The above formula must not be supposed to 
exhaust the meaning of the great Phrase, which 
many parables haYe still only partially explained, 
but it is a part of its meaning. And the strange 
thing is that the world, with all its competition, 
wrestling and contending amid unheeded calls to 
order, is really working towards that goal. No other 
ending is possible in the long run, though it has been 
long delayed. It is the condition towards which the 
whole of humanity, each individual man, as well as 
the race, is blindly and unconsciously struggling; 

"Their prejudice and fears and cares and doubts 
All with a touch of nobleness; despite 
Their error, upward tending all, though weak, 
Like plants in mines which never saw the sun, 
But dream of him and guess where he may be, 
And do their best to climb and get to him." 

The daily toil, in city office, in factory, in ship, in 
mine, in home, is really a struggle for Life, for freedom, 
for joy, for something wider and better than we at pre
sent know, for pleasures that satisfy and do not pall. 
\Ve needs must 10\·e the highest when we see it, but 
as yet we do not see it: so we are working in the 
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dark, and the best of us try hard to do our duty. The 
end is unrecognised, the means may be mistaken, but 
the energy is there; and the race as well as the individ
ual is instinctively working out its destiny ;-thwart
ing itself constantly by misdirected endeavour, yet 
constantly striving for self-development and enlarge
ment, for progress and happiness. And this is true 
even when the main idea of enlargement is the 
amassing of money in unwieldy heaps, when happi
ness is sought in an exaltation of imagination by 
deleterious drugs, or when progress is thought to 
consist in the slaughter and impoverishment of 
opponents who might be our auxiliaries and allies. 

If our vision could be cleared, and the aim of 
human effort could be changed, the earth would 
put on a new complexion; we should no longer be 
tempted to think of humanity as of an ancient and 
effete and played-out product of evolution,-we the 
latest-born and most youthful of all the creatures on 
the planet,- but should regard everything with the 
eye of hope, as of one new born, with senses 
quickened to perceive joys and beauties hitherto 
undreamt of. 

That is the meaning of Regeneration or new birth: 
it must be like an awakening out of trance. At 
present we are as if subject to a dream illusion, 
in a slumber which we are unable to throw off. 
Revelation after revelation has come to us, but our 
senses are deadened and we will not hear, our hands 
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are full of clay, we have no grasp for ideals, we are 
mistaking appearance for reality. But the time for 
awakening must be drawing nigh-the time when again 
it may be said: "The people that walked in darkness 
have seen a great light : they that dwell in the land 
of the shadow of death, upon them hath the light 
shined." 

Meanwhile our seers depict man's half-hoping half
despairing attitude, not so much as a striving, as a 
waiting :-the striving is obvious, but the unconscious 
waiting is what they detect-waiting as it were for 
the arrival of a new sense, a new perception of the 
value of life:-

" And we, the poor earth's Uying race, and yet 
No phantoms, watching from a phantom shore 
J\ wait the last nnd largest sense to make 
The phantom walls of this illusion fade, 
Anrl show us that the world is wholly fair. :' 
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Q. 1. Wlzat are J'Oll '! 

/1. I am a being alive and conscious upon this 
earth, a descendant of ancestors who rose by gradual 
processes from lower forms of animal life, and with 
struggle and suffering became man. 

Q. z. What, t!tm, may be meant by t!te Fall of man'! 

A. At a certain stage of development man became 
conscious of a difference between right and wrong, so 
that thereafter, when his actions fell below a normal 
standard of conduct, he felt ashamed and sinful. 
He thus lost his animal innocency, and entered on a 
long period of human effort and failure; nevertheless, 
the consciousness of degradation marked a rise in 
the scale of existence. 

Q. 3· What is the disti11ctive cltaracter of 1J/a1lltOod l 

A. The distinctive character of man is that he has 
a sense of responsibility for his acts, having acquired 
the power of choosing between good and evil, with 
freedom to obey one motive rather than another. 
Creatures far below the human level are irresponsible ; 
they feel no shame and suffer no remorse; they are 
said to have no conscience. 

128 
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Q. 4· What is tire duty of man? 

A. To assist his fellows, to develop his own higher 
self, to strive towards good in every way open to his 
powers, and generally to seek to know the laws of 
Nature and to obey the will of God; in whose service 
alone can be found that harmonious exercise of the 
faculties which is identical with perfect freedom. 

Q. 5· Wlrat t"s meant by good and evil? 

A. Good is that which promotes development, and 
is in harmony with the will of God. It is akin to 
health and beauty and happiness. 

Evil is that which retards or frustrates development, 
and injures some part of the universe. It is akin to 
disease and ugliness and misery. 

Q. 6. How does mall know good from evil? 

A. His own nature, when uncorrupted by greed, is 
sufficiently in harmony with the rest of the universe 
to enable him to be well aware in general of what is 
a help or a hindrance to the guiding Spirit, of which 
he himself is a real and effective portion. 

Q. 7· How comes it tltat evil exists? 

A. Evil is not an absolute thing, but has reference 
to a standard of attainment. The possibility of evil 
is the necessary consequence of a rise in the scale of 
moral existence; just as an organism whose normal 
temperature is far above" absolute zero" is necessarily 

9 
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liable to damaging and deadly cold. But cold is not 
in itself a positive or created thing. 

Q. 8. What is sin? 

A. Sin is the deliberate and wilful act of a free 
agent who sees the better and chooses the worse, and 
thereby acts injuriously to himself and others. The 
root sin is selfishness, whereby needless trouble and 
pain are inflicted on others; when fully developed it 
involves moral suicide. 

Q. 9· A1·e t/ure beings lower in tlte scale of existence 
tlzan man ? 

A. Yes, multitudes. In every part of the earth 
where life is possible, there we find it developed. 
Life exists in every variety of animal, in earth and 
air and sea, and in every species of plant. 

Q. 10. An there any bei11gs higher in tlte scale of 
existence than man? 

A . Man is the highest of the dwellers on the planet 
earth, but the earth is only one of many planets 
warmed by the sun, and the sun is only one of a 
myriad of similar suns, which are so far off that 
we barely see them and group them indiscriminately 
as "stars." We may reasonably conjecture that in 
some of the innumerable worlds circling round 
those distant suns there must be beings far higher in 
the scale of existence thart ourselves; indeed, we 
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have no knowledge which enables us to assert the 
absence of intelligence anywhere. 

Q. I I. W !tat caused and what maiutaitzs existence f 

A. Of our own knowledge we are unable to realise 
the meaning of origination or of maintenance; all 
that we ourselves can accomplish in the physical 
world is to move things into desired positions, and 
leave them to act on each other. Nevertheless our 
effective movements are inspired by thought, and so 
we conceive that Intelligence is immanent in all the 
processes of nature; for they are not random and 
purposeless, but organised and beautiful. 

Q. 12. What is to be said of mau's ltz"glzer faculties? 

A. The faculties and achievements of the highest 
among mankind-in Art, in Science, in Philosophy, 
and in Religion-are not explicable as an outcome of 
a struggle for existence. Something more than mere 
life is possessed by us-something represented by the 
words " mind " and "soul" and "spirit." On one side 
we are members of the animal kingdom; on another 
we are associates in a loftier type of existence, and 
are linked with the Divine 

Q. I 3- Is man helped in his struggle upwar~ f 

A. There is a Power in the Universe vastly 
beyond our comprehension ; and we trust and be
lieve that it is a Good and Loving Power, able and 
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willing to help us and all creatures, and to guide us 
wisely, without detriment to our incipient freedom. 
This Loving-kindness continually surrounds us; in 
it we live and have our real being; it is the main
spring of joy and love and beauty, and we call it 
the Grace of God. It sustains and enriches all worlds, 
and may take a multiplicity of forms, but it was 
specially manifested to dwellers on this planet in the 
Life of Jesus Christ, through whose spirit and living 
influence the race of man may hope to rise to heights 
at present inaccessible. 

Q. 14. How may we become informed concerning 
things too higlz for our ozv1t k1zow!edgc '! 

A. We should strive to learn from the great 
teachers, the prophets and poets and saints of the 
human race, and should seek to know and to inter
pret their inspired writings. 

Q. r 5. What, tlzen, do you revenut!y believe can be 
deduced from a study of the records and traditions of 
the past ill tlze light of tlze presmt? 

A . I believe in one Infinite and Eternal Being 
a guiding and loving Father, in whom all things 
consist. 

I believe that the Divine Nature is specially re
vealed to man through Jesus Christ our Lord, who 
lived and taught and suffered in Palestine 1900 years 
ago, and has since been worshipped by the Christian 
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Church as the immortal Son of God, the Saviour of 
the world. 

I believe that the Holy Spirit is ever ready to help 
us along the Way towards Goodness and Truth; that 
prayer is a means of communion between man and 
God ; and that it is our privilege through faithful ser
vice to enter into the Life Eternal, the Communion 
of Saints, and the Peace of God. 

Q. 16. What do you mean by the Life Eternal? 

A. I mean that whereas our terrestrial existence 
is temporary, our real existence continues without 
ceasing, in either a higher or a lower form, according 
to our use of opportunities and means of grace; and 
that the fulness of Life ultimately attainable repre
sents a growing perfection at present inconceivable 
by us. 

Q. 17. Wlzat is tlze significance of" the Commzmion 
of Saints"? 

A. Higher and holier beings must possess, in fuller 
fruition, those privileges of communion which are 
already foreshadowed by our own faculties of 
language, of sympathy, and of mutual aid ; and as 
we know that man's power of friendly help is not 
confined to his fellows, but extends to other animals, 
so may we conceive ourselves part of a mighty 
Fellowship of Jove and service. 

9* 
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Q. 18. W!tat do you understa1/d by prayer? 

A. I understand that when our spirits are attuned 
to the Spirit of Righteousness, our hopes and aspira
tions exert an influence far beyond their conscious 
range, and in a true sense bring us into communion 
with our Heavenly Father. This power of filial com
munion is called prayer; it is an attitude of mingled 
worship and supplication ; we offer petitions in a 
spirit of trust and submission, and endeavour to 
realise the Divine attributes, with the help and 
example of Christ. 

Q. Rehearse tlte pra;,er taug!tt us by Jesus. 

A. Our Father, etc. 

Q. 19. E.rp!ain tke clauses of tkis prayer. 

A. \Ve first attune our spirit to consciousness of 
the Divine Fatherhood; trying to realise His infinite 
holiness as well as His loving-kindness, desiring that 
everything alien to His will should cease in our hearts 
and in the world, and longing for the establishment 
of the Kingdom of Heaven. Then we ask for the 
supply of the ordinary needs of existence, and for 
the forgiveness of our sins and shortcomings as we 
pardon those who have hurt us. \Ve pray to be kept 
from evil influences, and to be protected when they 
attack us. Finally, we repose in the might, majesty, 
and dominion of the Eternal Goodness. 
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THE CATECHISM 135 

Q. zo. What is 11tea11t by the Killgdom of Heaveu ? 

A. The Kingdom of Heaven is the central feature 
of practical Christianity. It represents a harmonious 
condition in which the Divine Will is perfectly 
obeyed ; it signifies the highest state of existence, 
both individual and social, which we can conceive. 
Our whole effort should, directly or indirectly, make 
ready its way,-in our hearts, in our lives, and in the 
lives of others. It is the ideal state of society towards 
which Reformers are striving; it is the ideal of 
conscious existence towards which Saints aim. 
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Helloc (Hilaire), 1\I. P, PARIS. Suond Fcap. 8vo. JS. 6d.; l~atlur, 4s. 6J. n~t. 
£clition. With l\hps and Illustrations. Se~ also Antiquary's Books 
Cr. 8vo. 6s. Blouet (Hen ri). s~~ B~ginner's Bool.:s. 

HILLS AND THE SEA. s~cond EditiOn. Boardman ('f. H.), M.A. s~e Textbool.:s 
c.,.o1vn avo. 6s. of Science. 

Bel~~~gi~~·l;;f~1Pt"E~HtJi~~~m!r~~ Bo~gl6JNfTfo'N Aubbr 0~ri{:~R~ Tv~f 
Illustrations. CrPWn Bw. 6s. ntt. D~my Bv". 2u. r.~t. Ry Command of th~ 

Bennett (W. H.), M .. A. A.~RIMER OF King. 
TH~BIBLE. Tltrrd Edrt1on. Cr. 8vo. Body (Geor e), D.D. THE SOUL'S 

sc2~:0.et1(\V. H.) and Adeney(W. F.). A PILG!<I»f~GE: Devotional Readings 
BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION • .fiOurlh fromb1swr11mgs. Sel~cted by J. H. BuRN, 
E d't' C 8 7.r 6d B.D., F.R.S.E. Pott8vo. :zs. 6d. 

Beus~~0(Arcb.bt~hop) · GOD'S BOARD : Bona (Cardinal). See Libra~ of~~votion. 
Communion Addresses. Fcaf. Svo. 3.r. 6d. Boon (F. C.). Se~ Commercial Senes. 
net. I Borrow <O.::orge). s~e Little Library. 

Benson (A. C.), l\LA. Se~ Oxford Bio· Bos (J. R.1tzema). AGRICULTURAL 
grapbies I ZOOLOGY. Translated by ]. R. Ar.iS• 

8e~Eos~ ~~ ~·J;ti~~~~~~~n~~ ~~~~; c~.R::o.DA;l~·'r~I"ttiti!'!~b i/ ~~trations. 
u9th Psalm. Cr. 8vo. ss. . Bo!tln_g (C. O_.), B.A. EASY GREEK 

Bernard (£. R.), M.A., Canon of SaiLs bury. . F X~~RCISEfi .. Cr. S?o• 2s. See also 
'f.rH[d ENGT.ISH SUNDAY. Fcap. Svo. ! 8j~i~lc::~~\\r~)"·1·~05s~:~NDHIS TIMES. 

Beriou~h (Baroness de). THE LIFE With 24 Illustrations. Demy8vq. ros, 6d. 

~~~~!~~~- ~~-~~llUS. Illustrated. Bon;!~on (E. S.), M.A. GEOMETRY ON 
Bcructe (A. de). See Cla.ssics of Art. 1\IODERN LINES. Cr. 8vq, :zs. 
Betbam .. Edwards (M.). HO:\IE LlFE Boulton (William B.). T H 0 MAS 

I N FRANCE. Illustrated. Fourtlt and GAINSBOROUCH With 4o Illustra. 

cn~at~r;,~~ft~di.tio~/i~~~:;~h1i~~d. si~0]0sftUA~f:'{;N.gL'B's~P:R:~.6d\~:ftt 
Betbune•Baker (J. F.), l\I.A. See Hand· 49 Illustrations. D~mySvo. 7s. 6d. xd. 

books of Theology. Bowden (E. M.). THE IMITATION OF 
Bldez (M.). See Byzantine Texts. BUDD H A : Being Quotations from 
Blggs(C.R.D.),D.D. SeeCburcbman'sBible. . Buddhist Literature for each Day in the 
Bindley (T. Herbert), B.D. THE OF.CU. , Ye:l.r. Fifth Edition. Cr. 16Hto. u. 6d. 

~1fl~-if.A~Vi~Ol~~~~:;i~;s ~~ rl~~~ 80C'~it'fiPfNt'XRT~Mjf!~:t~~~ s'Ic~!d 
Bl~~:'~~:a;;.r:.n· TCHE5VLtF6E' o:· WALT Bo~~~'~V:).'CifRfSTI:tASS'AT ~·HE zoo. 

WH T M A N. Illustrated. Duny Sw.l With Verses by W. BOYLE and 24 Coloured 
zos. 6d. nrt. Pictures by 1-1. B. NEILSON. Sup~r Ro)'al 

A Colonial Edition is also published. 1 16mo. :zs. 
tlinyon (l..awrence). THE DEATH OF Brabant (F. G.)1 M.A. See Little Guides. 

ADAM; AND OTHER POE ::'liS. Cr. 8vo. Bradley (A, G,) ROUND ABOUT WILT. 
~s. 6d. nd. SHIRE. With 30 Illustrations of whicb 

See also W. Blake. 14are in colour byT.C.GoTCH. Cr. Bvo. 6s, 
Birnstlngl (Ethel). See Little Books on Bradley (J. \V.). Set: Liltle Books on Art. 

Art. Braid (James) and Others. GREAT 
Blackmantle(Bernard). See l.P.I.. GOLFERS IN THE MAKING. By 
81alr (Robert). See I.P.L. Thirty-Four Champions. Edited, with :..n 
Blake (William). THE LETTERS OF Introduction, by HENRY LEACn. Wi.th 34 

WILLIAM BLAK R, TOGF.'THER WITH A Portraits. Dmry8w • .,s.6d. n.tt. 
LIFz: ilY FRii.Dl>RlCK TATHAM. Fdited A Colonial Edition is also published. 
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llralloford (If. N.). MACEDONIA: Burn (J. H.), R.D. TilE CHURCH· 
ITS RACES AND ITS FUTURE. MAN'S TREASURY OF SONG. 
Illustrated. Demy 8v4. I~s. 6d. t:ef. Selected and Edited by. Fcap 8vq, 3s. 6ti, 

Brodrick (Mnry) aml Morton (Anderson). nd, See also Library of Devotion. 
A CO::<CISE HANDBOOK OF EGYP· Burnand (Sir F. C.). RECORDS AND 
TIAN ARCHJEOLOGY. Illustrated. Cr. REMINISCENCES. With a Portrait by 
8vq. JS. 6d. H. v. HERKOMER, Cr. 8;:w. Fourth atJd 

Brooks (E. E.), B.Sc. See Textbooks of C!uaper Ed:'tlorr. 6.r. 
Technology. A Colonial Edition is also published. 

Brooks (8. \V.). See Byzantine Texts. Burns{Robert), THE POEMS OF. Edited 
Brown (P. H.), LL.D., Fraser Professor of by ANDREW LANG and W. A. CRAIGIE. With 

Ancient (Scottish) History at the University Portrait. Third Edition. De my Svo, gilt 
of Edinburgh. SCOTLAND IN TH .. .: top. 6s. 
TIME OF QUEEN hiARY. Demy 8vo. Burnside (\V. F'.), M.A. OLD Tlo.:STA· 
7s. 6d. tut. MENT HISTORY FOR USE IN 

Brown (S. E.), M.A., C:1mb., B.A., B.Sc., ~Z~J.>OLS. Second Edithm. Cr. avo. 

~~~dg;h:o!1~nixr ~~ACY'lC~~L ~Hul~l§: 'iurton (A_Ifred). See I. P. L. 
TRY NOTE· BOOK FOR !\IATRICULA~ Bussell (f. W.), D. D., Fellow 3.nd Vtc"· 
TION AND ARMY CANDIDATES Pnnctpal of Brasecose College, Oxford. 
EM•1P.R ExrERIMENTS ON THB Co:-.u1oNE~ I CHRISTIAN 1 HEOLOGY AND SO· 
SuBsT.U:CES· Cr. _.t0 • rs. 6d. nd. CIAL PROGRESS: The Bampton 

DrL~ (Sir Thomas). See Standard Bu~i~~ll{~~~~ph).5• s~:''Si~~d4ardLiL~~;.~t. 
Browneli (C. L.). THK HEART OF Calde~ott (Alfred), D.O. See Handbooks 

!~.P8~~· 6/J1~i~~a~~;Jty 8~;.:·r~.Editiolf. eal~:!;.!~~a~·D: s.~. Headmas~er of theN or· 

~~~kt'!ig§ f~.!'~~2· T.~~e ~~1.Rf8SJ1?i·Es ;n~t ~&'CL1t'nE~·N~rxt·cE~~~: ~~~~~ 
OF NATURAL HISTORY. Illustrated packets of 40, w11~ Answers. u. each. Or 
by H. B. NEILSON. Cr. Bvo. JS. 6d. m three Books, once 2d., 2d., and 3d. 

suE~~~&; a 'il~~lad1~i~ ~~~!~~ftg~ ca~l~~~el~d~U~\!~A~~tA.s]. D~~;Ra'!:. 
Cr. 8VIl'. 3So 6d. net. 7So 6d. 

KINGS IN BABYLON. A Drama. C,-4wn Canning (Georg-e). See Little Library. 
Bvo. zs. ~rd. Capey (E. F. H.). See Oxford Biographie5, 

EA_2d~t~n~Etr~lv~.A 1~~~~:;.ry Play. Fiftlt. g:~f1f!5 ~'{.h~~·asT.ee l.~·iiE FRENCH 
Budge (E. A. Wallis). THE GODS OF RftYOLUTION. Edit«! by C. R. L. 

THE EGYPTIAKS. With over 100 FLETCHER, Fellow of 1\l.agd3len College, 
Coloured Plates and many ntustrations. Oxford. Tltru Volumts. Cr. St·o. r8s, 

auf~!'(t~C~sDu~0b~£~0Seei(h~:~b::;n's T~i~~i,~;t;L~ L~~~~~E~~ 0r~t?o~~~t~o~ 
Bible. by C. H. FIRTH, M.A., and Notes and 

Buist(H. Massac). THE MOTOR YEAR Appendices by Mrs. S. C. Lor..lAS. Tllru 
BOOK AND AUTOMOBILISTS' Volumu. D~mv 8vt~. 18s. tut. 
~~NUAL FOR rgo6. Demy 8vo. 1r. 6d. Ca::~:~~~~~· and A. J.), I\I.A. See Leaders 

Bull (Paul). Army Ch.aplain. coo AND CbL~CUl\lXKt~b a1r;1·lW~enfv<t~~¥;J· 
OUR SOLDIERS. S~cottd EditiM. PAST AND PRESENT. \Viah 16 full: 

B 1r- 80)1' 6s) S L d n·t page IIJustrations. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

B~n~~n~d:~~>~ TH~ ~rL'ci=RII\I'S PRO· ~~:rt~:roAs. tTko~~~~ookg~~ BS~i:ne~rd 
GRESS. Ed1ted, With a~ Introduction, Library. 

~i~nc;-b~·l1A~~;!~·~·EL~~~t~;.98~~~l~~ Chesterli~ld (Lord),, ':!'HE ~ETTF:RS OF, 
See also Library of Devotion and ~0 HIS SON. Ed1ted, wtth :'" Introduc· 

Standard Library. han by C. STRACHEV, and 1\' otc.s by A. 
Burch (G. J.), M.A., F.R.S. A MANUAL CALTHROP. Two Volumes, Cr. 8vt1. t-zs. 

OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. Illu,. Chesterton(O.K.). CHARLES DICKENS. 
tr.ated. Cr. 8vt1. 1s, With two Portraits in pbotogra\lure. Fourth 

Bur_gess (Oelett). GOOPS AND HOW TO Edition. D~my 8vo. 7s. 6d. mt. 
BE THEM. Jllustn.ted. Small 4to. 6s. A Colonial Edition is also published. 

~:~~eci~'k~)~f>~£., ~~c~~:n~t}i~i~;~:!rtb Ch~'gN(f~~rles cfF), !{~-C~iJ'R~~ · T~;: 
and Prebendary of Lichfield. HO\V CANCER CuRABLE. Dem~ Svu: 

See Handbooks of Theology. •;.r. 6d. net. 
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6 MESSRS. l\1ETJIUEK'S CATALOGUE 

Chri~tian (F. \V,). THE C.\ROLl~E BIHLl:.. FLQ\Vl:..RS. With a Fronti~piece 
ISLA:s-US. \\'hb many !Jiu,trol.tions and and Plan. FcajJ. !!va. zs. 6d. :ut. 
Maps. D~my Bvtt. 12s, 6d. uet. Cowley (Abraham). St:e Little Library. 

g~~k~·(F~~.~1;i~~~k'!':t":~d~~sn~fReli~lon. CoE'li:d ~1~~~~a~);roL~!n ~~dE~;tc~~; 
CLauseu (Oeorge), A,R.A., R.W.S. AIMS J. C. BAILEY, M.A. Illustrated, including 

AND I DI::ALS IN ART: Eight Lectures two unpublished designs by WILLIAM 
delivered to t he Students of the Royal HLAKE. Dcmy8vo. tos. 6-i. 11d. 
Academy of Arts. With 32 Illu:.trations. Cox (J. Charles), LL.D., F.S.A. See Little 
Suoud EditioN. Larga Post Bvo. ss. uet. G uides, The Antiquary's Boob, and Ancient 

SIX LECTURES ON PAINTING. First Cilies. 
Serie.r. With 19 111ur.lration;;. Third Cox; (Harold), B.A., M.P. L\XD 
Edition, Large Post Bvo. 3s. 6d. ~:ct. NATIOKALISATION A~D LA!'\D 

Cleat her (A, L.). See Wagner. TAXATIO~. Second Edititm rroistd. 
C11ncb (G.), s~e Little Guides. Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d. mt. 

Cl~~~~!~~bo~k~'or~~ie~~~~or School Books ~~:~;i~~~V.oA~')?·A ~eRI~i~t~RL6'FBBR~S. 
Clouston (f. S.), ) f. D., F.R.S.£., Lecturer Cr. 8t1o. zs. 6d. 

on Mental Dise:l~e;; in the L"niversity of Craik(Mrs.). See Little Library. 
Edinburgh. THE. H\'GIE~E OF Crane(Capt. C. P.). See Little Guides. 
~liND. With 10 Illuslrations. Tlt.int Cra5huw (Richard). See Little Uhrary. 
Ed:lto•t. De my Bvo. 7s. 6-t. 1td. Crawford (F. 0.). See Mary C. Danson. 

Coast (\ V, 0.), B A. EXAMIXATIOX Crofts (T. R. N.). M.A. See Simplified 
P \PF.RS IN \'Jo~RGil. Cr. Bv.o. zs. French Text:;. 

Cobb (T.). See Little Blue Rooks. Cross (J. A.), )LA. '!HE FAITH OF 

Co~t\t'ris ~~\~ith~C~mm~n~~y. B2~~~o~!: 1 Cr~i~~b~~~7f.\. FT(i~vLo2Y·I~G'!ifAL. 
to.s. 6d. m:t. LAD 01*' LORD BATE!-1AK. With u 

Coleride-e(S. T.). POE:'IIS OF. Selected Pl<~;.tes. !='r. t6mo. ts. 6d. net. , 
and Arranged bv .\RTHUR Snw:..:~. With Cunliffe (S1r F. H. E.). Fellow of All Soul,. 
<t. photogravure ·Frontispie<:e. F.:aj. Bvo. College, Oxford. THE HI~TORV OF 
2s. 6tl. ~rd. THE BOER \\'.\R. With many Illus-

Colllna-wood (\V. G.), !\I.A. 1 HE LIFE trations, Plans, and Portraits. In 2 vo/s. 

~z~tlz~~,l",.a~~t:~~1S;;. ~~i~d. 1:~~~rait !>. Cr~:;:;~B.).15sS:~'\~;a~iler. 
Collins (\V. E.), !\LA. See Churchman's Cunynghame(H.),C.B., SeeConnoi:.seur'!. 

Co~~~~~~·· H\'P:'\"EROTO:\IACH I:\ l'OLI- Cu~~~:cg·L.), ll.D. !-'ee Leader:. of Rdigi01:. 
PHILI VBI HU:\IAKA 0!11!\IA NO~ I Vauiell (G. \V.), J.l.A. See Leaders of 
~ISl SQ)JNIUl\1 ESSE DOCET Religiotl. 
ATQUE OBITER PLURll\IA SClTU Danson (i\\ary C.) and Crawford (F. G.). 
SANE QUA~I ·DIG~A CO:ODIE!\10· FATHERS IX THE FAITH. J.'cap. 
RAT. Au edition limited to 350 copies on Bvo. IS. 6d. 
handmade J)Olper . . Folio. £3, 3::.. 11d. I Dante. LA CO)! MEDIA Dl D"\XTE. 

Combe (\VIIIiam).. See I.P.L. The Italian Text edited by PAGETTO\':">BEL, 
Conrad (Joseph). THE l\IIRROR OF !\I.A., D.Litt. Cr. 8%,o. 6.s. 

THE Sto:A: Memories and Impressions. THE PURG.\TORIO OF' DAKTE. 
Tl:ird Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6!. Translated into Spenser ian Prose by C. 

Cook(A. M.). !\l.A.,andMarchant(C. E.). Gos:no:-. \VmmtT. With the Italian text. 
)l A. PASSAGES FOR UNSEE!\ Fca/t. B<.•o. 2s. 6d. ~~~t. 
TR.<\XSI.ATION. Selected from Greek see also Pa1:ct Toynbee, Linle librar~·, 
0\nd Latin Litera.ture. T hb·d Ediii01:. Standard Library, and \Varren-Vemon. 
Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6ti. Darley (George). Ste Little Library. 

LAT!N P.\SSAGES FOR UNSEEK D'Arcy fR. F.), ~I.A. A !>EWTRIGOX-
TRANSLATION. TkirdEdition. Cr.3vc. O:'IIETRY FOR BEGI"XNERS. \Vith 
JS. 6d. numerous dia.jl:r.:t:ns. Cr. Bv.o. 2s. &f. 

eos~ST~f?i~or i~·s!:'· u:6~.E F .\CTOR \' 0L'it~~~.r!nd 'f.r~~l~)Book~C:n A~~nnoisseur's 
Corelli (1\larie). THE PASSING OF THE Davey (Richard). THE PAGEAKT OF 

GREATQUEEN.SccolldEd. Fcaj .• to.lS. LO='DO::.-.J \\'ith 40 Illustrations in 
A CHRIST)IAS GREETING. Cr. 4to. u. Colour by J oHN l'ULL.£YLOVE, R.I. /n.T-z.vb 
Corkran (Alice). See Little Books on .'\rt. ro/rmus. Dem~ S;oo. 1 ~s. '"''· 
~otes (t:verard). S IGNS AND POR· Davis (H. W. C.), M.A., Fellow and Tutor 

TENTS I N 'l'HE FAR EAST. With 2 4 ofBalliol Collc!l,:e. Author of' Charleona_gne.' 
Illustrations. DLmy 81'"· 7s. od. net. E::'\GLANO UXDER THE NQR)!AX$ 

Cotes (Rosemary). D.\NTE'S GARDEX. AXD AXGEVIXS: Jo66·I272· With ~Ia~ 
Wilh a Fronti:.piece. SccoJld Edilion.. and Jllu:strations. D~m.v8vo. lOS· 6d. 11~f. 
Fcnj. S.:~o. ~.). 6tf.; lca.fltcr, 3s. 6d. ll~l. J)awson (Nelson), "f'eConnoLoseur's Lil->r:l.ry, 
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Oaweon (.Mrs. N.). See Little Books on Duno(J. T)., D.Sc.,and.M.undella{V. A.). 

D~~e (A. C.). See Little Library. a,~~~~/l11~~~~i~~~T1~~~~JIJa~17,~: 
0earmer(J\o1a.bel). A CHILD'S LIFE OF Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d. 

CHRIST. With 8 Illustrations in Colour Dun5tao (A. E.), R.Sc. See J unior School 
by E. FoRTESCUE·BRlCJCDALE, Larre Cr. Bt>ok s and Textbooks of Science. 

De~b';;s(t~n). THE METRIC SYSTEM. Ouc~~':!._~~-\~e,~ftt1 ~~).ln~c!!io~R1~~ 
Cr. 8vo. zs. Demy Bvo. 4s. 6d. n.et. 

Demosthenes:. AGAINST CO NON AN 0 Dutt(W. A.). THE NORFOLK BROADS. 
CALLICLES. Edited by F. DARWtN With coloured lllustrations by FRANK 
SwtFT1 M.A. TMrd Edition. Fcap. SouTHGATE. Cr. Svo. 6s. 
Bvu. 2s. WILD LIFE IN EAST ANGLIA. With 

DickeruJ (Charles). See Little Librar-y, 16 Illustrations in colour by FRANK SouTH-
I.P.L., and Chesterton. GATE, R.B.A- Secotzd E dition. Demy 

Dickin~on (Emily). POEMS. Cr. 8vo. Svo. 7s. 6d. ttd. 
4s. 6d. net. See also Little Guides. 

01~~~~ <g;!"b~id~~-.A., ffi~w C!l~~~ eac~Jir~8k.:~~orE.rsoa~is~.\ryP1JgfRJ>F 
YIE\V OF LIFE. Fifik Edition. Cr. THE WORLD DI£COVERED. P•·'' 
avo. zs. 6d. I 16mo. zs ~tet. 

Dlckson (H. N.). F.R.l\let. Soc. Edmonds{l\'laJor J. E.). See ,V, B. Wood. 
)1ETEOROLOGY. IUustrated. Cr. Svo. Edwards (Clement), M.P. RAILWAY 
u. 6d. NATIONALIZATION. Second Edition 

Oilke(LBdy), Bu1ley (,l\1jss), and \V~ltley Revised. Cr(JWn Bvo. :?S. 6d. nd~ 
~~~~). WOl\IEN'S WORK. Cr. Bvo. Ed;~~~s (\V. Douglas), See Commercial 

Dillon (Edward). See Connoisseor'sLibrary E gan (Pierce). See I.P. L. 

ot:~~k~fd1e(~~~.tn ~£.~. , F.S.A. THE E~R\T1~n· ~~l~N1ALAlgt(c~~YN~~ 
~Jt~RYan°Ft~~~u~~~L~;H I~~s~;S an~ g~f~zfi~l ~~i~io~~'~ts!v;~hfi~b~: net . 
~.ESSOPP,D.D. SecondEditlon. Cr.Bvo. 6.r. Ellaby(C. 0.). See LtttleGl•.tdes. 

0 tfle :;~:o7~~e c~;.~~;~t SJs. Extant at ~H:::~~ ~~~h~~·as)~eT~t· ifiSToRY OF 
ENGLISH VILLAGES. lllustr;lted. Second 1'HE Ll FE OF. Edited hy C. G. CRuu,., 

Edition. Cr. 8-va. 2S. 6d. nei. l\l,A. Cr. Svo. 6s. 
THE OLD PARISH CLERK. With 30 Epictetus, See Aurelius 

llluMrations. Dtmy Svo. 7s. 6d. net. Erasmus. A Book called in Latin EK~ 
Dl:xoo (W. h!.), M.A. A PRIMER OF CHIRJDJO~ MILJTJS CHRISTIAN!, 

TENNYSON. Second Edit ian. Cr. 8va. :\nd in English the ~lanual of the Christian 
2.t. 6d. Knight. 

EXGLlSH POETRY }'R0:\1 BLAKE TO From the edition printed by Wynken de 
BROWNING. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo, ~Yarde, 1533· Fcaj. Bvo. .J-1'· 6d. net. 
zs. 6d. Falrbrother(W. H.), M.A. THE PHILO· 

Doney(J\'lay). SONGS OF THE REAL. SOPHY OF T. H. GREEN. Second 

CA ~ai'um3:~~~:~~. Fa;:~·~io(Reii~a~d): ¥·J~ GARDEK OF 

Do11$!tas (James). THE MAN I~ TH£ Fe~~ifian1:csnQ'I\filifE~u¥J·iS06F~HE 
PULPIT. Cr. Svo. :!S- 6d._ net. . SEVENTEENTH CENT URY. With 

Dob";;~:b~ (~·;~ fh~~h;;;~~ fi1b~:r~.of Edm· ~~0~11~s;~~~~!;et.Seeond Edition. Demf 
Drage(O.). See Books on Business. FEL I S SA; OR, THE LIFE AND 
Driver(S. R.),_D.D.,D.C.L., CanonofCbrist I OPINIONS_OF A KITTEN OF SENT I· 

Cht;~rch,_Regms Professor of Hebrew in the I\1 ENT, Wah n Colol!_rcd Plates. Post 
Umverstty of Oxford. SERMONS ON x6mo. ozs. 6d. net. 
SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH THE Perrier (Susan). See Little Library. 
OLD TESTAMENT. Cr. Bvo. 6s. Fidler (T. Claxton), 1\l. InGt. C.E. See 

See also \Vestrninster Commentaries. Books on Business. 
Dry (Wakeling). See Little Guides. F!eh!ing (Henr,()• See Stan_dard Lib:arY: 
Oryhurst (A. R.). See Little Books on An . F1~~~~~s •. W.), ILA, See Jumor Exanuna.tton 

Duguid (Charles). See Books on Business, Pirth (J . B.). See Little Guides. 
Dumas (Alexander). MY MEMOIRS. Firth (C. H.), 1\f • .'\.. CROMWELL'S 

Translated by E. M. WAUER. With Por· ARMY: A History of the English Soldier 
traits. bt Six Vol-:4'-tes. Cr. 8vo. 6.r. cac!t.. during the Civil Wars, the Commonwealth, 
Volume 1. and the ProleCtorate. Cr. 8v.o. 6.r. 
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Fis he r (0, \V,), ~l.A. AXNALS OF THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF 
SHR'EWSBURY SCHOOL. Jllu~trated. ENGLAND. Tweiftf, Edition. Revised. 

Demy Bvo. los. 6d. · ' E~v3t~'SfiSngt~aAs.L ~rEi~QR~;·ERS. 
Fig:~eQ~~~<fdKJj~\~~YA{}~E ~J1~~~1 'f:O~ Second Edition. Cr. Bw. 2s. 6d. 

the F ifth and last Edition. With a Com- Sec also Commercial Series and R. /1., 
mentary by 3\lrs. STEPHE:-1 BATSON, and a Hadfield, 
B iography of Om:n by E. D. R oss. Cr. Uibbon.(Edward). THE DECLINE AND 

Fi:~Ger~id(~~ ;/)~ 1\~nb~~cr~~}i\)ln. I i~ke~ w?rt ~~~~ A:~~~~~s. ~~~~~l~p~: 
ROOK OF CLJ:\IBERS, TWJ~ERS, by J. B. RuRv, l\I.A., Litt.D., Regius Pro-
AND WALL SHRUBS. Jllustra ted. fessor of Greek at Cambridge. In St'1-'tll 
Fcaj. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net. Volumes. DemyBvo. Gilttop,8s.6d.eaclt, 

~~!~&:~,l~. ~:>~ir?A~: n~C~e~&~~~~~::; fll~ti8Jc;{s 80i·' ~tYac{'iFE AND wRrT-
1fHt~e s¥U~E~?t~s sP'IfAly,f~elBO~K: L~~· c;~~~~~ ~I c. BtRh:BECK HtLL, 

THg TEXT OF 1\IoR:-JINC. A~» EvE!'ING See also Standard Library. 
~RAVI::R A~t> LtTANV. With un lntroduc· Gibson (E. C. S.), D.O., l...ord Bishop of 
t ton and Not e!!~. C'Y. ~'PO: zs. 6d. I Gloucester. See \Vestminster Commentaries, 

Flux (A~ ~V .).)\LA., \~ tlham pow ~rofeo;ror Handbooks of Theology, and Oxford Bio-

~~~~~~!~f1 FEcQXb~Jr~I'~~~~~(T'PLE~: i mfb;~:~~\: R.). See Little Books on Art. 

Fo~:~~{~:{M;;: a:).'lS;eLittle Books on Art. , GlB~o~\. ~j/ aE~~~£'fJ~ (KGtAl'{;fNt. 
Frp~~GJ~8Q~!· w lR ~1r?8~~l~.E'[~~t , With 24 Illustralions in Colo~r. Datzy 

Tt~~~a~e~~Pi!:s;o~ l.IIE FAR EAST. Go8J't;e/(E~~;ab~~h) .. A BOOK OF RE· 
A Colonial Edition is also published. I ME:\·lBRA~CE. Edt ted hy. Fca,/J. s~o. 

F'r~~r1.J\vfi·~:'EL~0l{,~~ 1'~Hlftu~~r~~~~ l Godie~(A~'iJ.), !\I.A., F,ellow of i\lagdalen 
Four/" Edition Cr. Bvo. 6s. I Col!ege, ~.xford. L\ RA FRIVOJ~A. 

FS~~~~ce.(\V.), M.A. See Textbooks of VE~rS't.sE;~8m0Rf/Efi...8vSec:~6dEdt'iion. 
Fr·!·E~rorb~~~d.A ... S~2~t 1~;~~*1vro~~f; sE~'O{i~vSTRiN6~S. Fcap. avo. 2s. 6d. 

U se of Student,.. Translated by f. R. Goldsmith (Oliver). THE VICAR OF 
AINSWORTH DAVIS,:\l.A. Seco11dEdition. WAK~FJF.LD. Fcafl, ".Y~~Ito. With 10 
Reviud. c,... Bvo. zs, 6d. Plates m Pbotogravu:-e by lony Johannot. 

Fulford ( H. W .), !I LA. See Churchman's Leailte'Y, zs. 6d. mi. 
Bible. See also I.P.L. :t.nd Standard Library. 

Ga llaher (0.) and Stead (D. \V.) • . THE Goodrich-Freer (A.). I~ A S\"RL\N 
COMPLETE RUGBY FOOT HALLER, SADDLE. Demy8vo. 7s. 6d. 1lei. 
ON THE NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM. A Colonial Edition i!> ::&lso published. 
With an Account of the Tour of the New Gorst (~t. Hon. Sir .John). THE CHIL-
Zealanders in England. With 3'i lllu!>tra- DREN OF THE !\AT ION. Suond 
~ions. Seumd Edition. Dony 8:.oo. tos. 6d. Edition. De my Bvo. 7s. 6d. net. 
net. Qoudge (H. L.), M.A., Principal of \Veils 

3:~~~~ (\fe~fr~~).. ~~~~~tt~e~~~~~i:. ~~~~~~i~.al College. See Westminster Corn· 
Gaskell (1\\rs.). See Liule Library and Graham (P. Anderson). THl;. RURAL 

Standard Library. EXODUS. c,·, Svo. zs. 6d. 
G01squet , the Right Rev. Abbot, O.S.B. S~e 

Antiquary's Books. 
Geors,re(H. B.),li.J.A., Fellowof!\ewCol!e~e, 

Oxfo:-d. BATTLES Of EKGLISH II IS
TORY, With numerous Plans. Fourtlt 
Edition. Revised, with a new Chapter 
including the South African \Var. Cr. Svo. 
3i· 6d. 

A H ISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE 
BRJTISH E!llPIRE. Second Edition. 
Cr. 8vo. 3t. 6d, 

Gibbins (H. de B.), Litt.D., M.A. II'\. 
DUST RY I N ENGLAND : HISTORI· 
CAL OUTLI NES. \\'ith s Maps. Fourth 
Edition. Demy Svo. tos. 6d. 

Granger (F. S.), 1\I.A., Litt.D. PSYCH
OLOGY. Tlt.ird Edition. Cr. 8vo. z.r. 6d. 

THE SOULOF ACHRJSTIAK. Cr.Bvo. 6s. 

orFb~e. ~~~E~~). ~;X~~1.~~~5~:c~;_ 
Svo. 2s. 6d. 

Grtl\~~·~:"ft~)~c. I~~ p:a:Ef~Y~fT<?~; 
an J<:lementary Text-Book. \Vith tSr 
Diagrams. c,., 8vo. 31· 6d. 

Oreen (G. Buckl01nd), M.A. , late Fellow 
of St. John's College, Oxon. NOTES ON 
GREEK AND LATIN SYNTAX. Cr. 
Svo. 31. 6d. 
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GENERAL LITERATURE 9 

OreeD (1!. T.), M.A. See Churchman's 
Libr.uy. 

Qreonldge (A, H. J,), ~!. A. .\ HISTORY 
OF RU~lJ:o.:: From lJJ•I04 B.c. De my 
8vD. Jos. 6d. 11et. 

g~:e~;;elt~?OA~~: STJ~ni~AUt~ra{jf 
H~AVEN, A Popular Introduction to 

<lr~;~~;0(/t'~s;11E~u~~~- ~~~ svLihr;,sy ~f 
Devotion. 

Orubb(H. C.). See Textbooks of Technology. 
0~Reounf~o~J!:,ora~d~ andHgo~~;;t!: 

lllustraud. Demy 8flo. tos. 6d. net. 
O'lf.nn(M. L.), A BIRTHDAY BOOK. 

H;ck;tt"~~~~r.·~~D.e. f"ki~~o·R~· 0~ 
THE ORTHODOX CHURCH OF 
CYPRUS. With 1\laps and Illustrations. 

Ha~d~~ 8(J:. 1(;~);ze~c.D., F.R.S. HEAD
HUNTERS BLACK, WHITE, AN D 
BROWN. With many Illustrations ;,.nd a 

H:Jffe·ldfR:"i~):·nd1lfibbins (H. de B.). 
A SHORTER WORKING DAY. Cr. 
8v"• 2 S. 6d. 

Hall (R. N.) and Neol (W. G.). THE 
ANCIENT RUINS OF RHODESIA. 
Illustrated. Second Edititm, reviud. 
Demy llvo. ros. 6d. lUi. 

Hall (R. N.). GREAT ZDIBABWE: 
With numt'rous Plans and Illustrations. 
Se~.ond Editiou. Royal8vo. ros. 6d. net. 

~!:~·~gJF(i')L~:n·c~eA~rE'5rJ~~:/l~S 
FOX. De my Bvo. 1os. 6d. 

Haunoy (D,). A SHORT HISTORY OF 
THE ROYAL NAVY, Illustrated. T1t~o 
Volumes. Dem.Y Svo. 7s. 6d. each. Vol. I. 
l200•I6S8, 

Hannay (James O.)t U.A. THE SPIRIT 
AND ORIGIN OF CHRISTIAJ\' 
MONASTICISl\1. C,-. Bvo. 6s. 

THE WISDOM OF THE DESERT. Fcaj. 

H:;:ie(Ma.~~i~).t. See Connoisseur's Library. 
Hare (A, T.), ~I.A. TH~; CONSTRUC· 

TIONOFLARGEINDUCTION COILS. 
\Vitb numerous Diae;rams. D~my Bvo. 6s. 

Horrlson (Clifford~ READ! NG AND 
READERS. Fcap. Svo. u. 6d. 

Harvey{Alfred). l\I.B. See Ancient Cities. 
Hawthorne(Nathanie1). See Little Library. 
HEALTH, WEALTH AND WJSDO~I. 

Cr. Svo. rs. nd. 
Heath !Frank R.). See Little Guides. 
Heath Dudley). See Connoisseur's Library. 
Hello Ernest}. STUDIES IN SAINT· 

SHIP. Translated from the French by 
V. M . CRAWFORD. Fcap Svo. 3s, &/. 

Henderson (B, W.). Fellow of E xeter 

~~i~CtP~¥Ed'oF T.}1JE L~~·fPE~~~ 
NERO. Illustrated. New ami cluajer 
is.rut. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net. 

:\ T I~TERVALS. Fca) $vo. -u. 6d. 1lel. 

net. 
Henson (H. H.), B.D. , Canon ofWestminster. 

APOSTOLICCHRISTIANJTV: As Illus· 
trated by the Epistles of St. Paul to the 
Corinthians. Cr. Svo. 6s. 

LIGHT AND LEAVEN: HtSTORl CAL AND 
S ociAL SERMONS. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 

Herbert (Oeorge). See Library of Devotion. 
Herbert of Cherbury (Lord). See Minia~ 

ture Library. 
Hewins (\V, A. S.), E.A. ENGLISH 

TRADE AND fi::-IANCE 1::-1 nu: 
SEVENTEENTHCENTURY. Cr.Sv•. 
~s. 6d. 

Hewitt (Ethel M.) A GOLDEN DIAL. 
A Day Book of Prose and Verse. Feap. 
8vc1. 2S. 6d. net. 

Heywood (\V.). PALlO AND PONTE: 
A Book of Tuscan Games. Illustrated. 
Royal8vo. 2rs. net. 

See also St. Francis of Assisi. 
Hilbert (T.). See Little Blue Books. 
Hill (Clare). See ·rextbooks of Technology. 
HiU (Henry), B.A., Headmaster of tbe Boy's 

r~~T1{hool,F\rJCf;?• ~ifiT1f~~~Tit_ 
Cr. Svo. JS. 6d. 

HiMQ¥~ F<!Jft.CES~ \~i~h 24Wl1'fu~ra~~~~ 
Secc,zd Edition. Cr. 8vq. 6s. 

Hint<c?.'~~:~s1~ig~~S i1N ~Ob~~~~A Lr.. 
With 16 Illustrations in Colour by WtLLtAM 
PASCOE, and :.~o Photographs. Cr. Svc. 6s. 

A Colonial Edition is also pu blisbed. 
Hirst (F. W ,) See Books on Business. 

Ho-tfO~~ o,~~N11a,~'· tft!~;t{~n~;n~LS~:S~ 
Demy Svo, 7s. 6<1. JUt. 

Hobhouse (Emily), THE BRUNT OF 
THE WAR. With Map and lllustrations. 
Cr. Svo. 6.r. 

Hobhouse (I... T.), Fellow ofC.C.C., Oxford. 
THE THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE. 
Dtm)l Bv o. to.r. 6d. ntl. 

Hobson(J. A.), ~·!.A. INTERNATIONAL 
TRAD~: A Study of Economic Principle::.. 
Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net. 

PROBLEr-.ISOI<' POV!!;RTY. S i.:rlh Edition. 
Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. , 

THE PROBLEr-.1 OF THK U N EM· 
PLOY ED. TltiTd EdiiiM. Cr.gvo. 2s.6d. 

Hodgkin (T,), D.C.L. See Leaders of 
Religion. 

Hodgson(Mrs. W.) HOW TO IDENTI FY 
OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. S t ec11.d 
Edititm, Post 8vo. 6s. 

Hoff src~~ORD. J~M~hs:~)ifttr~~~~~~~ 
R. ~ STRf!:ATFEILD. Feaj. 8v c1. u. 11d, 

Holden-Stone (0. de). See Rooks on 
Business. 

A2 
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10 MF:SSRS. METHUEN'S CATALOGUE 

Hol~iD~AWlr n'liR~~iu5:~J· ~- bei;~H~ Tl{~t~1,~n~5r ~u~t~~~~~ ·or~~bi~~ ;.a~~~i~ 
Personal Record of Twenty \'ears. l llus· Colour, by A. \V, RlMINGTON. D~mJI 8v.1. 
tra ted. Demy 8vo. lOS. 6d. net. 7s. 6d. net. 

Holfs~~~al~~i~~)~ ~t~~o 'Au~i~~~ORY FLO~~ok'C~1 ~~¥f" ~O~T~~~~~edTus. 
OF ENGLISH LA \V, In T7vo Volumes. CANY. With Coloured Illustrations by 
Vol. I . Dnny 8vt~. lOS. 6d. 1ul. \V!LLIAM PARKn.;soN. fu. 

Ho11and (Canon Scott). Sec Library of A Colonial Edition is also published. 
Devotion. ENGLISH LOVE. POEMS. Edited with 

Holt (Emily). T H E SECRET OF POPU- an I ntroduction. Fcap. 8vo. 3.r. 6d.. nd. 
LARITV : H ow to Achieve Social Success. Hutton (R. H.). See Leaders of Religion. 

c'A ~:ionfai ~i;i~~ is also published. Hu~N~" }~Or.XA~ ~}Q\~E.T~~~thLVo~ra?t~: 
H~·r~~~f~rlr\J.~k v~°F~!~nRfl:~~;: s~s~~:~:~~~dersca"i~~iigi~~-. 

Cr-. Bt~o. z.s •• fxi. . , Hyett (F. A.). A SHORT HISTORY 01-' 
Hone (Natha01el ~.). SeeAnt!auary s BO?lcs.l FLORE.NCE. D~my Soc. 7s. 6tl. 1ret. 

HoJ'!,':c.~'~n !ret~ Lrttle Gallene.- and Little Ibsen (Henrik). BRAND: A Drau.la. 
Horace. See Classical Translationli. Tra!l~lated ~y Wru.IAM. " 'tLSON. Tlm·d 

H~s~'!.'!a~iS~·a~'d58;i~[~i~~-W~Ji~R~~~s: l lo::z(~:· R~;,· ~~~A.,3sF~~-ow and Tutor of 
s~coHti Editiotz. Cr-. Bvo. ss. I Hertford College, Oxford. CHRISTI AK 

See also Oxford Biographies. f MYSTICJSi\1. The Bampton Lectur~ for 
Hortb (A. C.). See TextbooksofTechnology.

1 
18qg. Dt!my Bvo. IZS. 6d. 11d. See also 

Horton(R. F.), D. D. See Leaders of Religion. Libl-ary of Devotion. 

H~~f:s~!1t~::sn~:J>~ :f:-:cs~;;!}·iia~~~!~~ ! la~~~<tis~\~[·fN£t~.15~~i~YI\?~;~n~ 
Du"y Bvo. 7s. 6d. nd, I Plans. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 

A Colonial Edition is ah.o published. ENGLAND UNDER THE TUDORS. 
110JI:'rA~:E~~: \Y1~. P~~:;_~; an~cn~~~r~~ Ja~~i!~:~(t~· Eg~~p:~~o. Se1~sT~t~ks of 

taons. Secof'U/ Eddum. D~my 8z;o. 1S· 6d. Science. 
lfowel~ (A. ~· Per rers). FRANCISCAN 1 Jackson (S. ), M.A. See Commercial Serieo. 

DA \ S. 1 ranslated a nd arranged by. Cr. I Jackson (F. Hamilton). See Little Guid~ 
Bvo. 3S· 6d. ttet. Jacob (F.), M.A. See junior Examination 

Howell(O,). TRADE UNIONIS:'\1-:r\Ew Series. 
:s~~OLD. Fourtlt Edition. Cr. 8:Jo. I Ja~eex~~~ks'!f~~~b~~fo:;.:s., A ~.KE. See 

Huds on (Robert). MEMOR1ALS OF A 1 Jeans (J. Stephen).. TRUSTS, POOLS, 
WARWICKSHIRE PARISH. Illustrated. , Al\D COR~ERS. Cr. Svo. zs. 6d. 
DoJty Bvo. l 5.f· net. See also Books on Business. 

Hlf.~i.'t~,·}~:!. s~~W~~6v~i.cs~·c.~l~·; I Je~Ael~.<oo?~~;d ~~L~~~:!J~~l,~lR~; 
OR, SCIENCE I~ THE STAT£ ~ND IN T!iE I Coloured Pictures. Suj;,r.Roya/J6mo. 2s.6d. 
ScHOOLS. W1tb 25 Illustratrons. lVrde Jenks (E.), M.A., Reader of Law in the 

H:';h~! 8(C. 4E'.f:" TiiE PRAisE oF ~ gc}VE~t~~f~~fT:d·c~~~~~~~6~.ocAL 
S H AKES.PEARE. An English Antho· \ Jenner(l\lrs. H.). See Little Books on Art. 
logy. Wttb a Preface by SIDNEY LEe. 1 Jennings (Oscar), M.D., Member of tbe 
D~my 8zoo. 3s. 6d. net. Bibliographical Society. EARLY WOOD· 

HSgchJ~o<l~~~s~>· w;f~~~ 1~t~o~~~~~~ ~~Ir!fr~~:!~~t\~~~~fiP~t~~i!J tt;:~eer~ 
and Note. byVJ:.RNON RsNDALL. Leatlu,., of tbe Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centurie::.. 

tiu1~"ft~~i~~0·(H2~~~~~tl<i .• ) THK NEW D~m;•~tto. -::rs. nd. 

;:o~i~~;~s b~l\~~~t_;~R i.~'vNc~~oLU: a~~t~ . Je~~~fc~~ugustus), D.~. See ~ea~eh of 

;,~n~u~/~~.:.r-~~LCH. A Chcap~r Edi· Je~fs~~iFH!fi~ld~!· ·\iaft~tt.g~~:::.ct~E~ 
Hutton fA. W .), 1\I.A. See Leaders of LIGIO!'l IN EVOLUTIOX. Cr-. S11o. 

Religion and Library of Devotion JS. 6d. lt.et. 
Hutton (Edward).. THE Cl'ii ES OF See also Churchman's Library and Hand· 

UMBRIA. With many Illustrations, of books of Theology. 
Vlbich ~are in Colour, by A. PtsA. Suond J ohnson(Mr s. Barham). W1LLJAM BOD· 
Btiitt'tHt.. C,.. Svo. 6s. BAl\1 DONNE AND HIS FRIENDS. 

A Coloni.al Edition i::. also J'Ubli:.hed:. l11u$tTated.. Demy 8v". 1os. 6tl. 11d. 
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GENERAL LITERATURE II 

Johnston (Sir H. H.), K.C.Il. HRITISH 
CENTRAL Al"RJCA. Witb nearlv 200 

Illustrations and Six 1\Iaps. Tlzird Edition. 
Cr. 4/0, 18s. nd. 

A Colonial Eoition is also published. 
Jone.!l (R:. Crompton), M.A. POEl\IS 

01<' THE INNER LIF.E. Selected by. 
TldrtuntkEdition. Fca;. Bvo, :z.r, 6d. ntt. 

Jones (H.). See Commerctal Series. 
Jones (H. F.). See Textbook~ of Science. 
Jones (L. A. Atberley), K.C. M.P. THE 

MINERS' GUIDE TO THE COAL 
MINES REGULATION ACTS. Cr. Bvo. 
::!S, 6d. ntl. 

COMMERCio.:INWAR. Roya/Bw. 2u.net. 
Jonson (Ben). See Standard Library. 
Juliana (Lady) of Norwich. REVELA-

TIONS o~· DIVINE LOVE. Edited by 
GRACE WAt.:RA<.:t.:. Cr. 8vo. 3.r. 6d. 

Ju"·enal. See Classical Tran!>lations. 
'Kappa.' LET YOUTH BUT KNOW: 

A Plea for Reason in Education. Cr. Bw. 
3S• 6d. Hd. 

Kaufmann (1\\,), SOCIALISM At\IJ 
MODERN THOUGHT. St:condEdifion. 
Cr. Svo. 2!. 6d. nd. 

Keating (J. P,), D. D. THK AGAPK AND 
THE EUCHARIST. Cr. Svo. :;s. 6d. 

KeatA (John). THE POJ£!\IS OF. Edit~d 
with Introduction and Notes by E. de Selin
cotut, M .A. Dt:mjl Bvo. 7s. 6d. nt:/. 

REALMS OF GOLD. Selections from the 
Works of. Fcap. Sva. 3s. Od. net. 

See also Little Library and Standard 
Library. 

Keble (John). THK CHRISTIAN YEAR. 
\Vilhan Introduction and Notcsby\V, LocK, 
D.D., Warden of K~ble College. 111ustrated 
by R, ANNING BEt.L. Thi'l'd Edition. Fcap. 
Bvo. 3s. 6d. ,• padded morouo, s.r. 

See also Library of Devotion. 
Kelynack (T. N.). M.D., 1\I.R.C.P., Hon. 

Secretary of the Society for the Study o( 
Inebriety. THE DRJN'K PROBLEM 
IN ITS MEDICO-SOCIOLOGICAL 
ASPECT. Edited by. With 2 Diagrams. 
Demy8flo. 7s. 6d. nd. 

Kemplo (Thomas a). THE D!ITATI0:-1 
OF CHRIST . With an Introduction by 
DEAN FARRAR. lllustrat~d by C l\-1. GERE. 
TltinlEJititm. Ji"cap. 8:.ro. 3s. 6d.; padded 
11lOYtKCO, SS. 

Also Transla ted by C. Btcc, D. D. Cr. 
Svo. 'V• 6d. See also Library of Devotion 
and Standard Library. 

Kennedy (Bart.). THE GREEN 
SPHINX. c,. Svd. y. 6t/. Mt. 

A Colonial Edition is also puhli:shed. 
Kennedy (James Houghton). D.D., Assist· 

ant Lecturer in Divinity in the University of 
Dublin. ST. PAUL'S SECOND AND 
THIRD EPISTLES TO THE CORIN· 
THIANS. With Introduction, Dissertations 
and ~ate:.;. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 

kfmmJrl5(C. W.), M.A. THI!: CHEMIS
TRY OF LIFE AND HEALTH. lllu>· 
trated. Cr. 8flt7. zs. 6t:i. 

KiDglake (A. W.). See Little Library. 

K;pllnJt (Rudyard). RARRACK-ROOM 
BALLADS. 8ollt. Thousand. Twenty· 
second Edition. Cr. avo. 6s. 

TH~ s~~E~1 ~k~~n6~5n~Tl~~~~~~dTe,.t!t 
Edition. Cr. ave. 6s. 

A Colonial Edition is also publisb~d. 
THE JqVJ£ NATIONS. .psi Tlwusand. 

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. 
A Colonial Edition is also publi::.hed. 

DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. Sixteent.lc 
Edilio11. CY. Sve. 6.r. 

A Colonial Edition is also publisbet.l. 

Kn~l~~~~~~- Ei)lius~~!!~.CO~!:,~~!~ 
7s. 6d. net. 

A Colonial Edition is also published. 
Knight (H. J. C.), M.A. See Cburcbman's 

Btble. 
KuowJiog (R. J.), M.A. , Professor of Kew 

Testament Exegesis at King's Colle;c, 
London. See \Vestrnin:.ter Commentarle1-. 

Lamb (Charles and Mary), THE WORK S 
OF. Kdited by E. V. Luc As. Illustrated. 
In. Seven Volumes. Demy Ovo. 7s. 6d. each. 

See also Little' Librar~· and E. V. Lucas. 
Lambert (F. A. H.). See Little Guides. 
Lambros (Professor). See Byzantine Text!.. 
Lane-Poole (Stanley). ,, HISTORY OF 

.EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES. Fully 
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 

La;~X~~:e~~~~~I.:C. ~bf!;T~~~~t~rTr1i~~ 
Cou.rage1 and Constancy. Second .E:lJtz#n. 
Cr. Bvo. 2s. 6d. 

Law (William), Se~ Library of Devotion 

L=~b5(Hne<!::~)~~H;t'DuKJ:: OF DEVON· 
SHIRE. A Biography. Witb t z lllustra· 
tions. Demy Bvo. t zs. 64. 11d. 

See also James Braid. 
Le Braz (Anatole). THt: LAND OF 

PARDONS. Translat~d by F RANCES ~1. 
GosTLJN'G. Illustrated in colour. Second 
Edition. Demy Bvo. ;s. 6d. ntt. 

Lee(Captaln L. 1\telville). A HISTORY 
OF POLlCE IN ENGL.\ND. Cr. Svo. 
3s. 6d. mt. 

Lelgh(Perclval), THECOmCE!<GLISH 
GRAM1\1AR. Embellh,hed with upward!> 
of so characteristic Illustrations by joHN 
LEECH. Post t6mo. 2s. 6d. net. 

Lewes(V. 8.), M.A. AIR AND WATER. 
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. zs. 6d. 

LeH'!":..gJQ"oK0ot"d'ARtE~~~IJ~~: 
Illustrated. F.:aj. S:;.oo, ~s.6tl. net. 

Lisle (Fortuo~ede). See L1ttleBookson Art. 

t~~~ebc~!.Cfe;~: 8~D~n\~::raz'n5 ~o~~ble 
College. ST. PAUL, THE !\JASTER· 
BUILDER. Second Edition. c.,.. Bvo. 
3S• (J. 

THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN LIFE. 
Cr-. Svo. 6.r. 
s~e also Leaders of R~li,ion and Library 

of Devotion. 
Locker (F.). s~e Little Libr.uy. 
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Lo1:4ge lSir Olh•er), F.R.S. THE SUB- Mackenzie (W. LesJJe), M.A. , M.D., 
STANCE OF FAil'H ALLILD WITH D.P.H., etc. THE HEALTH Or' THE 
SCIENCE; A Catecl1ism for Parents SCHOOL CHlLD. Cr. SvA. n. 6d. 
and Teachers. Cr. Bvo. :u. 1Jet. Mdllc 1\\orl (Author of). ST. CATHER-

Lofthouse(W. F.), M.A. RTHICS AN'D I NE OF SIENA AND HER TIMES. 
ATON EMEKT. With a l'~rontispiece. With z8lilustrations. Demy8-w. 7:r.6d.m.t. 

J.o~;;~'J,!~: (1-e·WS. see Little Library. 1\-t~,~O;t~~'\VO~~~H~I.~;.. a~o~Rz~~~~~ oF 
Lorimer (George Horace). LETTE.HS 1\\ahaffy(J, P.),Litt.D, A HISTORY OF 

FR0:\1 A SELF-MADE MERCHANT THE EGYPT OF T HE PTOLEMIES. 
TO HISSON. FiftunthEditiOII. C1. Svo. Fullv Illustrated. Cr. 8-vo. 6s. 
3s. 6d. 1\'l.ait18nd(F. \V,), LL.D., Downing Professor 

A Colonial Edition is abo pu hlished. of the Laws of Eng land in the University of 
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\\'ith 12 Illustr.ltions b}• AuGUSTA GUEST. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. -4s.6d. nd. 
Second Editit~~:. Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d. Smitb (R. Mudie). THOUGHTS FOR 

Settle (J. H.). ANECDOT ES OF THE DAY. Edited by. Fcaj. Bvp. 
SOLD I f':RS. Cr. 81•0. 3s. 6d. net. 3s. 6d. m:t. 

S ha kespeare ("William). Smith (Nowell C.). See W. Wordsworth. 
THE FOUR FOLlOS, 1623; 1(532; J664; Smitb (John Thomas). A BI)OK FOR 

168'). Each £4, 4s. mt, or .a complete set, A RAIXY D .'l. Y: Or, Recollections of the 
£l':J., t :iiS. net. Events of the Ye·us Ii66·J833· Edited by 

Folios 3 and -1 :ue ready. WlLFRF.D \VIIITTEN. Illustrated. Wid~ 

K:!io ~~~ nA~2~~ea~~-d Little Quarto So~f."{F~<'j:).1uA~Q{jjc OF EXMOOR. 
Shakespeare. Illustrated. Cr. 8vq, 6s. 

S h arp (A.). VICTORIAN POETS. Cr. SDowdeo(C. E.). A HANDY DIGEST OF 
8vq, 2s. 6d. BRITISH HISTORY. Dnny8v.,, ..,.s. 6d. 

S h a rp (Cecil). See S. Baring-Gould, Sophocles. See Classica l Translations. 

Sh~~ (Mrs. E. A.). See Little Rooks on ~~~~~t(~ilto"~' E.1:~/.~~ioS~~~C:~i!S~~ol 
S bcdl<><k (J. S.) THE !'IANOFORTE Books. 

SONATA. Cr. St'"· b' Sout hey (R.). EXGLISH SEA:\£EK . 

Sboe~l~~c(':t~~~ ~f)'Jo~n '1te~!~ ~~~b~~C~}j- E~!~~~ ~:· ~~~~a~d~NCiifford, Hawkins, 
I Er.dymion,' etc. Pisa. from the types of Drake, Cavendish). SuQtU/ Edift"or.. c,_ 
Didot, t8:n. 2s. tut. 8vq, fu, 

s~.:J'~~d (11. P.), 1\I.A. See s. Baring- Es':~: ~~d ~~~~rga~~ ~:."~:;.s, ~rem·ille, 

Sber well (Art h u r), M.A. LIFE IN WEST Spe;~; (b~o ~:).n~r1. L~;:s·~hool F.xarr.ina-
L ONDON. Tkt'rd Rditi.,,l, Cr. r"'"· tion Series. 
2s. 6d. Spicer (A. D.). THE PAPER TRADF. 

Sh~~1JR~~ar1~1s¥~·RVA~0RE~1h~t ~;';'~J~~l,:i and Diagram!>. Dmty 8:-JO 

REN. With ~Preface by the Bishop of Spoo~er' (\V: A.), M.A. See Leaders of 
Gibraltar. W1th Maps and 111ustratlons. I Religion. 

st:;;~ ~".;~~e8:;~· ;;i~~~;·,,: \ ~~nrly st~1ilJ~i'!!2E~I~t~~tra~r},~~~L.J:t~~g!~ 
in Personality ;1nd lde:l~ \\'uh 3 J;ortr.outs. Rqyal8 .. •q, r6-~. net. 
Dnny'Bt'"· 12S. 6d. 1ut. Stanbridge (J. \\",), B.D. See Library of 
s~ also Oxford Bio~aphies. De\·oti<m. 

Shne (J.). See Little Books on Art. 'Stancliff e.' GOLF DO'~ AND DO NT'S. 
S imonsoo (0. A.). FRANCESCO Su11ndEditl""· Fcaj.Bvo, rs. 

GUARD I. With •P Plates. lmpn-ia.l S te:1d (D. \V.). See D. Gallaher. 
4 tt~. £2, 2s. r.tt. S t edmao (A.M. lit.), M.A. 

S ketch ley(~. E. 0.). Se.:! Little Books on INITlA LATINA : Easy Les<>onson Elemen· 
Art. tary Accidence. .Ni,tl: Edit;.,,, Fuz.f. 

S k ipton ( tt • ._,, K.). See Little Books on 8vq, Is. 
Art. FIRST LATIN LESSONS. TeHII: Edi-

~laden (Douglas). SICILY: The Kew ti€'n. Cr. 8:-•o. 2s. 
Winter R esort. With O\'er 2oo Jllustrationc;. FIRST LATIN READER. With Note!i 
SecQild Editittn. Cr. 8:-'"· ss. 1u!. adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer and 

S mall (Evao ), M.A. THE RARTH. An Vocabul:u·y. Sixth EdifiqHr~~tiud. 1em.,, 
Introduction to Physiography. Illustrated. r.r. 6d. 
Cr. 8vq. 2s. 6d. EASY SELECTJO~S FRO)J CIESAR 

S m a llw ood (M. 0.). See Little Book~ on The Helvetian War. S~cond Edition. 
Art. rf!mo. rs. 

Smedley(F. E.). See I.P.L. EAqy SELECTIONS FRO~I LJ\'\'. The 

sn:~~';.I~~s.m)Edit~dH\7.itb\~~1;;;o~uct?o~: ~~nlf. of Rome. z8mq, Suond Edition. 

and numerous Note~ by Enwa:-.~ CAN'?< A'<, EASY LATI N PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN 
M.A T--.1•" "''"lumu. Demy 8:-•o. 2a. TRAKSLATION. Elroent!J Ed. Fcaj. 
net. 8.-•u. u. 6d. 

See a!~o Standard Library. EXK,IPLA LATINA. Fir«t F.xerci«es 
S mit h (Horace and J a m es). See Little in Latin Accidence. With YoC3bt•lary, 

Library. Tlrird F.diti.,n. c,·, Bvo. 1s. 
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EASY LATI !'l EXERCISES 0~ THE 
SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AND 
REVISED LATIN PRIMER. With 
Vocabulary. Elrvtnfkand Cluaper Edition, 
rt:JZw·iUen.. Cr. 8vo. JS. 6d. Original 

T:E't~r~~sc6t~1fOUN"D SlfNTENcE: 
Rule!i and F.xerci~es. Stcond Edilitm. 
Cr. 8110, t.r. 6d. \ Vith Vocabulary. 2s. 

NOTA~ DA 9UAEDA!\l : 1\Iiscellaneour; 
Latin F.xe:rcJses on Common Rules and 
Idioms. Ft7urtlt Edition. Fcap. 8110. 
ts. 6d. Witb Vocahuln.ry. 2s. Key, 2s. 
tlet, 

LATI~ VOCABULARIES FOR REPE· 
TITION: Arranged according to Subjects. 
.Fou.,-funlh Etiilicn. .Fcaf. Svo, rs. 6d. 

A VOCABULARY OF LATIN IDIO~IS. 
rBmo. Stcond Rdit/on. ss. 

STEPS TO GREEK. Tllird Edition, 7't· 
11iud. 1Bmo. tS. 

A SHORTER GREEK I'RJ.MER. Second 
J-:dition. Cr. 8'<1o. 1S. 6d. 

F.ASVGRREK PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN 
TRANSLATIO. . Third Edition, re· 
1tiud. Fcap. 8'1''0'. u. 6d. 

GREEK VOCABUL.\Rl F.S FOR RE
PETITION. Arrang-ed according to Suh· 
jects. Fourth Edit/on. .Fca.ft. 81•0. t s 6d. 

GREEK TESTA~IEKT SELECTIONS. 
For the u~e of Schools. Witb Introduc
tion, Note~, and Vo..:abulary. Fourth 
Edition. Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d. 

STEPS TO FRE~CH. Sevtntlt Edillon.. 
1Smo. Bd. 

F ll{ST FRENCH LESSONS. Stvcnlll Edi. 
lion, -rniscrl, Cr. 81•0. 1.r. 

EASY FRENCH P.,SSAGES FOR U N· 
SEEN TRANSLATION. Fifth Edi· 
tlon, rtvi'std. Fcaf. 8110, IS. 6d. 

EASY FREc-ICH EXERCISES 0)1 ELE· 
::\IENTARV SYNTAX. Witb Yocabu· 
lary. Fourth Edititm. Cr. Svo. 2$. 6d. 
K},.:V, J.S· nd. 

FRENCH VOCABULARIES FOR RE· 
PETITION: Arranged according to Sub· 
jects. Th.irlunth Edition. Fcrrfi. Svo. IS. 

See also School Examination Series. 
Steel (R. EBiott), M.A., F.C.S. THE 

WORLD OF SCIENCE. With 147 
Illustrations. Suond Edition. Cr. 81•0. 2.r. 6d. 

See a lso School Examination Series, 
Stephenson (C.), of tbe Technical College, 

Bradford, and Suddards (F.) of the 
Yorkshire Collef!e, Leeds. ORNAMEN· 
TAL DE~IGN FOR WOVEN FAP.RICS. 
Illuc:trated. Dtnty 811o, Third Editio,, 
1S· 6d, 

Stephenson (J.), M.A. THE CHIEF 
TRUTHS OF THE CH R I STIAN 
F.-\ITif. c.,.. Et,o. v. 6d. 

Sterne (Laurence). See Little Library. 

StCQ[l~G~.l\~it~tr~~~t~~~~y ~~o. ~;.~~ 
Steuart (Katherine). HY ALL AN 

WATER, Sectmd Edillon. Cr. 8c•q. 6s. 

Stevenson {R. L.) THE LETTERS OF 
ROBERT LOUIS STEVI!;NSON TO 
H I S FAMILY AND FRIENDS. 
Selected and Edited Uy StONEY CoLVIN. 
Tlr.irr/Edilion. Cr. 8vo. 12J". 

LlnRARVED!TION. Don.r8w. :zvols. 2SS.mt. 
A Colonial Edition 1s a lso published. 

YAILIMA LF.TTERS. With an Etched 

~o,21:~~- ~r. ~;~~~Llt~ck;;::N~. Fi/tlt 
A Colonial F.dition is al~o published. 

THE L1 FE or· 1{. I.. STf:YENSON. S""e 
G. Balfour. 

Ste"\·enson (M. 1.). FROM SARANAC 
TO T H to.: MARQUESAS. Being Letter~ 
wriwm by I\.-tr~. !II. I. ~TJo"V~o:NSON during 
1887·8. Cr. 81•0. 6s. tut . 

LET'l'ERS FRO!Il SAMOA, t891 ·95· F.dited 
and arranged hy M. C. l:AJ . ..-otJR. With 
many Jliu~trations. Suond Edilirm Cr. 
8vo. 6s. uti. 

Stoddart (Anna M .). See Oxford Bio
graphies. 

Stokes {F. 0.), B.A. HOURS WITH 
RABEL...\. IS. From the translation of S 1u 
T. URQUHART and P. A. MoTTEUX. \ Vith 
a Portrait in P hotogravure. Cr. 8vo. JS. 6ti. 
net. 

Stone (S, J. ). POEMS AND HYMNS. 
With a Memoir by F. G. ELLt-:RTOo..:, 
M.A. With Portrait. Cr. 8110, 6s. 

Storr (Vernon F.), M.A., Lecturer in 
tbe Philosophy of Religion in Cambridge 
University; Examining Chaplain to t he 
Archbishop of C:mterbury; former!)• Fellow 
o fUnwersJtyCollege. Oxford. DEVELOP· 
MENT A:>ID DIVINE PURPOSE Cr. 
8vo. ss. net. 

Strake r (F.).. See Rooks on Business. 
Strcane (A. W.), D.D. See Churchman's 

Bible. 
Streatfelld (R. A.). MODERN MUSIC 

AND 1\IUSlCIANS. With 24 llluslla· 
tions. Suo1t.d Edition. Dnny 8vo. 7!. 6d. 
net. 

Stroud (H.), D.Sc., M.A. See Textbooks of 
Science. 

Strutt (Joseph). THR SPORTS AND 
PAS'J' ii\II<.:S OF TJIE PEOPLE OF 
ENGLA:ND. Jllu~;trated by many engr3\'· 
ings. Re,·i~ed hy J. CHAMLES Cox:, LL.D., 
F.S.A. Quarto. :us. nd. 

Stuart(Capt. Donald). THF:STRUGGLF: 
FOR Pb:R:ji A. With :"1 )Jnp. Cr. 8vo. os. 

S tll rch(F.)., Staff l n:;tructor to the Surrt!y 
County Cnuncil. M.-\~1.'.-\L TRAl !\"1::"\(j 
DRAWIXG (WOOlJWOI<.K). Its Prin· 
clples and Applica1ion, with Solutions to 
Kxamination l.Juestions, r892·I90S• Ortho· 
,:::rapbic, l!>ometric and Oblique Projection. 
With so Plates and J 40 Figures. Foo/sca}. 
s.r. ttel. 

~~~dea:sdc~:~:). ss~;i.~~el.benson. 
Symes (J. E.), iii.A. TH F. FRF.NCH 

IU. VOLUTIO~. Second Edttio,t. Ct'. s:.-..,, 
2S, 6d, 
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Sympson (E. I\1. .)1 M.A., i\LD. See Ancient 
Cittes. 

Syrett (Netta). See Little Blue Rook<>. 
Tacitus. AGRICOLA. With I ntroduction 

Notes, Map, etc., by R. ·F. DAVIS, M.A., 
Fca/J. Bvo. 2s. 

GERMAN IA. By the same Erlitor. Fct~p, 
&vo. 2 S. s~ also C lassical Translation,;. 

Tallack(W,), HOWARD LETTERS A!'>D 
ME MO RIES. Demy8vo. I O.f, 6d. net. 

TauJer (J,). See Library of Devotion. 

Talt1~T 1~-H~~icS:~~~~~7~~~ ~~D :;r. 
Tay;or(F. 0.), M.A. See Commercinl Series. 
Taylor (I. A.), See Oxford Bio~r:~.phieo;;, 

Taf~k (~~~~1~~ ~)im~~~~ti;n°a~~ \~u2:: 
in E arly Church H is tnry and Tr;1.dition 
With 26 Illus tration .... /)nn;• Svo. 7.l. 6d. m:t 

Taylor (T. 1\-\ .), 1\L.A., l'eilow of t;on,·illc 
and Caiu" College, Cambrid~e. A CO'\· 
STITUTION.\L AXD POLITIC.\L 
HISTOR\' OF ROM E. Cr . a1•o. 7s. 6d. 

TepQ~sl\~5 (~v.rcdEd~~~~). wi7;1H ~ ~;~R~~ 
an Jnt rocluction, by). CHURTON COLLINS1 
1\l.A. Cr. a1•o. ISs. 

I N l\IE'MORIA I\1 , !\l AUD, A)I!D THE 
PRI NCESS. Edited by J. CHURTON 
C o LLINS, l\I.A. Cr. avo. 6s. See also 
Little L ibrarr. 

Terry (C. S . ). See Oxford Biographies. 

:F~!~~!f3~~~V.~'·~i.A~ee~~~~~~b~~C~t •. 
lllustrated. Suomr Edition Rroiud. Cr. 
8 VP. 2S. 6tf. 

Thompson (A. H.), See Little Guides. 

'fiiF~Ot;.ni/fial.V~~-F.~~.1 Li-ilt~c~~~CJd~-
tion. il!~dimn t6mo. •u. 6d. uet. Also :m 
edition in superior binding, 6s. 

Tompkins ( H. W .), F.R.H.S. See Little 
Guides. 

ToNQ~l-~'Q8k s~~'ith\6 ~~~~o;~~i~~s~~~~ 
2 !\l ap.<;. Third F.d/tion. Dnuy avo. JOS. 

6d. tlel. 

T6!}~:de Ci~~~:~l~ ... ;\I.A., D. Litt. See 

Trevelyan (0. M. ), l"eiJO\vofTrinitv Collec:e, 
C:tmhridge. ENGLAND Ul\IJER THE 
STUAR'rS. With J\lapsand Plans. Second 

Tr::t·~~~k <b~~ff.)~~oSee1ri·t~t~·C~fdeJ.. 
Tyler (E. A.), B.A. , F.C.S. See junior 

School Rooke;. 
Tyrreii·OJII (Fr ances). See Little Hooks 

on Art. 
Vardon {Harry). THF: CO:\IPl. l TE 

GOLFER. Illustrated. Etglzt/J Edit ian. 
Do ny S~o. tOS. 6d. nd. 

Vau~h~~(~~~~;~~ioS~se a{i~~Feutli~~~~:. 
Vaughan (Hc r bert M.), B.A.(Oxon.). THE 

LAST Oi'~ THE ROY.\L STU,\RTS, 
HENRY STUART, CARDJ:"-\L, 
DUKJ<~ O F YORK. With 2o l\lum;~.tions. 
S te1nd iidt'ti~n. flint)' 8:•o. 1os. 6d. utt. 

T H E NAPLES R IVERIA. With 25 lllu.s• 
t ratiom; in Colour by MAURICE GREJF li'EN'• 
HAGEN. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 

A Colonial Edition is also published. 
Voeg elin (A.), M.A. See Junior Examina• 

tion Series. 
WaddeJI (CoJ. L. A.), LL.D., C. H. L H ASA 

AND lTS MYSTERIES. With a Record 
of the Expedition of 1903-1904• With ISS 
Illustra tions and Maps. Third and 

,v ~~~a(Q~ f:.li.i'D.D. JJQ'eDaTEst.~ttE ~i 
HISTORY. With Map!;. FourtlzEdition. 

Cr. 8vo. 6s. 
\Vagncr (Richard). 1\IUSI C DRA:\lAS: 

Interpretations, embodying \Vagner':; 0 \ \n 
explanations. By A. L. CLEATHER and 
H. CRU:.t.P. In Fimr Volumes. Fcnp 8vo. 
2s. 6d. caclr. 

VoL. t.- Tm·: R1~G O f' TilE Nu~ELUNG. 
Third Edition. 

VoL. u.- P ARSIFAL, Lou..:NGI<lN, and 
Tut<: H oLv GRAIL. 

VoL. 111 .-TR,.,.TAN A ND ISOLDE. 
\Vaii (J. C.). DEVI LS. Illustrated h:rthe 

~~~~'d.r~~~ rsoe~ ~~~~l~~;i~~~ry'sj)B:O{ .. ~vo. 
\Valte.-s (H. B.). See Little Books on Art 

ami C\a.;;,ics of Art. 
\\' alton (F. \V.). See School Histories. 
\ Valton (lzaac) and Cotton (Charle 'i). 

See I.P.L. 1 Stand:ud Library, and Little 
Librarr. 

\Var ren .. Vern on (lion. \Villia m ), M.A. 
RgAIJI NGS ON THE 1Ni''ERKO OF 
0 .\).I'TE, based on the Commentary of 
BF:sVHNUTO DA I MoL" andotherauth-::oritie<;, 
\Vith an lmroduction hy the Rev. Dr. 
i\looRH. In Two Volumes. Seco,d 
EdiliMz,entirelyre.wriu en, Cr. 87'0· tss. 
'tel. 

Wat erhouse (1\lrs. Alfred). WITH TH F. 
SIJ\IP LE- IIl<.:ART ED: Little Homilies •o 
\Vomen in Country Places. Su.rmd Edition. 
Small Pott avo. :u. net. 

See also Little Lihrarr. 
\ Veathe rhead (T , C.), M.A. EXAi\II~A

T ION PAPERS I N HORACE. Cr. 8vo. 
2s. See 3]50 Junior Examination Serie.'>. 

\Vebb (W . T . ). See Little Blue Book"
\Vebber (F. C.). See Texthookc; of Techno· 

logy. 
\ Vcir (Archibald), i\l.A. AX I );TRO· 

DUCTJON TO THE !IISTORV OF 
l\tODERN EUROPE. Cr. avo. 6s. 

\ VeiJs (Sid ney H. ). See Textbooks of 
~ci~nce. 

Wclls(J.),i\I.A .• Fellow and Tutor ofWadham 
Colle~e. OXFORD A);D OXFORD 
LIFE. Tlrird Edition. Cr. Svo. JS. 6d. 

A SHORT HISTORY OF RO:\IK Sn•m tl: 
Editio1z. With 3 ~lap!>. C,-.. avo. 3s. 6d. 

See also Little Guide,.,, 
\Vheldcm(F. W,). A L ITTLE BROTHER 

TU TilE Ul RDS. With 15 11\u~trations, 
1 of which are by A. H. lli:CKLAND. Lar:c 
Cr. S"""· 6s, 
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WbJbley(C). s~e W. E. Henley. Wilmot .. Buxton (E. 1\1,), MAKERS OF 
WhlbJey (L.), ltJ.A., Fellow of Pembroke EUROPE. Cr. Bvo. Sevt,Jh Ed. Js. 6d. 

College, Cambrid~e. GREEK OLIGAR· A Text-book of European History for 
CHII!:S: THEIR ORGANISATION :\Iiddle 1-'orm.~. 
AND CHAR.\CTER. Cr. Bvo. 6s. THE A~CIENT WORLD. With Map~ and 

\Vhitaker(O. H.), 1\l.A. See Churchman's Ii!ustracions. c,.,B:·u. JS· 6d. 
Bible. See also Beginner's Books. 

\Vhite (Gilbert). THE N A 1' URAL \\' ilson(Bishop.). See Library of Devotion. 
HISTORY OF Sl!:.LHORNE. Edited by \Vilson(A. J.), See Books on Business. 
L. C. MIALL, l<'.R.S.,assisted by W. W ARDF. W ilso"l (li. A.). See Books on Rusine'>S. 
FowLER, M.A. Cr. Bvo. 6s. \Vilson (J. A.). See Simplified French 

See also Standard Library Texts. 
Whltfield(E. E.). SeeCommercia!Seri.es. \Vilton (Richard), l\J.A. LYRA PAS· 
\Vhitehead(A,\V,). GASPARD DE TORALlS:SongsofNature,Church,am.l 

C 0 L 1 G NY. Illustrated. Demy &to. Home. Pot/8~.10. ~s. 6d. 
ru. 6d. 1uf. Winbolt (S. E.). M.A. EXERCISES IX 

wt~~~1r?ni~~·al ~~c~~~; [d~~i: ~i~~tcil3~~~ LA'T) "f/NH~~~\?f'.ft~:· vfRs8E~· A';· t~~i 
wich. .\N ELEMENTARY TEXT· to Composition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. KEv, 
UOOK OF JNORGANICCHEl\USTRY. ~s. net. 

Cr. Svo. :!S. 6d. Windle (B. C. A.), F.R.S., F.S.A. See Anti· 
\Vhltley (A1iss). See Lady Dilke. cuary's Books, Little Guides, Ancient 
Whitten (\V,). See John Thomas Smith. Wi~~~:~~~a~ho(lc~~!~r)i,e-:..1\f.A., H.Sc., 
\Vhyte(A. G.), B.Sc. See Books on BusiMss. LL.B. See Churchman's Library. 
\Vilberforce (\Vilfrid). See Little Books Wood (Sir Evelyn), F.M., V.C., G.C.B., 

on Art. G.C.M.G. FROl\1 }.IIDSHII")IA~ TO 
\\'llde(Oscar). DE PROFUNDIS. Sevent!t. FlE LD-MARSHAL. With ~4 Illu-:.tra.-

Edition. Cr. 8vo. SS· 1ut. tions and Maps. Two Volume.s. Fourtlt. 
A Colonial F.dition is also published. Editz'on. De my Bvo. 25.t. net. 

THE DUCHESS OF 1'.\DUA. D~my 8vo. · A Colonial Edition is also publishetl. 
12s. 6d. net. \Vood (J. A. E.). See Textbooks o( 

POE1-ofS. .Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. nd. Technology. 

~~~~~~c:&50 8fi7E~0PL~\V~· iJ:;ny \V~?e~~· ~}~~-~~'1~-u~~Nc~~~?· 6s~llus-
svo. u.r. &l. net. A Colonial Edition is also published. 

LADY WINDER~lERE'S FAN. Demy \Vood (W. Birkbeck), 1\I.A.,Iate Scholar of 
8vo. l2S, 6d. net. \Vorcester College, Oxford, and Edmonds 

A D":.~;'l~:: ,~t 6dN::.I. IMPORTAXCE. <J\'!1-l'oR'v 'fjlz ¥Jp; g¢i~\tl;,_'-f< I~ 
AS IDEAL HUSBAND. D~my 8vo. THE UN ITED STATES. With an 

12..!". 6d. net. l ntroductio11 hy H. SPENSER \YtLKINSON. 
THE IMPORTANCE 01/ BEING EAR· With 2.~ 1\laps and Plans. Demy Bvo. 

NEST. D~my Svo. us. 6d. net. t2.t. 6d. 1ut. 
A HOUSE OF PO~IEGRA)lATES :md Wordsworth (Christopher). See Anti· 

THE HAPPY PRINCE. Demy 87'"· quary's Books. 
t2.t. 6d. net. Wordsworth(\V,). POEMS BY. Selected 

LORD ARTHUR SA VILE'S CRDIE and by STOPFORD A. BROOKE, With 4 0 lllus-
OTHER PROSE P IECES. Dcmy 8vd. trations by Eo.,tuND H. New, With a 
us. 6d. Jut. Frontispiece in Photogravure. Demy 8-vo. 

\Vilkins (W. H.), B.A. THE ALIEN 7.t. 6d. net. 
J~V.\SJON. Cr. 8<1o. ~s. 6d. A Colonial F.dition il' also publbhed. 

\Villlams (A.). Pl!:TROL PETKR: or Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.). 
Pretty Stories and Funny Pictures. Illus. See Little Library. 
trated in Colour by A. W. ;\ln.t.~. Dun;' \Vright(Arthur), I'lL A., 1-'-e!low o((Jueen's 
~tio, JS. 6d. 11ct. College, Cambndge. ~ee Churchman'b 

Williamson (M. (i:,). See Ancient Cities. L_Jbrary. 
\ViiJJamson (W.). THE n R IT j s H I \.Vr!ght (C. Gordon). See DOt.nte. 

GARDE~l:.:R. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. \V~:~:J. ~~~-C.). TO-DAY. Demy 16mt1 

~O.S:· 6d. . Wright (Sophie). GERI\IAN \ 'OCAJH.;. 
\V!~i~~f!"s~~fe~·J:~i~~ Sc~~~1 JB:k~, ~;~d I !;"'-~ES FOR REPI•:TITIOX. 1-i:ap. 8vd. 

Beginner's Books. I \Vr~ng' (George 1\1,), Profc~ur of Hi::.tor\· 

wr3N~ (:~~kJ~~;~ o}~ss 'L~e. s Tl~~r~:t ~AkhL uUfiEer3r N. of 11;~~~~~~~. 1~}; 
Demy 3w. 7s. 6d. Svo. 7s. 6d. net. 

A Coloniall::diti!Ju is also puLli:.hed. A Coloui:lll::ditiou i:; al:.o puhli::htJ.. 
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Wyatt(Kate l\1.). SeeM. R.. Gloag. 
Wylde(A. !!. ). ~IODEI<N ABYSSINIA. 

With a l\lap and a Portrait, Demy 8vo. 
1 5J'. net. 

A Colonial Edition is also published. 
Wyndham(Rt. Hon. George). M.P. THE 

POEMS OF WILLJAM SHAKE. 
SPE ARE. With an Introduction and 
Notes. Demy Svo. Bteckram1 gilt top. 
10$, 6d. 

Wyon ( R.)and Prance (G.). THE LAND 
OF THE BLACK MOUNTAI X. lleing 
a Descript ion or Montenegro. \Vith 40 
Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d. net. 

\'eats (\V. B.). A BOOK OF IRISH 
VERSE. Sclcetetl from Modern Writers. 

Rt'f•iwi and /::nlare-cd J:ditiD1t. Cr. 8vi1. 
J.f. 6d. 

Young (Filson). THE C 0 i\1 P LK T E 
M 0 T 0 R 1ST. With 138 Illustrations. 
Six tit Edition. .IJ~my Sva. 1 2-1. 6d. 'let. 

A Colonial Edition is also published. 
THE JOY OF THE ROAD: An Apprecia

tion of the lllotor Car. Small DuHy Bw. 
ss. net. 

Young (T. h!.). THE A~l El< I CAN 
COTTON I~DUSTH.V: A Study of 
Work and Workers. Cr. 8vo. Clot It, 2s. 6d, ; 
~per boards, IS. 6d. 

Zimmern (Antonia). \\'HAT DO W E 
KNOW CONCERNI!\"(j ELE.CTR I· 
ClTV~ Pcap. Svo. u. 6d. Jut. 

Ancient Cities 
General Editor, B. C. A. Wl~DLE, D.Sc., F.R.S. 

Cr. 8vo. 4s. 6d. net. 

CH£STI!.R. Dy R C. A . Windle, D.Sc. F.R.S. 
Illustrated by E. H. !'Jew. 

S HF:JI:WSBURY. By T. Autlcll, M.A. , F.S. A. 
lllus tratecl. 

C A NT ERBURY. By J. C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A. 
ltlustratetl. 

EDINBURGH. Hy M. G. William:i<ln, !II. A. 
Illustrated by H erbert Railton. 

L INCOLN. By E. Mausel Sympson, l\I.A., 
M .D. 11lustrated by E. H. New. 

BRISTOL. By Alfred Harvey. Illustrated 
by E. II . )lew. 

D UBLIN. HyS. A. 0. Fitzpatrick. Illustrated 
by W. C. Green. 

The Antiquary's Books 
General Editor, J. CHARLES COX, LL.D., F.S.A. 

Demy 8vo. 
ENGLISH MoNASTIC LIFF.:. By the Right 

Rev. Abbot Gasquet, O.S D. lllustrated. 
Tlzird Editt'an. 

R EMAINS QF THF. PREHISTORIC AcE 1:-.1 
E NGLAlm. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc. , 
F .R.S. With numerous lllustration!' and 
P lans. 

O u) SENVtCF.: B ooKs OF THt·: ENGLI~H 
CHURCH. gy Christol?hcr Word.o;wonh, 
\I..\., aml l1 cnry Llttlehalcs. With 
O...:oloured and other lllu>otrations. 

Ct::I.TIC. AN1". By J. R o mill)' Allen, F.S. i\. 
With numerous lltustrations and PIMs. 

,-\ t{CHA-:OL')GY AND }•'ALSF': A NTIQVITI£S. 
By R. Munro, LL.D. Illustrated. 

SliJHNt:s ov l:J<ITI" H SAINTS. Dy J. C. Wall. 
'Vitb numerous Illustrations and Plans. 

7s. 6d. uet. 
TnE ROYAL FORESTS OF ENGLAND. By J. 

C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A. Illustrated. 
TH~ MANOR AND 1\:IANORIAL RECORDS, 

By N athaniel J. Hone. Illustrated. 
ENGLISH SEALS, Hy J, Harvey Bloom. 

I llustrated. 
THE D o MESDAY INQUEST. By Adolphus 

Ballard, B.A., LL.B. \\t' ith 27 l llustrations. 
THF. fhtA~SF.S OF ENr.LANil. J:y Herbert 

W.l\lacklin, i\1.A. \Vitbmanylllustrations. 
PAJusu L1n: IN M..:or.t~VAt. ENGLA~P. Ry 

the Risdn 'Rev. Abbott G~squet, O.KB. 
With many Jllustr:ltions. S t c11nd l:.'dition. 

Tu~a~eEn~Li,.b.,EF.S~~~u.Wi~~ ~~~~;atf~,!: 
Second Edititm. 

The Arden Shakespeare 
Demy Svo. zs. 6d. net each volume. 

r..eneral.E.ditor, \V. J. CRAIG. 
An ed1tion of Sha kespeare in single Plays. Edited with a full Introduction, T extual 

Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page. 

H0:-.1P.o At-.'tl ) v1.1 t'r. l:llited by Edward J uuus f'o\r:SAR. F.ditcd by M. Macmill;m 
HAMLRT. F.diteJ by Ed ward Dowden . I Knm LEAR. EJited byW. J. Craig. 

Dowden. Tu~ '!'Jo:;o.u•EST. E~ited IJy .tllo~eton J.nce. 

(Co,t;mttci 
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A~DEN SIIAKESPeARE-<tmllHtletl. 

OTHELLO. Edited by H. C. Hart. 
TITOS ANDRONICUS. E.dited hy H. B. Bail

don. 
CYWBELINZ. Edited by Edward Dowden. 
THE I\IERRV \Vn•gs OF WINDSOR. F.dited by 

H. C. Hart. 
A MIDSUMMI!R NIGHT's DREA~I. Edited by 

H. Coningham. 
KING HENRY V. Edited by H. A. Evans. 
ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL. Edited by 

W. 0. Hrigstocke. 
TH& TAMlNG OF THE SHREW. Edited by 

R. \Varwick Bond. 

Ii~~:U~: ~~:Ea~~-As~~~~ed,kJit~ ~;i~~oC: 
Hart. 

TWELFTH NIGHT. Edited by Moreton Lucc. 

THE MERCf(ANT OF VENICE- Edited by 
C. Knox Pooler. 

TROILUS AND CRESSIDA. Edited by K . 
Dcig:hton. 

A~TONV A~·o CLEOPATRA. Edited byR. H . 
Case. 

LovE's LAHOUR's LosT. Edited by 1-I. C. 
Hart. 

THE Two GE:O:TLEMAN OF VERONA. R, 
Warwick Rood. 

PERICLES. Edited by K. Deighton. 
THE Co~u~DY OF EJ.:NOJ.:-;, Edited by H. 

Cuningham. 
KtNG RICHAJI.Ll Ill. Edited by A. H. 

Thompson. 
KING jOHN. Edited by lvor B. John. 

The Beginner's Books 
Edited by W. WILLIAMSON, B.A. 

EAsY Frt~NCH RHYMES. By Henri Blouet. Svo, Without Answers, u. Witb Answers. 
Stetmt!Edition. Illu!>trated. FcajJ.Svo. u. u. 3tl. 

EASY STORIRS FROM ENGLI'iH HISTORY. fly EASY DlcrATION AND SPI::I.I.INli. Ry \V, 
E. )1. Wilmot-Buxton, Author of • I\ takers ~~~lia~~n, B.A. Fift!z Etlitio,l. Fcap. 
of Europe.' Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. IS. AN EAsY VoF-TRY Hoc~>:. Selected and 

b:ASV EXERCISES IN ARITHMETIC. Arrangecl arranJ:Jed by \V, Williamson, B.A., Author 
by W. S. Beard. Second Edition. Fcaj. of' Dictation Passages.' Cr. 8vo. 1s 

Books on Business 
Cr. Svo. z.s. 6d. mt. 

PoRTS ANO DocKs. By Douglas Owen. 
RAJLWAVS. By E. R. McDermott. 
THE STOCK l!:xcHANta:. By Chas. Dubuid. 

Seconrl Editlon. 
THE BusiNESS Of' INsuRANCE. By A. ] . 

\Vii :;.on. 
THE ELECTRICAL b'UtJSTRY : LIGHTING, 

TRACTJON1 AND PowER. By A, G. Whyte, 
B.Sc. 

Tn& SHIPIH"LDING }NDUSTI:\': lls History, 
Science, Pmctice, and FimtrlCe. Dy DaVId 
Pollock, M.l.N.A. 

Tuz MO!'\'EV MARKET. By F. Straker. 
Tue Bu~tNESS StDE 01·· AGI~ICUI.TURE, r:y 

A. G. J .. Rogers, l\l.A. 
LAw IN HusJN~s. Hy H. A. Wilson. 
Tnr: BREWI:-:G INDUSTRY. By Julian L. 

Baker, F. I. C., F.C.S. 

THE AVTOMOUILE INDUSTRY, By G. de H . 
Stone, 

::\liNING AND Illt!\IING INV~TMBNTS. By 
'A. Illoil.' 

THE BUSINE!':S o .. · ADVERTISING. By Clarence 
G. i\Ioran, Rarri,ter·at-l.aw. Illustrated, 

TRAOE UNIONS, By G. Drage. 
CtVII. ENGINEERING. By T. Claxton Fidler. 

1\I. Inst. C. E. 11Justratcd. 
THE IR0!-1' TRA DE OF GRKIIT RHITAIN. By 

J. Stephen Jeans. I!lu~tmtcd. 
M ONOI'OL!F.S• TRUSTS, A Nll KIIRTELLS· liy 

F.W.Jlirst. 
TIIP; Con·oN I NDUSTRY AND T!(AUI:'. );}' 

Prof. S. ] . Chapman, De:tn of the Faculty 
ofComrnt::rce in the Unh•e.rsity of Man· 
chester. Illustrated. 

Byzantine Texts 
Edited Ly J. B. BURY, M.A., Litt.D. 

A series of texts of Byzantine Historians, edited by Engli~h and foreign ::.cholars. 

ZACHARIAH OP' i\hTVLENE. Translated by F. I THE HISTORY OF PSELLUS. Edited by C. 
J. Hamilton, D. D .• and E. \V. Brooks. Sat has. Dtmy 8vo. 15S. ntl. 
Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. nd. F.cTIIESIS CH1WNICA. li:ditd by Professor 

Lambro!';. fJcmy 8t~t~. 7s. &1. 1Uf. 
fo:vAGRIUS. Edited by l.~nn P:umenticr Md TuF. Cm:macu·: OF l\tOtiEA. Edilt'.! by John 

l\1, Hidez. De my 8vo. tos. 6d. net. Schmilt. 1Jemy2vo. 1 ss. net. 
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The Churchman's Bible 
General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S. E. 

Fc:ap. Svo. H. 6d. 11et each. 

A series of Expo::.itions on the Books of the Bible, which will Le of service to the 
,;euera1 reader in the practical and devotional study of the Sacred Text. 

Each Book is provided with a full and d ear Introductory Section, in which is 
:>tatcd \Vhat is known or conjectured respecting the date and occasion of the com
~os.ition of the Book,and any other particulars that may help to elucidate its meaning 
as a whole. The Exposition is divided into sections of a convenient length, corre
'>ponding as far as possible with the divisions of the Church Lectionary. The 
franslation of the A uthorised Version is printed in full, such corrections as are 

det!med necessary being plaet:d in footnotes. 

Tm: EPISTLE OF ST. PATJL Till:: APOSTLE TO 
THE GALATJAI'S. l:;ditcd by A. W. Robin· 
~on, M.A. S ,·cond Edititm. 

EccLESIASTES. Edited by A. W. Streane, 
D. D. 

THE EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL THE _\ PQSTLE TO 
TH£ PHI UPPIANS, Edited by C. R, D. 
Bigg~, D. D. Second Edition. 

THE EPISTLE o..- ST. ]AMES. Edited by 
H. W. Fulford, .:\l.A. 

JsAlAK. Edited by W. E.llatnei, D.D. Two 
Volrmre.s. With ti.ap. :u. n.el eac!t. 

'fHE El•ISTU~ OF ST. VAUL T HE APOSTI.E. TO 
THE EPHESIANS. Edited by C. H. Wbi1aker1 
M.A. 

THE GosPEL AccoRDl:O:G TO ST. 1\l.\NK. 
Edited by J. C. du Bui~n, M.A. :u. 6d. 
1te/, 

ST. PAuL's E~·ISTLEs TO THE CoLOS~JANS 
A!'ODPH!J.EMON. Edited by 1-l.J.C. Knight, 
M.A. 2.s.net. 

The Churchman's Library 
General Editor,]. H. BURN, B.D .. F.R.S.E. 

Cr!JW1l 8vo. 3s. 6d. each. 
Tue H£GJ N:>:II'Ol> ~ OF Er-:GJ,Is n CIINfSTIA(';tTV, E\'OLI.JTio;o.;, By F. }}, Jevons, )I.A., Liu.!l. 

By"'· E. Collin:., !ll.A. With Map. Tut:: OLnTESTAMENTAI'DTHt-"NEwScuoLAH· 
So:>.IE Nt:w T~TAMENT PROBLIDI~. By SHI.P. By J, \V. Pelers, D. D. 6s. 

T~\~·t~~~~~i~h~;. ~1-~·v/:·HJo:RE AND }-h;N(<;. THE CHURCHMAN'S INTRODUCTION T O THV 

At'TER. B}' Canoo \Vinterbotbam, M.A., OLD TESTAMENT. By A.M. )fackay, B.A. 
B.Sc., LL.B. TilE CHURCH OF CHRIST. By E. T. Green, 

TuE \VoRKII1ANSIIlP OP' THJ.; PRAYER HooK: M.A. 6s. 

g~~~~e~~IS. D~d ~~~~~fJC~dt}b:~t:;. By J. ! cc:l~h.Tl"t. THEOLOGY. By J. A. Mac• 

Classical Translations 
Edited by H. F. FOX, ~!.A., Fellow aud T utor of Brasenose College, Oxford. 

Crowu Svo. 
A series of Translations from the Greek a nd Latin Classics, distinguished Ly literary 

t!:..:c..:ellence as well as by scholarly accuracy . 
. l::~cHVLUs-.-\:;amemnon, C'ltoephoroe, Eu-1 H ORACE-The Odes and Epode:;. 'fransl.t ted 

Lli~~~:.. SS·Translated hy Lewis Campbell, I L~:~~~i~o~~~r~:ul;~(l\~f;;inu:;, l caro-~l e· 
c1~~~Joo?,\f.~.tor~5~.6d:l'ran~lated by E. !\". ~i~~T~~~~~rCF~l~~~!dfbi~r;:Sia~'~{b~1~: 
CICP::Ro-Selcct Oralions (Pro lltilone. Pro T. I rwin, !~I.A. 3->· 6d. 

1~1t~deb;• ~~~-P£~ p,tj~~i~~~~i~~~~~). ~~~an~· SoE~o~~~.rJ~~~~:~d~~tkx. ~s~&J.1slated by 
Clt...EMo-D c Natura D~orum. Tran:,!.tted Ly I TACIT!JS-Agri~ola and Germania. Tran~· 

f. Brooks, i\I .A. 3.s. 6d. Ia ted by R. I3. Townshe.nd. 2s. 6d. 
Ctcno-De Officii!>. Translated by G. };, THE SATlf\ES 01' ]UVENAL. Tran~lated by 

Gardiner, l\l.A. ;s. 6d. 1 S. G. Owen. 21. 6d, 
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Classics of Art 
Edited by DR. J. H. W. LAING 

THE AltT Ol' THE GREEKS. By H. B. Walters. I VELAZQUEZ. By A. de Beruete. With ~~~ 
With n2 Plates and t8 Illustrations in the Plates. Wr'dc RoyalS""· 1os. 6d. net. 
Te~rl. JVidt RP)'IZIBvo, us. 6d. nd. 

Commercia.! Series 
Edited by H . DE B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A. 

Cnnor: Svo. 
COMMF.RCIAL EDUCATION IN THEORY AND 

PRAC'L'ICR. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. SS· 
An introduction to 1-.letbuen's Commercial 

~d~~~i~~a~~~TY ~rr~~b~:~o~h~r~i~~~t~~~ 
of the teacher and of the parent, 

'fhunsK CoMMERCE AND CoLONJ£s FRO'I 
EL17.ABETH TO V ICTORIA. By H. de B. 
Gibbins, Litt.D., 1\LA. T!drd Edititm. 2s. 

CO:\IMERCIAL EXAMINATION PAPERS. By H . 
de B. Gibbins, Litt.D., 1\I.A. u-. 6d. 

THE EcoNmncs oF CoMMERCE, By H. de 
B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Stct»td Edition. 
JS, &f. 

A CJ<:RMAN Co'-tMERCIAL READER. By s. E. 
Ea11y. With Vocabulary. 2s. 

.\ COM:\IERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF THR BRITISH 
F."IPIRE. By L. W. Lyde, l\LA. Fifllz 
F.tlilion. 2.r. 

A COl\f;\IERCIAL GEOGRAPHY 011' FOREIGN 
NATlONs. By F. C. Boon, B.A. 2.r. 

A PRIMER OF Busua:ss. Ry S. Jackson. 
M.A. T/drd Edition. u. 6d. 

COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC By F. G. Taylor, 
M.A. Fourth Edition. IS. 6d. 

FRENCH Co:o.•:>.IERCJAL CoRRRSPONDP.NCY. Br 
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Third 
Edition. 2s. 

GE:Rr.lAN CoMlltERCTAL CoRal!sPoNnF.NcP- Br 
S. Jo:. Bally. With Vocabulary. Strond 
Edition. 2s. 6d. 

A FRENCH COMMERCIAL READF.R. By S. E. 
Bally. With Vocabulary. Stcond F:d1t ion. 2s. 

PRECIS \\'RtTING A ND OFFICI-: CoRRESPONih 
ENCE. By E. E. Whitfield, l\1 .• \. Secon., 
Edition. 2s. 

A GuiDE TO PRoFES~IONs ANn B uSINESS. 
By H. Jones. 1s. 6d . 

TnE PRil>ICIPLBSOF BooK·Kl-'FPING B\' DouMLE 
ENTRY. By J. E. B. i\I 'Allt-n, i\I.A. 2s. 

Cor.a:.tY.RCIA L l.Aw. P.y W. Dougl:l<o Edv.·ards. 
Sectnui F.dilio11. 21. 

The Connoisseur's Library 
Wide Royal8vo. zy. rut. 

A sumptuous series of 20 books on art, \\tritten by experts for collectors, superbly 
illustrated in photogravure, collotype, and colour. The technical side of the art is 
duly treated. The fir.st volum~s are-
:\IF..ZT.OTINTS. By Cyril Davenport. With 40 EuROPRAN E N A711ELS. By H enry H, Cunrn.~-

Piates in Photogravure. bame, C. B. Witb 54 Plates in Collotype 
PoRCeL AIN. By F..dward Dillon. \Vith J9 and Half.tone and .c. 1-'lates in Colour. 

Plates in Colour, 20 in Collotype, and sin 
Photogravure. 

:\JI~UATURES. By Dudley Heath. With 9 
Plates in Colour, 15 in Collotype, :md 15 in 
Photogravure. 

IVORIES. By A. Maskell. With So Plates in 
Collotype and Photogravure. 

ENGLISH FuR~lTUR& By F. S. Robinson. 
With 100 Plates in Collotype and one in 
Photogravure. Second Editiot:. 

GoLDSMITHS' A ND SILVERS:'oliTHS' \VoR..::. R\· 
Nelson Dawson. With many .Plates jj, 
Collotype and a Frontispiece in Photo· 
gravure. 

ENGLISH CoLOORRD Bom-.:!1. Br Martin 
Hardie. With 28 lllu.strations m Colour 
and Collotype. 

GLASS. P.y Edward Dillon. With 37 ll!U$.• 
tra tions m Collotype and 12 in Colour. 

The Library of Devotion 
With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes. 
Small Pott 8vo, cloth, 2s.; /rather, 2s. 6d. 1ltf. 

THbEy 'b~Bi~~~~~b~F }if;lu~~ft}!:~· Editet! I TH~ig~:~~~J.IOj,'o~r~tf£~~~~£;,1 , Edited by C. 

THLoc~~Nsl>~"N rXi~dEdi't!~ed by Walter I A s~~~tri~:e.~~IS~TI~~:;nl~~it~·o~~ ). w 

(C.,,.timuJ. 
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THE L IBRARY OF 0£VOT!ON-confinu cd. 

LvL~k~~D.ENTtt:M. Edited by Walter I Lv~~it;dA~~A}i. (;~ B~~io~~ ~i~:.:~a~:~~f 
A SERIOUS CALL TO A D t:>VOUT AND HoLv \Vestmi nster. 

LII'E. E d iLed by C. Bigg. D.D. F()urih.l ADAvBOOK F ROM'l'HES o\.I NT S A NDFA T KERS. 
Edititm. Edited by]. H . Burn , B.D. 

THt-: T•:MPLE. E d ited by E. C. S. Gibson, HEAVE~Lv Wtsoor.~. A Selection fro m the 
D .D. .Second Edition. 1 ~nglisb Mystics. E dited by E . C. Gregory. 

A GUI DE TO E TERNITY. Edited by J. \\".

1 

L IGHT, L !Fil:, and L OVE. A Selection frum the 
Sta n bridge, B. D. Gennan Mystics. E dited byW.R.lnge,M.A. 

THE P SALMS OF DAVID. Edited by n. w. Ax I P..:TRODUCT TON T O T HE D EVOUT LIFE. 
R andolph, D.D. Ry St. Franci" de Sales. Translated and 

LVt<A A POSTOLICA. By Card in <1l Newman Edited by T. Darn~. I\I. A. 
and other::;. J<:dited hy Canon Scott H olLand ~IAI\CHESTER AL M o:-.oo : a Contemplation 
and Canon H. C. Beeching, M.A. of Death and lmmorta1 ity. By H enry 

T HE INNER W AV. fly J. T aule r. Edited by :\l ontagu, Earl of Manche::.t er. Wit h a n 
A . \V. H utton, I\f. A. Introduction by Eliz:1.betb W ate rhouse, 

TH !:~ T HOUGHTS OF PASCAL. Edited by C. Editor of 1 A L ittle Hook of Life and Death.' 
S . J erram, M. A. THE LITT LE F LOWERS OF THE GLORTOUS 

O N THE LOVE OP Goo, f:y !;r, Francis de 1\lt:::SSF:R ST. FRANCIS AND o .. · II IIi 
Sales. Edited by W. ). Knox-Little, :\LA. FRIARS. Done int o English by\\'. Her-

A .MA,.UAL OF CosSoLATW~ l"ROM T il E wood. \Vitb an Introduction by A . G. 
SAINTS AND FATHF.RS. Ed ited by J, H . Ferrers Howell. 
Rurn, R.D. TuE SPIRITUAL GUIDE, which disentangl~· 

T m : S ONG OF SoNGS. Edi ted by R. Bl:axland, the Soul and brings it by the I nward W a y 
M.A . h> the Getting of Perfect Contemplation 

THI-~ DRVOTIO~S 01-' ST. A NSF.LM, Edited by and the Rich Treasure of I nternal Peace. 
C. C. j . W ebb, i\.l.A. Written by Dr. Michael de Molinos, Priest. 

GRACE AHOU~Dil\C:. Ry J ohn Runyan. F.dited Translated from the Ita lian copy printed .a.t 

Ht~J~~;· ~;~~:~~~5 ~~~~A PRI VATA, J':dited ~~~~~~x'~~~~~- El~!dtb~ t~0e H~~- lr~~ 
by A. E. Burn, e. D. A rthur Lyttelton. 

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books 
Frat Svo. J!. 6d. uet each volume. 

A series, in small form, of sorne o f the famous i11ustratcd books of fiction and 
gene ral litera ture. T hese arc fai thfully reprinted from the first or hest editions 
wi thout introduction or notes. The Illust rations are chiefly in colour. 

COLOUR ED BOO KS 
OLD Co LOURED BooKs. fly George P:tston. THE ANALYSIS OF THE H UNT ING Flf':LD. Br 
Tu~t~/ .. ~ ;No~oi)~e~;;,'~t;j'o:;:~~~-'~~~:\:';~: ~~~;y5~1~~~; an~~~~: t f1n~t~~i~~~ ~~~~~: 

By N imrod. Wirh 18 Coloured P lates by Tug T ouR oF DR. SYNTAX IN SF.:ARCK OF 
Henry Aiken and .T. J . Rawlins. Fourtlt THE P ICTUt(K!'QUE. By William C ombe. 
E dition. W ith JoColoured Plates byT. Rowlandson. 

THF. Lt i-'E O f' A SroHTSMAN. By N imrod. TuF: TouR ott DocTOR SvNTA:'< JN S EAHCH 
With 35 Coloured Plates by H enry Aiken. OF Cos~OLATION. Hy William C ombe. 

HANDLEY CRoss. Hy R. S. Surtees. With Witb N Coloured P lates by T. R owlandson. 
17 C oloured Plat es a nd roo \Voodcuts in the T nE T mRo TouR OP D ocTOR S vNTAX JN 

)f;eStP~~~~!~n ~~~~:,N~cT~it(~di~;~~l{. s. ~;~i~~~: C~Jo~r~~~p~;te~lr~~ltao~'l;:J~~: 
Su r tees. With q Coloured P lates and go THE HISTORY O? j om<KY Ql'At> GENUS: tbe 
W oodcuts in the Text by John Leech. Little 'Foundling of the late Dr. Syntax. 

] ORROCKS' j AUNTS ANn joLLITIES. By R: S. Bytbe Author of 1 The Three Tours.' With 
Surtecs. W ith 15 Coloured Plate~ by H. 24 Coloured Plates by Rowlandson. 
Aiken. Sn:o~:d Edition. THF.: ENGLISH DANCE Olo' DEATH, from the 

This \•olurne is reprinted from the ex· Designs of T . Rowlandson, with Metrical 
tremelyrareandcos tlyt:ditionof,S43,wbich I I llustrat ions by the Autbor of 'Doctor 
conta ins Aiken's \'ery fine illnstrations S~:ntax.' Two Volumes. 
inst ead of the usu al ones by Phi?. This book conta ins 76 Coloured Plates. 

AsK 1\IAJIIMA. Hy R. S. Snrtee~. With 13 TuEDANCEOF L tF'E: A Poem. By tbeAuthor 
Coloured P lates and 70 W oodcuts in t he of 'Doctr>r S ynta".' l llustr:'lted with 26 
T e xt h}' J ohn Leech. Coloured Engrnsings hy T . Row!andwn. 

rro,tinutol. 
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GENERAL LITERATURE 25 
h.LUSTRATED PocKET LIBRARY OF PLAIN AND CoLOURr::D Boox:s-contimud. 

Lifi'E IN I.oNroN: or, the Day and Night 
Scenes of Jerry Hawthorn, Esq., and his 
Elegant :F'"riend, Corinthian 1'om. Dy 

f.ieR.e JIG: c~~:~~b~~~o·~v;:g ~~:!~o~~ 
Designs on Wood. 

REAL l..tFE JN LONDON: or, the Rambles 

hisd c~~;i~~tTl:e5 H~n~0.;o~3~!h·aN.5'\3}?~~ 
Amateur (Pierce Egan). With 31 Coloured 
Plates ):>y Aiken and Rowlandson, etc. 
T-;.1•o Vobuna. 

TH\Vi~~~~ C!to~~etPl~~' b:th~~~;e f!:~; 
and several Designs on Wood. 

THE YICAR or WAKEf'll:::LD. By Oliver Gold· 
smith. With 24 Coloured Plates lly T. Row• 
land son. 

TfiF. l\IILITA~V ADVENTURES OF }OHr;"NY 

~~~;b~~-Bl0a;l?n~~~·. With tsColoured 
THE NA710NAL SPORTS OF GRF.A T BRITAIN. 

~~i~e~r~~\k~~~s and 51 Coloured Plates 

Tbis book is completely different from the 
large folio edition of 'National Sports' by 
the same artist, and none of the plates are 
!'imilar, 

THE ADVEN'TOJ:Es oF A PvsT CAPTAIN. By 
A Naval Officer. With 24 Coloured Plate5 
by :Mr. Williams. 

GAMONIA :or. the Art of Preserving Game; 
and an Improved Method of makinl:" Planta
tions and Covers, eJ~:plained and illustrated 
by Lawrence Rawstorne. Esq. \Vith rs 
Coloured Plates by T. Rawlins. 

AN ACADAMV 'FOR GROWN HORSEM E N : Con• 
taining the completest Instructions for 

~~~~~~~g:a~~t~~:n~i~~rii~f~st?a~~p~ri}1; 
ilor~~~~ur~ ~;teP:u~b~r. adfl~edG:~~e~ 
Gnmbado, Esq. 

REAL LIFE IN IRELAND, or, the Day and 

~l!gh~~cF~i!nd: ~ri~30Sf~~?~ ~.Cl)~~~r~}~~ 
By a Real Paddy. With 19 Coloured Plates 
by Heath, Marks, etc. 

THT~:o~~~;RByoxll~:NB~~~~~w~,~ftl: ~~ 
Coloured Plates by T. Rowlaod!'.On. 

THE OLD ENGLISH SQUIRE: A Poem. By 
John Careles!;, Esq. \Vith 20 ColourNl 
P lates afler the style ofT. Rowland<>on. 

PLAIN BOOKS 
THE GRA\'S: A Poem. By Robert Blair., THH TowER OF LoNDON. By"'· Harrison 

IUustratcd by 12 Etchings executed by Louis Ainsworth. With ,.o Plates and 58 Woodcu ts 
Scbiavon.!tti from the original Inventions of in tbe Text by Geore-e Cruik.<:.hank. 

~~~~aP!!~=i~· J'~fa~~ t;~~Phhi~!~ ~~~~ F~~NP'la~~\~~~G;;rg~l;!ik~asnk~dley. Wltb 
The illustrations are reproduced in photo- HANDY ANDY. By Samuel Lover. Witb ':2i 

gravure. Illustrations by the Author. 
ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BooK OF )oB. ln. TH2 Co:<~t.PLEAT A ro:GLER. By lzaak Walton 

ver.ted and engraved by William Blake. and Charles Cotton. With 14 Plates and 17 
These famous lllustralions-2r in number Woodcuts in the Text. 

-are r;:rod.uced in P,hotogravure. This volume is reKroduced from the beauti· 

tETh~~as B!~~k. \\· itb 380 Woodcuts by T:~lp~~~~~ ~~~'!:R!~joB;~~~:r1~s Dickens. 

w~~ith:.S~~~:~~~i~ \\~:!~~~ ~i~h:T~~; ~\;H;. t~hee t~o 1M~~ra~~~~s~in~e{h~3~r Co:~ 
by Georg-e Cruiksh:lnk. temporary Onwbyn Platef.. 

Junior Examination Series 

Edited by A. ~1. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. rr. 

JuNIOR FRENCH EXA!I!INATION PAPERS. By 
F. Jacob, M.A. Stcot:d Edition. 

JuNIOR LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By C. 
G. Botting, IS.A. Fou .... tk Edition. 

]UNlOR ENGUSH ExAMINATION PAPF.RS. By 
W. Williamson, B.A. 

JuNIOR ARtTH.METIC l<:xAMtNATtON PAPER~. 
By W. S. Bean:!. Third Edib'on. 

ju:SIOR ALGE)RA EAAMINATION PAPERS. By 
S. W. Finn, M.A. 

]vN'lOR GREEK ExAMINATION PAPERS, By T. 
C. Weatherhead, M.A. 

JUNIOR: GENERAL INFORMATION Jo:xAwi:SA• 
TION PAPERS. By W . S. Beard. 

A KEY TO THE ABOVE. 3S. 6t/, nd, 
JuNIOR GEOGRAPHY ExAMtNATION PAPF.H!;. 

By W. G. Baker, M.A. 
}Ut.:- lOR GEI'tMA~ EXAJ'oiiNATIQN PAPERS. By 

A. Voegdin, 1\t.A. 
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Junior School-Books 
Edited by 0. D. TNSK!P, LL.D., and W. WILLIAMSON, B.A . 

.'\ CLASS·BOOJ.\: 0!-' DICTATION PASSAGt'.S. By 
W. Willi;un90n, B.A. T·wdfth EdiHtm. 
Cr. 8-'.m. u. 6d. 

TilE GoSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW. 
Edited by E. Wilton South1 M .. r\. With 
Three !\'laps. Cr. Svo. rs. 6d. 

THxGosPELAccoRDlNGTOST. MARK. Edited 
by A. E . Rubie, D. D. With Three i\bp:i. 
(.'r, gz,o, u. 6d. 

AjUNlOR ENGLISH GRAMMAR. ByW.William· 
son, B.A. \Vithnumerousp:;.ssa~!!.S for par:;ing 
andanalys.is, andachapteron f .ssay Writing. 
Tltird J:.:tfi:r·~,l. Cr. s~o. 2S. 

A jUNIOR CHEM ISTRY. ByE. A. Tyler, B.A., 
F.C.S. With 78 lllustrations. Tlzird Edi· 
tion. C-r. 8::.-o. 2s. 6d, 

TH£ AcTS OP Tiff: APOSTLES. Edited by 
A. E. Rubie, D. D. Cr. 8\''0. u. 

A j UNIOR FRF:NCH GRAMMAR, By L A. 
Sornet and M. J. Acatos. Cr. Bvo. 2.r. 

Et.r~MENTA.RV ExPERIMENTAL SctENCF.. Pnv· 
SICS by W. T. Clough, A. R. C.S. CHEMISTRY 
by A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With 2 Plates and 
154 Diagrams. Ftmrtl: Editiqn, Cr. 8~to. 
2$, 6d. 

A {~i~~02~6GDi~~~a~:,· F!~,_;lo;d~;-o;ydC~: 
8vo. 2$, 

EL&.'dENTARV ExPERI!ooiEN'l'AL CHE:\USTRY. 
By A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With 4 Plates 
and tog Diagrams. C,-, 8-:!•o. n. 

A j uNIOR FRSNCH PRoSE. By R. R. N . 
Baron, M.A. S~ccnd EditiAA. C,-, Bvo. u. 

TH£ GosPEL AccoRDING TO ST. LuKE. Wit h 
an Introduction and Notes by William 
Williamson, B.A. With Three Maps. Cr. 
8vo. 2s, 

THE FIRST BooK OF KING~. Edited by 
A. E. RtraiE, D.D. With Maps. Cr. 8c·o. 

"· 
Leaders of Religion 

Edite;rl by H . C. BEECH lNG, M.A .• Canon of Westminster. ~Vith Portraits. 
Cr. 8uo. z.r. net. 

CARDINAL NEW~!AN. Hy R. H. Hutton. \ViLL!A:\1 LAUD. By W. H. Hutton, M.A. 

~~~~o;v~~,~~~~R~J'R~~~{. ~Yv~~~0\V.r.})~;liell, )o~!t~::.it~?F. MacCunn. s~condEd£tion. 
M.A. J ou N H owE. By R. F. H orton, D. D. 

g~~~~~,S~~~~~:Nas:k~c~~-~-~t~~~~: ~:£: ~~~R0;r: ~~~: T~~ 6u~~~~~kBy¥:¥fod~:kin, 
l;:~~~::SF~:;~·t.nt~!s~Vn~t;rl\t,'::kQI~~;~t. Jo~NCJ-~N:::.1i~>'~;~~~';~~us J~~sopp, D. D. 
LANCf:LOT ANDRRWE~. Hy R. L. Ottl~y. Tno:-.IAS CRANMF:R. By A . J. Ma5on, D . D. 

D. D. s~nmd Edition. l:hSHOP LATIMER. By R. M. Carlyle and A 
A VGUSTI"'E OF' CANTJi.RBURV. 'By E. L. J. Carlyle, M.A. 

Cutis, D. D. BisHOP BUTLER, Ey W. A. Spooner, M.A. 

The Little Blue Books 
Illustrated. Demy r6mo. 2S .. 6d. 

t, THF. CASTAWAY~ OF ~h:ADOWBANK. By 16. THE TttEASlTRE OF PB:J!o/CECATE PRIOrtY. 
Thomas Cobb. . By T. Cobb. 

2. TH£. BEECliKUT1 Boo~.:. By J;acoL Abbott. 7· Mrs. BARBERRY's GBNERAL S HoP. By 
Edn~d by E •. \· Luc~'l. , Rog~r A~hton. 

3· Tnli' AIR Gu~. By 1. Vilbert. 3. A Boo.:: oF' BAu CHILCR.-:-t. By W. T. 
4• A ScHOOL YEAR. By Netta Syrett. I w bb 
S· THE Pli:~~:t.Es AT THE CAPITAL. By Roc~r e • 

Ashton. 9· THE LosT BALL. By Thoma~ Cobb. 

Little Books on Art 
I Viti: many Illustratious. D emy 16mt1. 2s. 6d. 1ut. 

A series of monographs in miniature, containing the complete outline of the 
subject under treatment and rejecting minute details. The$e books are produced 
with the grca.test care. Each \'olmne consists of about 200 pages, and contaios from 
30 to 40 illustr:Hions, including a frontbpiece in photogravure. 
G!i:EF.K ART. H. B. Walu~rs. Thi,-d F.dititm., WATTS.. R. E. D. Sketchl~y. 
UOO"-PLATHS. E. Almack. L EIGH TON. Alice Corkran, 
REYNOLDS. J. Sime, Second Editiou. J VELASQVEZ. Wilfrid WBbt:rforce and .A. R. 
RoMNEY. Geor~e Pa.<:ton. Gilbert. 
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LITTLE BOOKS ON ART-amlinutd. 
GREUZE AND BouCHER. Eliza F. Pollard . 
VAND\'CK. l\1. G. Smallwootl. 
'fuR:>~ER. Frances Tyrreii·Gill. 
DO REI(, Jessie Allen, 
HOPPNP.:R, H. P. K. Skipton. 
HoLBr:lN. Mrs, G. Forte~cue. 
BuR:>~E· }ONES. Jo'ortunte de Li<:.Ie. Suond 

EtHtion. 
REMBRANDT. :\Irs. E. A. Sharp 

CoRoT. Alice Pollard and Ethel Birnstincl. 
RAPHAEL. .\, R. Dryhurst, 
MILLET. NetL1. Peacock. 
ILLUM INATED .MSS. j. \V. Bradley. 
CHRIST tN ART. Mrs. Henry J enner. 
}EWKLLERY, Cyril Davenporl. 
CLAUDE. Edward Dillon. 

~=!~~ERL~~ o~l~.PN:i~;clr;:~~~-illon. 

The Little Galleries 
Demy 16mo. u. 6d. net. 

A series of ltttle books containing examples of the best work of the great p."linterc;, 
E..1.(,;U volume contains 20 plates in photogravure, together with a short outline of the 
life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted. 
A LITTI 1!: GALLERY OF REYNOLDS, 
A LITTLE GALLERY OF ROMNEY. 
A LtTTLE GAJ.I.ERY oF Ho:PPNER. 

A LITTLF. GALLERY OF F.NGt.l:'>lf PoRTS, I A LITTLE GALLERY OF 1\IJLLAI~. 

The Little Guides 
\.Vith many Illustrations bJ• E. H. NEW and other artists, and from photographs, 

Smali Pot! 8vo, doth, 2s. 6d. 1te!,J• leather, 3s. 6d. uet. 
i\lessrs. METHUEN are publishing a, small series of books under the general t itle 

ofTHE LITTLE Gt:IDE!=i. The main features of these books are(t)ahandyand 
charming form, (2) artistic Illustrations by E. H. 1\'F.W and others, (3) good plans 
and maps, (4) an adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interest
ing in the natural fea tures, history, arch~lcgy, and .lrchitecture of the town or 
district treated. 
CAMBRIDC".R ANL' tTS CoLLHGF.S. By A. HF.RTFORDSHIRR. By H. ¥.'. Tompl:ios, 

Hamilton Thompson. Second Edition. j F.R. H.S. 

ox:r.~\~ "!~t:,~~ id~~~~~.ES, By J. Wells, I i~~T~SL~YOG.'fW:cb. By G. Clinch. 
ST. PAuL's CATHEDRAL, By G~org~ Clinch. 1 KERRY, Hy C. P. Crane. 
WE:ST:\UNSTEK ABBRV, By G. E. Troutbf:Ck, MmnL&s~x. By John B. Firtb. 

NoRTHAMPTONSHIRE. By Wa.keling Dry. 
NoRFOLK. By W, A. Dutt. 
OxFORDSHIRE. By F. G. Brabant, M.A. 
SuFFOLK. By W . A. Dutt. 

TuE ENGLISH LAKKS. By F. G. Brabant, M.A. 
Tmt MALVS:RN CouNTR'\'. Dy B. C. A. 

Windle, D.Sc., F.R.S. 
S HA!o:KSPKARE's CouNTRY, By B. C. A. 

\Vindl~, D.Sc., F.R.S. Ser:~nd Edi!itJn. 

BucKINGHAMSHIRR. By E. S. Roscoe. 
CHESHUt&. By W. M. Gallichac. 

SURRRV. By li', A. H . Lambert. 
SUSSEX, By F. G. Brabant I M.A. s"'md 

Edititm. 
THB EAST RtDJNG OF YoRKSHIKE. By). E. 

Morris. 
CORNWALL. By A. L. Salmon. 
DERBYSHIRB. By J. Charles; Cox, 

THHNORTH RIDING OFYOR$SHIRR. By}. E. 
LL. D., Morris. 

F.S.A. 
DE\'ON. By S. Baring.Gould. 
DoRSET. By Frank R. Heath. 
HA~tPSHIR£. By J. Cbarles Cox, LL.D., 

F.S.A. 

BRITTANY. By S. Baring-Gould. 
NoRMANDY. By C. Scudamore. 
RoME By C. G. Ella hr. 
SICILY. By F. Hamilton Jackson. 

The Little Library 
\Vith Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces. 

Small Pott 8vo. Each Volume, doth, Is. 6d. 11el )·leather, 2s. 6d. uti. 
Anon, ENGLISH LYRICS, A LITTLE I NORTHANGER ABBEY. Edited by F.. V. 

BOOK OF. Lee ... ~. 
Austen (Jane). PRIDF. AND PREJU- Bacon(Francis). THEESSAYSOFLORD 

DlCE. Edit~d by f.:, V.l..Uc:AS. Two VtJis. BACON. l!:dited by EDWARD WRIGHT 
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T H E: LITTLE LIBkARv-contillutd. 
Ba r ha m (R. H.). THE INGOLDSBY Keats (John), POEMS. With an I ntro-

L'EGE:iDS. Edited by J. B. ATLA.V, ~~~~~~IEbCr,,L. BINYON, and Notes by J. 
Two Vohmus. Klnglake (A. W .). EOTHEN. With an 

Barnett (.!\1rs. P. A.). A LITTLE BOOK Introduction and Notes. Second Edition. 
OF ENGLISH PROSE. Lamb (Cha:l'les). ELlA, A~D THE 

Beckford (William). THE HISTORY LAST ESSAYS OF ELlA. Edited by 
OF THE CALIPH VATHEK. Edited E. V. LucAS. 
by E. DErnsoN Ross. Locker(F,). LOXDO~ LYRICS Edited 

Blake (WiUiam), SELECTIONS FRO~! ~-r~·fdit?o~~LEY, i\f.A. A reprint of tbe 
WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by M. 
PERt;GI~I. Lorro~l1owLb~Jr ~i..L~~V~ E CE~i~~ Nb~ 

Borrow (George). LAYENGRO. Edited L. M. F A ITHFUI.L. 
by F. Hn..-o£s GROO:'It& Tr,1.1o Volumes. M 11 (A d '), THE POEMS OF 

THE ROl\IANY RYE. F.dit~d by ]oH:-; ~;.bRE\~ Ai:RvELL. Edited by E. 
SAMPSON. WRtCHT. 

Br~itgt~g ~R;;~erlf·ARt ~ L tocE~ls0 ~~ l'rllg*"JbJ;:~tkuL~~~- Mi~~~ bz;o:r.h~ 
ROBJ:;RT BROWN ING. Edited by W . BEECHtSc,.i\l.A., Canon of Westminster. 
HALL GRIFFlN1 t.'I.A. A\oir(D. M.). 1\IANSIE WAUCH. Edited 

Canning(Ocorge). SELECTIONS FROI\1 by T. F. HENDERsos. 

~~N~IN~-~~~-;i~;n~flp~~m:.·ithE~~~Rb~ Nik~~~lts~· SBci~N'i~~~:rLE BOOK OF 
LLovo SANDERS. Rochefoucauld (La), THE ::\IAXB.JS OF 

Cowley (Abraham). THF. ESSAVS OF LA ROCHEFOUCAULD. Trano:late..i 
ABRAHA~I COWLEV. Edited by H. C. by De.:1n STANHOI·E, F.dited by G. H . 
.Mna:HtN. PowFLt.-

Cr~~bd~gt:or~UAn1?~~-E~Z~~~:~?~ s~b~~ESSc~~:."dE'Jl~ds~. A~t!~~~~ 
DEANF., M.A. 

Craik (i\1r s . ). J 0 H N HAL I FA X, Sterne (Lauren.:e). A SENTIMENTAL 
G R NT L E .1\I A N. Edited by A..,,.;,.: JOURNEY. Edited by H. W. PAtil •• 

M ATHESON. T:1.1o Volumes. Tennyson (Alfred, Lord), THE EAKLY 
Cra.shaw ( Richard), THE ENGLISH POE7\1S OF ALFlU".:D, LORD TE~XY-

POE:O.IS OF RICHARD CRASHAW. SOX. Edited hy J. CHURT0:-1 CoLLIN:>, 
Edited by EDWARD H UTTON. M .. \. 

Dante (Aiizbieri). THE INFERNO Oio' I N i\1 El\tORIA::\1. Edited by H. C. 
DA~TE. Translated by H. F. CARY. BEECH lNG, l\I.A. 
Edited by PAG-ET Tm"'BEE, .M.A., D. Litt, T~\~o!'D~\~-~!;,~~S. Edited by F.uzAEETH 

T¥a~eX~~~~ T?~~~~F ~d~t~Tl~~. ~:~:s.;. ~[A UD. Edited by ELJZABf".TH WoRDSWORTH. 

ToYNBEE, :M.A., D. Litt. Thackeray(W. M. ), \"A X IT Y FA I R. 

THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Tranc;. p:~1Dd£~~-\J~$~'NRdit~~'-b/·~~uGz:~~m. 
l:lted by H . F. CARV, Edited by PACF • Thru V()/umn. 
T oYNBiiE, f!.l.A., D.Litt. ES)10~D. E dited br S. Gt\'YNN 

0S:f~k <?t'E)~S'·o~~V6'ilJ~~~Kt~~~ CHlUSTi\IAS BOOKS. EditedbyS.GwvNN. 

Edited by R. A. STREATFElLD. Va~it~~v(V.~tt!.liA.J.~ite~~;;.~swA~; 
Deane (A. C.). A LITTLE ROOK OF HuTTON. 

LIGHT VERSE. Walton (lzaak). THE Co:I!PLEAT 
Dickens (Charles). CHRISTMAS BOOKS. A!\GLER. Edited by J. BucHAN. 

T't.M Volumes. \Vaterhouse (Mrs. Alfred). A LITTLE 
Ferrier (Susan). ::\-IARRIAGE. Edited BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited 

by A. GoooN.JCH - FREER and LORD by. Nint/1 Edltion. 
IDDESLEIGU. T1u() Voltmus. I Also on Japanese Paper. L~allur. ss. 

THE I NHERITANCE. 1'w() Volumrs. net. 

oa~~yt_l t'~~~~- s~!;~.f~~-~-~,;. Edited by i \\'~~SRDS~,~~~it~.sE~~i~e~~~~Vo~-~~~ 
Hawthorne(Nathaniel). THE SCARLET 

1
. C. SMITH. 

LETTER. Edited by PERCY DFAR:>IFR. \Vordsworth ( \V ,) and Col~ ridge (S. T.). 
Hendeuon (T, P.). A LITTLE HOOK LYRlCAL I:ALLADS, ]l;dited by GEORGI> 

OF SCOTTISH VERSE. SAMPOO~-
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The Little Quarto Shakespeare 
Edited by W. ]. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes. 

F"tt t6mo. In 40 Volumes. f..eatlzer, price Is. net each volume. 
Alahogauy .Revolving Book Case. lOS. net. 

Miniature Library 
Repnnts in miniature of a few interesting books which have qualities of 

humanity, devotion, or literary genius. 

~UPIIRANOII:: A Dialogue on Youth. Ry 
edward l<~itzGerald. From the edition pub
lished by W. Pickering in tSst. Dmzy 
321110. Letztlte~, zs. ml. 

PoLostus: or Wise S01ws and Modern In
~Hance5. By Edward FitzGerald. From 
the edition published by W. P ickering m 
1852, De my pmo. Leat/u,.., :u, net. 

THE RuaArvAT ov 0MAR KHAVV.4M. By 
Edward FitzGerald. From the 1st edition 
oft8S9r Third Edition. Leathn·, JS, net. 

THI!. LIFI! OF EDWARD, LoRD HERBE!tT 01" 
CHERBURV, Written by himself. Froot the 
edition printed at Strawberry H ill in the 
year 1764. /lledium3 2'm'' Leatltt~. -zs. nd. 

THE Vrs roNS or Do:.t FRASCISCO QuEVEDO 
VILLEGAS, Knight of tbe Order of S t. 
James. Made English by R. L. From tl•e 
edition printed for H. Herringman, 1668. 
Lea.tlkr. u. net. 

P OEMS. lly Dora Greenwell. From the edi. 
tion of 184S. Leather, 2s. net. 

Oxford Biographies 
f'cap. ~vo. Eack volu.mc, d oth , 2s. 6d. net ; leatller, 3s. 6d. 11tl. 

DA~TE ALILHIERJ, By Paset Toynbce, !\1 .. \ ., I R ooERT BURN::,, By T. F. Hender:.on. 
D.Litt. With 1 2 lllu!:ttratioo~. Suond • With 1 2 Illustrations. 
Edititnc, I CH,\ THAM. By A. ~. JI.I ' Dowall. Witb H 

SA\'ON.\ROLA. Ry K L. S. Horsburgh, M.A. Illustrations. 
Witb 12lUustutions. Secoud Editi011. ST. FRANCIS OF Assr::.t. By Anna M. Stod· 

] O HN HowARD. l'Sy E. C. S. Gibson, D. D., dart. With 16 Illu:.trations. 
Bishop of Gloucester. With ulllustrations. CANNJNG. By W. Alison Phillips. With n 

T ENNYSON. By A. C. BENSON, M.A. With Illustrations. 
9 Illustra tions. BEACONSFIELD. By Walter Sichel. With ~~ 

WAL T),;R RALEIGH. By J. A. Taylor. With Illustrations. 
12 Jllustrations. GoETHE. By H. G. Atkins. With 12 Illus· 

I•:RAS~JUS. By E. F. H. Capey. With 12 trations. 
Jllustrations. FENELON. By Viscount St Cyres. With 

Tn£ YoUNG PRETENDER. By C. S. Terry. 12 Illustrations. 
With 12 Illustrations. 

School Examination Series 
Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Cr. Svo. os. 6d. 

FR~rcs~~~~~:'~t~:N F~~;:~=~;tlt ~d:~~o:.I. 
. \ K~o.v, issued to Tutors and Private 

Students only to be bad on application 
to the Publishers. Fifl!, Edition , 
CI'DWtt Bvo. 6s. net. 

LA TIN EXAm:-oATJO r-: PAPJ::RS. By A. i\1. )1. 
Stedman, 1\I.A. TMrteentl' Edition. 

KEv (St.rtlr Edttion) iS!>ued a!> above . 
6s. nd. 

GREEK l£XAMINATION PA~I'.:RS. By A. ~1. l\1. 
Stedman, M.A. Ninth EditiOJt, 

KEv (Ticirri Editf(Jn) issued as above . 
6s. net. 

c~f{MAN 'ExAMINATION PAPERS. By R. J. 
Moricb. Sixt!L Edition. 

KKv (TI:ird Editi<m) i:.:.ued as abo•e 
6s. 1ed • 

HtSTORV AND GEOGRAPHY E XAMIN ATIO'f 
PArERS. By C. H. Spence, M.A. S econd 
Edition. 

PHYS ICS E XA MJNATlON PAPERS. By R, I!... 
Stael, 1\J.A., F.C.S. 

GENERAL KNOWLEOtiF. E x AM INATION 
PAPi::RS. By A. M. M. Stedman, 1\l,A. 
St.rtl~ Edition. 

Kxv (Fourtlt Editio~t) isst1 ed :ts abo'fe. 
7s. nd. 

Kx .... wNATJON PAPERS I N E r-;GLtsH H JSTou·. 
By J. T aic Plowden-Wardlaw, B.A. 
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of the questtons dealt with ; in part, to make accessible to the readtng public an 
accurate and concise statement of facts and principles in all questions bearing on 
T heology and ReHgion. 
TH£ XXXIX.. ARTICLES OF THE CHURCH OF 

ENGLAND. Ed1ted by E. C. S. Gibson, 
D. D. Fiftli and Clleaper Edition iu one 
VtJlume. Demy Bvo. 12.r. 6d. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THi!. HISTORY OF 
RELIGION. By F. B. jevon:.. M.A., 
Litt.D. TJu",.d Edition. Demy8ub. 1ru. 6d. 

THE DoCTRINE OP' THE INCARNATION. By R. 
L. Ottley, D.O. SecoNd and Cheaper 
Edition. IJemy avo. I 2.r. 6d. 

AN INTRODUCTIC.N TO TH~ HISTORY OP' THE 
CREEDS. By A. E. Buru1 .D.D .Demy 
8wo. tos. 6d. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF R£L1GIO!'>" IN EsGLAND 
A.VD A:\IERICA. By Alfred Caldecott, D. D. 
Demy Svo. xos. 6d. 

A HtSTORV oF EARLY CuRJSTIAN DocTRINE. 
By J. F. Bethune· Baker, M.A. Dtmy Sw. 
lOS. 6d. 

The Westminster Commentaries 
General Editor, WALTER LOCK, D. D .• Warden of Keble College. 

Dean Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford. 
The object of each commentary is primarily exegetical, to interpret the author's 

meaning to the prese:nt generation. The editors will not deal, except very subor 
dinately, with questions of textual criticism or philology; but, taking the English 
text in the Rc"'ised Version as their basis, they will try to combine a hearty accept· 
ancc of critical principles with loyalty to the Catholic Faith. 

THt:: BooK OF Gt-:N Ests. Ediled with Intro· 
duclion and Notes by S. R. Driver, D. D. 
Fifth Ediliou D~my Svo. l OS. 6d. 

Tu~ BooK o.-· Joa. Edited by h. C. S. Gibson, 
D. D. Su:o~td Editic>n. D~my Svo. 6s. 

THE .\CTS OF T ilE APOSTLES, Edited hy R. 
.B. Rackbam, 1\I.A. Demy 8vo. Tlurd 
E ditio11. 1os. 6d. 

THl:: FmsT EPI~TLI:. Oi-' PAUL THE .\POST! E. 
TO TI-lE CorH!I:THIAN~. Edited by H. L 
Goudge, !\1..\, .Demy Sz•o. 6s. 

TuE EPtsTLE OF ST. jAMES. Eciitcd with I n
troduction and Notes by R. ). Knowlin~,:;, 
D.O • .DemJ• Bvo. 6s. 

TuE Boo...: OF E z" KIJ::L. :ldited H. A. Red~ 
path, )I.A., D.Litt. Demy Bvo. lOS. 6d. 

PART 11.-FICTION 

Addt!rtey (HIJn. an d ReY. James), Author 
of 'Stephen Remarx.' BEHOLD THE 
D.\YS COI~n:. Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d. 

A1banesJ (E. Marin). SUSAXN AH A~ D 
O~E OTHER. Fourt" Edition. Cr. 
8vo. 6s. 

TilE BLUNDER OF AN I:N~OCENT. 
Second Edition. Cr. 8110, 6s. 

CAPRICIOUS CAROLJNE. Second Edi
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s. 

LOVE AND LOUIS.\. Seco11.d EditioN.. 
Cr. 8vo. 6s. 

PETER, A PAR.ASIT.l:.. Cr. Svp. 6s. 
THE BROWN EYES OF l\1.\RY. Tllinl 

£dillon. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
I KNOW A r.IAIDEN. Ct-, Sw. 6s. 

An:_~ei\~J· F~Q~t B~~J.~cL. '~![:~;at:~ 
by BERN ARD PARTRIDGE. Tllir.i Editi011, 
Cr. Bvo. :;s. 6d. 

Ba1<ot (Richard). A Rm!AN MYSThRY. 
Third Ediliolt. Cr. Svo. 6s. 

THE PASSPORT. Fourtlt Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s. 
T EI\lPTATION. Second Ed. Cr. 8110. 6s. 
CASTING Q}t' NETS. Tweift.i.J:."dilion. Cr. 

Bvo. 6s, 

DON~A DIANA. A .\"ew Edilio11.. Cr. 
Bvo. 6s. 

LOVE'S PROXY. A .VewEdilion. Cr. S1•o. 
6,. 

Baring- Gould (S.). ARl\llNELL. Fiftk 
Editio1l. Cr. 8;1o. 6s. 

URITH. Fif/ll Edition.. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
IN THE ROAR OF TH~ SEA. Sevmth 

Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6r. 
CHEAP JACK ZIT.\. Fourth Edition. 

Cr. Br•o. 6s. 
)IARGERY OF QUE'fHhR. Tf1ird 

Edition.. Cr. Svo, 6s. 
THE QUEEN OF L0\'1::. Fifth Edition. 

Cr. S;ra. 6r. 
JACQUETT.\. Tlu'rd Editz'ox. Cr.Svo. 6~. 
KITJ.'V ALONE. Fiflll Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
NOE}.II. Illu::.trated. FourtllEditioJJ, Cr. 

Svo. 6s. 
THE BROOM-S QUIRt.. Illm.trate..:. 

Fifth Editi~n. Cr. Svo. 6s. 
DART1IOOR IDYLLS. Cr. Svo. 6s. 
THE PEXXYCO)IEQUICKS. Third 

Editio1z. Cr. 8~··'· 6s. 
GUAVAS THE TJ:'\:'\ER. lllu:.troltcd. 

S,·co.nd Edititm. Cr. Ov~o~o 6s. 
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BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY. Illus- VENDETTA. Twenly-FourtkEditio,.. Cr. 
tra.ted. Seco11d EditiOn. Cr. Bvo. 6s. Bt,o. 6s. 

PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. Bvo. 6.r. THE.Li\IA. Thirty-Firth Edilitm. Cr. 8110. 
WINE FRED. Illustrated. Second Edition. 6.s. 

C,.-. Bvo. 6.r. ARDATH: THE STORY OF A DEAD 
ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6.s. SELF. Sevtntunt!t Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6.s. 
MISS QUILLET. 1IIustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s. THE SOUL or· LILITH. Fottrtttnlh Edi-
CHRIS OF ALL SORTS. Cr. St'o. 6.r. lion. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
IN DEWISLAND. SectJnd Edil1bn. Cr. WORMWOOD. FifiuntAEti. Cr.8vo. 6s. 

8vo. 6s. BARABBAS: A DREAM OF THJ<.:. 
LITTLE TU'PENNY. A NewEdilio:,, 6tl. WORLD'S TRAGEDY. Fttrty..rtctmd 

See also Shilling Novels. Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
BarDett (Edith A.). A WILDERNESS THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty:first 

WINNER. Cr. 8Vl1. 6s. Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. 
Barr (James). LAUGHING THROUGH THE MASTER CHRISTIAN. TeutiL 

A WILDKRNESS. Cr. 8110. 6s. Edt"Hon. Cr. Svo. fu. 
Borr (Robert). IN THE ~IIDST OF TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IN 

ALARMS. Third Edition. C,-. Svo. 6s. SUPREl\IACY. 15oth Thousand. Cr. 
THE STRONG ARM. Second Editiim. Svo. 6s. 

Cr. 8v•. 6s. GOD"S GOOD ~IAN: A SIMPLE LOY I:; 
THE MUTABLE MANY. TMrd Edition. STORY. E!evmtk Editio,J. Cr. Svo. 6s. 

Cr. Svo. 6s. THE MIGHTY ATOl\1. T'lvmfy·si.xtkEdi· 
THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Tlrird Edition. lion. Cr. Svo. 6s. 

Cr.8w. 6.r. BOY:aSketch. Ni'llkEditiim. Cr.Svo. 6s. 
THE LADY ELECTRA. Seund Edliio11. CA~IEOS Twd/tll Edilio,t. Cr. Svo. 6s. 

Cr. 8vo. 6s. JANE. A Ne1u Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 
THE TEMPESTUOUS PETTICOAT. Cotes (Mrs. Everard). See Sara Jeannette 

Jllustrated. Tlrird Edith,, Cr. Svo. 6s. Duncan. 
See also Shilling Novds and S. Crane. Cotterell (Constance). THE VIRGIN 

Begbie (Harold). THE ADVENTURF.S AND THE ~CALES. Illustrated. Sec01ld 
OF SIR JOHN SPARROW. Cr. Svo. 6s. Edition. Cr. Svo. 6.s. 

Belloc(H11alre). EM!\.IANUELBURDEN, Cr:tn.c! (Stephen) and Barr (Robert). 
MERCHAI\T. With 36 Illustrations by THE O'RUDDV. Cr8vo. 6s. 
G. K. CHESTERTON. Second Edition. Crockett (S. R.), Author of' The Raiders, • 
Cr. Sw. 6s. etc. LOCHINVAR. Illustrated. Thb··d 

Benson (E. F.) DODO. Fourtlt Edition. f:.'dititm. Cr. Svo. 6s. 
Cr. St'O. 6s. THE STANDARD BEARER. Cr. 8:-1o. 6s. 

THE CAPSINA. Second Edt"tlon. Cr. 8vo. Croker (B. M.). THE OLD CANTON· 
6s. l\1 ENT. Cr. 8w. 6s. 

See also Shilling Novels. JOHANN A. Second Edition. c,. 8~/C. 6s. 
Benson (Margaret). SUBJECT TO THE HAPPY VALLEY. T!:ird Edition. 

VANITY. Cr. 8110, 3s. 6d. Cr. Svo. 6s. 
Bretherton (Ralph). THE 1\IILL. Cr. • A NINE DAYS' WONDER. Tlrird 

Sw. 6s. I Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. 
Burton (J. Btoundelle). THI:. FATE PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Sixth 

0 F VALSF.C. Cr. Svo. 6s. Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 
A BRANDI£D NAME. Cr. Svo. 6s. ANGEL. Fourth Edition. Cr. St•o. 6s. 

See al;;o Shilling Novels. A STATE SECRET. Tki,.d Edition. Cr. 
Capes (Bernard), Author of 'The Lal..e o( Svo. 3s. 6d. 

Wine.' THE EXTRAORDINARY CON- Crosble(Mary).. DISCIPLES. Cr.Sv.o. 6s. 
FESSIONSOFDIANAPLEASE. Tfti,.J Dawson (A. J). DANIEL WHYTE. 
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s. Cr. 8vo. 3S· 6d. 

td.~JE~Fl_~~Ljisf/ES~k~:;o;;ld~ilo6,~: Dec~e8v~~a~). THE OTHER PAWN. 
Cr. 8zto. 6s. Dofile (A. Conan), Author of 1 Sberloc:k 

A ~~~~-E·~-TRAGEDY. SuondEdition. R~tJ~b ;~~ ~v~Be L<tM~~ny,~e~t;k 
Charlton (Randall). MAVE. Second Edi· Editt'on. Cr. 8-vo. 6s. 

tio,, Cr. Bva. 6s. Duncan (Sara Jeannette) (l\lrs. Everard 
Chesney(Weatherby). THETRAGKDY Cotes). THOSE DELIGHTFUL 

OF THE GREAT EMERALD. C-r. A:MERlCANS. Illustrated. Thi-rdEdltibtJ, 
8vo. 6s. Cr. 8vo. 6s. See also Shilling Novels. 

THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW. Findlater(J. H.). THE GREEN GRAVES 
Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6.r. OF BALGOWRIE. Fijtlt Edi tion, 

See nlso Shilling Novels. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 
CoreiJi (Marie). A ROMANCE OF TWO THE LADDER TO THE STARS. Second 

WORLDS. Twenfy·Sr,;ent4 Edition. Cr. Editr'on. Cr. 8~11. 6s. 
Svo. 6s. See al~ Shilling Novel:.. 
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Findlater (.Mary}. A NARROW WAY. THJ:.. CALL OF THI!: .BLOOD. Seventlt 
Third Editirm. Cr. Svo.. 6s. Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 

1'HE ROSE OF JOY. 'J'Mr.l Edition. Hobbes (John Oliver), Author o£ 'Robert 
Cr. Svo. 6s. Orange.' THE SERIOUS WOOING. 

A HLI ND BtRD'S NEST. With 8 lllus- Cr. 81,o, 6~-. 

trs!~n:iso ~it~i~g J~~ds. tlot'XR~An:~o,~yl=ditZ,~E c~~~- ~~-TH~: 
Fl~~~~tt!\W::> Ill~s~~ted:v~;~;f .c~I A c;~~~G~s. OF AIR. Sixth Edition. 

tion. Cr. Svo. 6s. A MAN OF 1\IARK. Fifth Ed. Cr. Svo. 6~. 
Fltzstepben (Gerald). MORE KI~ T H E CHRONI CLES O F COUNT AN· 

T H AN K IND. Cr. Bvo. 6s. TONIO. Sixt/,£ditidn. Cr. Sw. 6s. 
Francis (1\l. E.). ST E PPING WEST- PHROSO. Illustrated by H. R. !\hLLAR. 

WARD. Cr. Bvo. 6s. SixtA Edititm, Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
Fraser (Mrs. Hug-h}, Author of' The Stolen S I MON DALE. lllustrar~d. Seventh Edition. 

Emperor.' THE. SLAKING OF THJ! Cr. Bvo. 6.r, 
SW ORD. Cr. Bvo. 6s. THE KING'S MIRROR. Fourth EditiM. 

IN THE SHADOW OF THE LORD. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 
Second Edition. CrM~Jn Svo. 6s. QUISAl\TE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 

Fuller- Maitland (Ella), Author of 'Th< !Hst~~t~·f ~t'LTO~y~EJ'l,8iJ·~'"·m~: 
~S1liA'D~fBS~~ji£J!·~i:~:' ~~-~~0~~~ trated. Fourt/, Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. 

Oates (Ercanor), Author of' The Biog-raphy Ho~ ~~~~i=:~. • ~~~-~0~~~' ·\1J~iiiD~ 
of a Prairie G irl.' THE PLOW-WOMA!'\. OF LYTE. SwmdEdition. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 

Oe~:·r~v(oo:~ihea), Author of' LaJy B~hy. ' HolfiftB(c;err~?~!;_at~~~r~~~~~~~~.IPPI 
THE CONQUEST OF LOXDON. Housman (Clemence). THE LIFE OF 
Second Editirm. Cr. Bvo. 6s. S l R AGLOVALE DE GALlS. Cr. Sl'"· 6s, 

HOLY ) 1.-\TRIMONY. Second Edition. Hyne (C. J. Cutcliffe), Author of'Captain 
Cr. 8~1o. 6-r. Kettle.' MR. HORROCKS, PURSER. 

:\tADE OF MOXEY Cr. Sr'"· 6~·. Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
TH E BRIDGE OF LIFE. Cr. 8w. 6•. PRIXCE RUPERT, THE BUCCANEER. 
THE Jl\IPROBARLE IDYL Tllird Illustrated. c,., Bvo. 6s. 

Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. Jacobs (\V, \V.). MANY CARGOES. 
Se~ also Shilling No,·•&,. Twent)•·Ni"tlt Edltioll. Cr. 8vo. JS. 6d. 

Ol:h~",~~?':rr~~~il~~.t~~~- or.;RJE•J~6,~,~ SEfvo.u~~IJJ.NS. Tweiflh EditiM.. c,. 
TRAVELLER. ,'iccoltd Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s. A MASTER OF CRAFT Jllustrated. 

THE CROW~ OF LIFE. Cr. Svo. 6s. SwLntk Edition. Cr. Bvo. JS· 6d. 
lilelg (Charles).. BUNTER'S CRUISE. LIGHT FREIGHTS. IJJustrated. Sixth 

Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. Edition. Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d. 
Nam11ton (1\t,), Author of 'Cut Laurels.' THE SKIPPER'S WOOING. EirhtAEd£. 

T.tTE FIRST CLAIM. Cr. Bvo. 6s. tion. Cr. Bvo. 3s, 6d. 
Harraden (Beatrice). I N V ..-\ R \' I N G DIALSTOl\E LANE. IHustrated. Sro~ntlz 

MOODS. l''ourtu~:tltEditiott. Cr.Bvo. 6s. Editio~:, Cr. Sv,. 3s. 6d. 
HILDA STRAFFORD and THE REMIT- ODD CRAFT. Illustrated. Seventh Edi· 

TANCE MAN. Tweifth Ed£tio1t. Cr. ti"''· Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d. 
8v,. 6s. AT SUNWICH PORT. lllu::.trated. 

Tl1~,;~~0~~~~~- n6;~GHTER. Fourilt Ja~~:(~e!~;!~"'TH~S~FT Sh:~~-. Sectmd 
Harrod (F.) (Frances Forbes Robertson). Edition. Cr. 8<Jo, 6s. 

TH E TA11ING OF THE BRUTE. Cr. THE BETTER SORT. C•. Sw. 6•. 
Bvo. Gs. THE AI'IIBASSADOR.S. S~cond Edition. 

Herber tson (Agnes tJ.). PATIENCE Cr. 87'"· 6s. 
DEAN. Cr. Bvo. 6s. THE GOLDEN BOWL. Third E ditio". 

Hlch-ens (Robert). THE PROPHET OF Cr. Bvo. 6.r. 

~~~!~L6~_v SQUARI<:. sectmd Editi.m. K~\~~rH ABR~~t~h~t!~TH HlfE.TH~J. 
TONGUES OF COXSCI E:NCE . .SecMd Bvo. 6s. 

EdiHo,, Cr. Bvo. 6s. Kester (Vaughan). THE FORTU::\'ES 
FELIX. Fiflkl:.'ditio1r. Cr.Bvo. 6s. OF THE LANDRAVS. Cr.Bvo. 6s. 
THE WOMAN WITH Till•: 1-'AN. Sl:rllt I Lawless (Hon, Emily}. WJTH ESSEX 

F:tlitiou. Cr. s~'"· t>s. I ~ IRELAND. Cr. 871o. 6s. 
UYEWAYS. Cr. Bvo. 6s. See also Shilling Novels. 

TH~r~u%Z.R~;.~"!:w&.\LL.\H. E-ifiecntn t.e,~~T~~\~si~k~E~iz~Y~~ft~;.K g;~ 
TilE. DL.\CK SPA!'ll!:L. Cr. Svr. 6s. S:.:•o. 6s. 
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1.'lll:. CLOSJ:..D BOOK. Tllini .Ediliv,., 

Cr. B:'o. 6s. 
THE VALLE\' OF THE SHADOW. 

Illustrated. Tkit-d Edition, Cr . Bvo, t:s. 
DEHI ND THE THRONE. Third Edition. 

Cr. Bvo. 61. 
L.evett·Yeats (5.). ORRAJN. Second 

Editi.m. C,... Bvo. 6s. 
london (Jack), Author of 'The Call or tbe 

Wild•' 1 The Sea Wolf,' etc. WHITE 
FAXG. Second J.:.'dilioJ~. Cr. Bvo. 6s, 

Luca• (8, V.). LISTENER'S LURE: An 
Oblique Narration. Crt1".mt 8vo. Fourth 
.Editi11n. C,-. 8w . lis. 

Lyall (Edna), DERRICK VAUGHAN, 
NOVELIST. .pnd Tlwusand. C,-. Bv11. 
1.!'. 6d. 

M'Cartby(Justln ft.), Author of' If I we:re 

~~{f~E. T~~tr~~~YTh9r~ J:.~?t,~=· L 2-~: 
8w. 6s. 

THE DRYAD. Second Edition. Cr. 8v 11. 6s. 
Macdonald (Ronald). THE SEA MAID. 

Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6r. 
A HUMAN TRINITY. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 

rrtccHR~~~~~l~·iAc~~~. F~l~;du.ict~t2!'. 
Cr. Bvo. 6.r. 

Malet (Lucas). COLONEL ENDERBY'S 
WIF_g, Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 

A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION N ew 
Edititm. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 

THE WAGES 0}1' SIN. Fi.fteentlzEd ilion. 
Cr. 8;,o, 6s. 

THE CARISSIMA. FouTtl' Edition. Cr. 
avo. 6s. 

TH!!: GATELESS BARRIER. Fourtll Edi
tion. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 

fHE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD 
CALMADV. Scventh.Editiott. Cr.avo. 6s. 

See also Books for Boys and Girls. 
Mann (nlrs. AI. E.). OLIVIA'S SU~I~IER. 

Second Edilioll. Cr. Bvo. 6s • 
. \ LOST ESTATE. A New Ed£/ion. 

Cr. Fvo. 6s. 
THEPARISHOFHlLBY. ANewEdition. 

Ct'. Bvo. 6s. 
THE PARISH NURSE. Four//~ Edition. 

Cr. Svo. Os. 

~~~~~~i*~Jtl~tvA~D.8vCr. ~~~. fu. 
A WHiTER'S TALE. A .Vew E dition. 

Cr. Svo. fu. 
ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS. A .Vew 

Edititm, Cr. 8vo. 6s. 
ROSE AT HONEYPOT. Thi•d E d. Cr. 

Bvo. 6s. See also Book!! for Boys and Girls. 
THE MEMORIES OF RONALD LOVE. 

Cr. 8vo. 6s. 
THE EGLA~IORE PORTRAITS. Third 

Edition. Cr. avo. 6s. 
Marriott (Charles), Author of 1 The 

Column.' GENEVRA. SeeoJJd EditiOJt, 
Cr. Bvo. 6.r. 

~blrah (lOc;bard), THE TWICKENHAM 
PEERAGE. Secottd Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 

THE MARQUIS OF PUTNEY. Seeond 
/:.'dit£on. Cr. Sw. 6s. 

.\ lJUl!..L. Cr avo. 6s. 
IN THE SI!:RVICE OF LOVE. Third 

E dition.. Cr. Bvo. 6.r. 
See also Shillint N ovels. 

l\lason (A. E. W.). Au1hor or ' The Four 
Feathers,' etc. C LEMENTI:-J' A. Illus
trated. SeconJ Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 

l\tnthers (Helen). Author of ' Comin' thro' 
t he Rye.' HONEY. Fourth Etiltion. 
c,·, 8vtl. 6s. 

GRIH' OF GRIFFITHSCOURT. C•. 8vo, 
6s. 

THE FERRYMAN. Second Editio11. CT. 
8vo. 6s. 

TALLY-HO I FourtkEditibn. Cr. Bw. 6s. 
l".\a:rwell (W. B.), Author of 'The Ragged 

1-.le!o.Senger.' VIVIEN. .Eiffktlt Edition. 
Cr. Bvo. 6s. 

THE RAGGED MESSENGER. Third 
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 

FABULOUS FANCIES. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
THE GUARDED FLAME. St::~ent!J E di· 

t ion, Cr. B:ro. 6s, 
THE COUNTESS OF MAYBURY. A 

Nr..u Edition. Cr. 87•0. 6s. 
ODD LENGTHS. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 
l\1eade (L. T.), DRIFT. Second Edition. 

Cr. 8v11. 6s. 
RESURGAM. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 
VICTORY. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 

See also Eooks for Boys and Girls. 
Melton (R,). CIESAR'S WIFE . Saon1i 

Edition. Cr. Svo. 6.r. 
Meredith (Ellis). HEART OF MY 

HEART. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
h!Hier (Esther). LIVING LIES. c ... 

8vo. 6s. 
1 l\\iss Molly' (The Author uf). TH~ 

GREAT RECO~CILER. Cr. Bw. 6s. 
J\litford (Bertram). THE SIG~ OF THE 

SPIDER. Illustrated, S ixtlt Edition. 
Cr. 8vo. :3s. 6d. 

IN TilE WIIIRL OF THE RISING. 
T lzird Editi11n. Cr. Svo, fu. 

THE RED DERELICT. Se&otJd Edition. 
Cr. 8vo, 6s. 

Montre:sor (F. F.). Author or ' Into the 

~:r:dwl_~.,j;,~ ~;~~;;:' 6?'_HE ALIEN. 
Morrison (Arthur). TALES O F MEAr.: 

STREETS. S 1r.unllt. E Ji tion. CT. 8vo. 6s. 
A CHILD OF THE ] .\GO F ifllt. E diliM. 

Cr. Svo. 6s. 
TO LONDON TOWN. Suomi Edition. 

Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
CUN~ING MURRELL. CT. 8vo. &. 
THE HOLE 1:-J'THE WALL. Fourt!r. Edi

tion. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
DIVERS VAXITIES. Cr. 8vo. os. 
Nesbit (E.). (Mrs. E. Bland). THE RED 

HOUSE. Illustrated. Fot"/lt Edition. 
Cr. Bv o. 6s. 

See also Shilling Novels. 
Norris (W. E.), Au.bor of 1 Major J im.' 

HARRY AND URSULA. Cr. Bvo. 6.r. 
Ollivunt (Alfred). OWD BOB, THJ£ 

GRF.Y DOG OF KENMUIR. .Nint l1 
E dititJu. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 
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O ppe n heim (E. Phillips). MASTER Olo~ 'Q,' Author of 'Dead ) ·fan's Rock.' THE 
1\IEN. Fourth Editicm. Cr. Svo. 6s. WHITE WOLF. St:eo1zd EdiJio,~. Cr. 

Oxen ham (John), Author of • Barbe of 8<10- 6s. 
Grand Bayou.' .\ WJ!;AV!<.:R OF W.EUS. THE :MAYOR OF TROY. Fo:"·tkEdititm. 
Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 

THEGATEOFTHEDESERT. Fourlk MERRYGARDENANDOTHER 
Edititm, Cr. Bvo. 6s. STORIES. Cr. 8'<'0. 6s. 

PROFIT AND LOSS. With 3 FrontispiCCt'! Rawson (Maud Stepney), Author of 'A 
in pbotog:ra,·ure by HA ROLb COPPII'G. Lady of the Regency.' 'The Labourer's 
Fo:4rllt Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. Comedy, ' etc. THE ENCHANTED 

THE LON G ROAD. With a Frontispiece GARD I<:-..T. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 
by HAROLD CoPI'tl\"G, Cr. Bvo. 6s. Rbys (Grace). THE WOOING OF 

Pai n (Bar ry). LINDLEY KA YS. Tki,-d SHEILA. .'•:iutmd Edt'ticn. Cr. &:t". 6.r. 
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s. R.idge (W. Pett)a LOST PROPERTY. 

Par ker (Gilbert ). PJERH.E AN'D IIIS Suond £ditiett. Cr. 8z10. 6s. 
PEOPLE. Si:t:l/, Edition. Cr. Svo. 6.t, ElU:. Second l::dWb•t. Cr. Bvo. 6s. 

MRS. J<'ALCHION. Fifth Edtt1on. Cr. 5ro .\ SON OF THE STATE. Second Ed1'titm. 

TH~ TRAKSLATION OF ;\ SAVAGE. A ¥RU~\K~~~fLAWS. A New£diticn. 

TJ'J1':1ft'fto'0FC.J\f&· s~V·oRD. Jllus-1 M~S: 83:\~~~~g- BUSI KESS. Illustrated. 
trated. Ninth Editimt. Cr. 8z·o. 6.s. Serwtd EtlztJol:. Cr. 8-:-•o. fu. 

WHEN VAL;:\IQNDCAl\IE TO l)ONTJAC : SECRETARY TO BAYNE, I\l.P. Cr. Sw. 

1~/ti;!:~r~~ra:,.~s:. ~apoleon Fifth TIYE 6{incKHA).ISES. Fcurtk Edition. 
AN ADVE~TURER OF THE NORTH. C,.-. 8vo. 6s. . ~ 

~~zfrd ~~,.,~:,:~en~u;e~v~f ~~retty Pi~rre. • Ro~U~s A<§C8iN~-~\'OTO~~ C~-~;;o~;s. ~J. 
'I~r~te~~AJn~;J!,:JnHE~it~!z?Hc~~ 8710•1 Jl~~~- R~cf~~~~_: E(}"'I{ E ~~a~~: Il~~:rat~~N}~~ 
THE BATTLE OF THE STROXG: a l!._ditio,z. ~-,. 8?•o. 6s • • 

Romance of Two Kin<"doms. Illustrated. HI~ IS L/\:K D PRINCESS. Illustrat~d. 

T tff'"p-g(~z;'/:110i<,crT~~{i tAvtLETTES. Arf\NTfo1!t~'{):zsec;~;/Xdilz::;. ~r. Svo. 6s. 
Secoud E ditio11. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d. See also Books for Boys and Cu1~ .. 

Pembert on (l\lax). THE FOOTSTE.PS Sergean~ (Adeline). BA RBARA :.; 
O_F . ~\ TH_RONE. lllusLratcd. Thir.i rJ~?~t'cic~E~S'0(:n~.rRACHAEL. Cr. 

I ~~~~f~N ~·rH~~- i{N-G. With, lllu ~~1'3 • TJ~'E·M~STERY 01·· THE I\IOAT. Sccortd 
lions by Frank Dadd and .\, I•orrest1er. Ed't · C 8 6 
~r. Bvo. 6~ THE1CO~ux(; OOF T f{E RANDOLPH$. 

Ph•IIP_otts. (~~en). ~ LYING PROPHETS . Cr. Svo. 6s. 
Thn·d l!d1tzou. L,.., Svo. 6s. See also Sbillin,.,. Novels. 

CH!LDREN OF THE.l\JIST Fiftlz Edi- Shannon. (\V.F.f THE ~tESS DECK. 
hou. Cr. 8vo. , 6s. . , . . Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. 

THE HU~I~~ BOY. Wtth i_l hanh sp1ece. See also Shilling No\'els . 
F'!ttrih E_,dttrmz .. Cr. Svc. o .•~ Shelley(Bertha). ENDERBY. Cr. Svtl'. 6s. 

so~·tto~.f c.;~v~ .. ~;.oJ~~ I t\G. Second Si~~;-;;~a\?.~rsT1~rrK~~£,I~N. or,~·~lnS 
i~~ -~1i\i~~ic.f~"iiffsgoN·E~~- sr:o~~~~ 1 P!~S~':.ti~~~ by c. E. BRocK. second Ed. 

Tt.fft£CR~~J:. ~QI\.r~N. Eort,..tJ: EditiMt. 508()i~-o~.n <t!.b::o~). ~EEP-SEA VAGA· 
Cr. Bvo. 6s. S unbury (George). THE HA'PEN~~y 

KNpCK AT A VEI\.,.TURE. \Vitba.Front~· MILLIOX.\IRE. c,.-. 8vo. 3s. 6d. 
p1ece. Thu·d Edition. Cr. B~·o. 6s. T hompson (Vance). SPINi'ZERS OF 

THE PORTREEVE. Fourth l:.'ditio1z. Cr. LIFE. C,.-. 8vo. 6s. 
Evo. 6.r. Urquhart (M.), A TRAGEDY I N COM· 

THE POACHER'S WIFE. Sccoud Editioll. MONPLACE. Second Ed. c.,.. Bvo. 6s. 
C7'. Svo. 6.r. \Vaineman (Paul). THE SOKG OF THE 

See also Shilling Novels. I FOREST. Cr. B~•o. 6s. 
l'icktball (Marmaduke), SAi'O THE A HF.ROINE FROM FINLAND. C,.-. 

FIS HERJ\IA!\. Fzfill Eflititm. Cr. Bvo.l Suo. 6s-. 
6s. See also Shilling No~ls. 

BRENDLE. S tcoltd Etfiil'm:. C,.-. Svo. 6s. \Valtz(E. C.). THE AI\ClENT LAND· 
THE HOUSE OF ISLAM. Tl:ird J:.'di· l\JAR.I': A Kentucky Romance. Cr. S':.>o1. 

lion. Cr. 8vo. 6.s. 6s 
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Watson (H. B. Marriott). ALARUMS 
AND EXCURSIONS. Cr. 8""'· 6s, 

CAPTAIN FORTUNE. Third Eaition. 
Cr. 8zoo. 6s. 

TWISTED EGLANTINE. With 8 lllus. 
trations by FRANK CJ(AIG. Third Edition. 
Cr. Svo. 6s. 

THE H iGH TOBY. With a Frontispiece. 
Third Edition. Cr. 87'0. 6s. 

A MIDSUMMER DAY'S DR.EAM. 
Secoud Edition, Cr avo. 6s, 

See also Shilling N O\'els. 
Wells (H, G.), THE SEA LADY. Cr. 

8vo. 6s. 
Weyman(StanJey), Author of' A Gentleman 

()(France.' UNDER THE RED ROBI<:. 
With Jllustrations by R. C. Wooovu.t.F-
1'uent/etA Ediltcn. Cr. Svo. 6s. 

\V~~~!15steC<fN~ijffo~~Shortf~~~eE~l32'1. 
Romance oftbe Free l'r.UI. ~et:oncl Edition. 
Cr. 8o:'O. 6s. 

White (Percy). THF. SYSTEM, Tltird 
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 

THE PATIENT MAN. Second Edition. 
Cr. 8<10, 6s. 

Williams (Margery). THE BAR. Cr. 
8vo. 6s. 

WJIJJamsoo (Mrs. C. N.)1 Autbor of' The 
Barnstormers.' THl<~ AUV ENTURJ<::: 
OF PRINCeSS SYLVIA. Suqnd Edi
tion.. Cr. 811o. 6s. 

THE WOMAN WHO D"\RED. Cr. Svo. 6s, 
THE SEA COULD TELL. s~cond Etiitio~e. 

c,-. 8vo. 6.r, 
THE CASTLE OF THE SHADOWS. 

Tlzz'rd Editiotz, Cr. 8vo. 6.r. 
PAPA. Cr. Bvo. 6.r. 
'VIlliamson (C, N. and A. M.). THE 

LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR : Being the 
Romance of a Motor Car. Ulustrated. 

Tif£{'~pi{{zNEttf~S· P~Ss8ES. 6sillustrated. 
Seventh .Edition. Cr. avo. 6s. 

MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. With 
r6 Illustrations. Eigltth EdlHon. Cr. 
Sw. 6s. 

THE CAR OF DESTINY AND ITS 
ERRAND IN SPAIN. Third Edltifm. 
I llustrated. 

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER. 
Sixtlt Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. 

Wyllarde (Dolf), Author of ' Uriah the 
Hittite.' THE PATHWAY OF THE 
PIONEER (Nous Autre~). Fo~rtlt 
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6.r. 

Methuen's Shilling Novels 
Cr. 8vo. Cloth, Is. ttet. 

Autbor of 'Miss Molly.' THE GREAT 
RECONCILER. 

8alfopr (Andrew). VENGEANCE IS 
MINE. 

TO ARMS. 
Haring-Oould(S.). 1\'IRS. CURGENVEN 

OF CURGENVEN. 
DOMITIA. 
THE FROBISHERS. 
CHRIS OF ALL SORTS. 
DARTMOOR IDYLLS. 
Harlow (Jane), Author of 1 Irish Idylls.' 

FROM THE EAST UNTO TH!o: 
WEST 

A CREEL OF IRISH STORIES. 
THE FOUNDI:-IG OF FORTUNES. 
THE LAND OF THE SHAMROCK. 
Barr (Robert). THE VICTORS. 
Bartram (Ge<>rge). THIRTEEN EVF.N· 

INGS. 
Benson (E. P.), Author of 'Dodo.' THE 

CAPSINA. 
Bowles (G. Stewart). A STRETCH O FF 

THE LAND. 
Brooke (Emma). THE POET'S CHILD. 
Bullock(Shan F.). THE BARRYS. 
THE CHARMER. 

:m~ ~~~~~i~UERS. 
Burton (J. Bloundelle), ACROSS T HE 

SALT SEAS. 
THE CLASH OF ARMS. 
DENOUNCED. 
FORTUNE'S MY FOE. 
A BRANDii:D NAME. 

Capes (Bernard). AT A WINTER'S 
FIRE. 

Cbes:ney (Weatherby). THF. BAPTIST 
RlNG. 

THE BRANDED PRINCE. 
THE FOUNDERED GALLEON. 
JOHN TOPP. 
THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW. 
Clifford (Mrs, W. K.). A FI.ASH OF 

SUMMER. 
Cobb, Thomas, A CHANGE OF FACE. 

Co8~"~'Ho~~ J\rr~fE~:· THF. nocroR 
Cosri~.d (L. Cope). SONS OF ADVER· 

Cotterell (Constance). THE VIRGI N 
AND THE oCAI.F.S. 

Cr~.:~J~tephen). WOUNDS I N THF. 

De{J~~&n ~ikNJ~E ROMANCE OF 
Dickson (Harris). THE BLACK WOLF'S 

BREED. 
Dickinson (Evelyn). THE SIN OF 

ANGELS. 
*Duncan (Sara J.). THE POOL IN THF. 

DESERT. 
A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION lllus· 

trated, 
Embree (C. F.). A HEART OF FLAM E. 

llluswaed. 
FespAk~. Manville). A~ ELECTRIC 

A DOUBLE KNOT. 
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Fi~~!ft~f~~ane H.). A DAUGHTER OF Ne~~~ fE~~~f~· Blaod). THE !.IT ER· 

~!~:~:~~~~~13(3?;~ ~1r6:J<? krr~ I-!,~~~~ ' ~r'XTiT~1.\v8~Utr~N~CTAVE. 
KIN D. I T HE DKSPOTIC LADY. 

F letcher (J. S.). D.\ VI D M ARCI-L Oliphant (M rs.). TH~ LADY'S W ALK. 
LUCAN THE DREAMER. S IR ROBERT 'S FORTUNE. 
Forre st (R:. E . ). THE SWORD Of•~ THE T WO MA RY'S. 

AZRAEL. P'eoder ed (M. L. l. A~ ENGL ISH!\l AN. 
F rancis (1\t. E.). 1\IISS ERIN. Penny (Mrs. Frank). A MIXED i\IAR. 
Gallon (Tom). RICKE RUY'S FOLLY. AGE. 
Oerard (Dor othea). THINnS THAT Phillpotts (Eden), TH R STRI KI NG 

HAVE H APPE NED. HOURS. 
THE CONQUEST OF LONDON. FANCY FREE. 
T HE. SUPREME CRI ME. Pryce (Rich ard). TII\U: A N D T H R 
Oitchrlst(R:. M u r-.-ay). W ILLOWP.RA.J..:E WOM.\N 
Olanville (8rnest). T H E D ESPATCH I Randall (John). AUNT DETHfA•S 

RI DER. BUTTON 
{~~ k~bb~~8Ni~~~T. R•emo~.d (Walter). FORTUXE·s DAR 
1 H E I NCA'S TREASURE. Rayner (Oliv e Prattl. ROSALBA. 
&.Q~'L"r.ar~~(?pL~~RS. CLYDE. R~~sG~.race). THE D IVERTED YD •. 

Ooss (C. F. ). THE R EDEMPT IO N OF ! Rickert (Edlth), OUT OF T H E CYPRESS 
DAVID CORSON. J SWAMP. 

Gr~in'i.' 1\1 ' Queen). !\I V S T EWARD · I Roberton(M. H.). AGALLANTQUAK.E R. 

Ha les (A. G.). ]AIR THE APOSTATE.. Russell, (\V, Clark), ABANDONED. 
Hamilton( L ord Ernest). MAR Y HA~U L. Saunders (Marshall). ROSE A CHAR . 

TON. LITTE. 
HaQ~s.f.~£J\}_I"f[.fs~rt~~J~tr~eJ.RINCESS Sextecu~E~.deline). ACCUSED AXD 
tlooper( l,). THE SINGER OF 1\IARLV. BARBARA'S .1\JONEY. 
HoH'o~J~~~~·••onJ. THE MISSis s i PPI XHJR~,~n~t\;':sr. 
' I ota' (Mrs. Caffyn). ANNE ~fAt;LJ<:; . THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME. 

VE RER. THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD. 

Jeprs-HE ~~6~1E. T H E KEEPE RS OF ¥~f~,~ff!6~ljJP<\1ioND. 
Kea ry (C. F. ). THE J OURNALIST. THE MYSTERY OF THE MOAT. 
KeHy (Florence Finch). WITH HOOPS THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL. 

OF STEEL. 
Lang brldg e (V.) and Bour n e (C. H.). 

THE VALLE\' OF INHERITANCE. 
Law less (H on. Emily). 1\IAELCHO. 
Linden (Annie). A WO:i\JAN OF S ENTI-

MENT. 
Lorimer (Norma), J OSIA H'S WtFl.<~ . 
Lus h (Cha rles K.j . THE AUTOCRATS. 
J\tacdonell (Anne). THE STORY OF 

T E RESA. 
l\1~1fQ~~~- (11arold). TH E PU PPET 

!\'lackle U.Jaulin e Bradford). THE \ ' O ICE 
IN TH E D ESERT. 

1\\ars h (Richard ). THF. SEE:\'" A~D 
T H E U NSEEN. 

GAR N ERE D. 
A ~1ETAMORPHOS1S. 
MARVELS AN D MYSTERIES. 
BOTH SIDES C•F THE VEIL. 
l't\aya:ll (J. \V. l. T H E CYN IC A~D THE 

SYREN. 
Meade (L T . ). RESURGA~I. 

Monk house (Allan). LOVF. I X A L l FR. 
Moor e (A r t hur), T H E KN lC: liT PUNC· 

T I J.!OUS. 

Shannon (\V, F.). ) 1':\1 T WEL\"F.S. 
Stephens (R. N.). AN ENEMY OF T ilE 

K ING. 
Strain (E. H .). E L:\ISLIE'S DRAG N ET. 
S t ringer (Arthur). THE SILVER POPPY. 
Stuart ( Esm~). C HRI ST ALLA. 
A WOMAN OF FORT Y. 
Sut herland (Duchess of). OX F. H OUR 

AND T HE NEXT. 
Swan(Annie). LOVF. GROWN COLD. 
Swift ( Benjamin). SORDOX 
S IREN CITY. 
Tanqueray (Mrs. B . 1\l. ), THE RO\" A L 

QUAK E R. 
ThompsoD (Vance). S PI N N ERS 0 F 

LIFE. 
Trafford-Ta unton (Mrs. E. \V.). SILF.NT 

DOM I :NI ON. 
Upward(AIIen). ATHELSTA~E FORD. 
\Va ineman (Paul). A H E R O INE FRO~I 

F I N LAKD. 
RY A FINNISH LAKE. 
Wat son (H. B. Mar riott). THE SKI R TS 

Oi'' H APP\' CHANCR. 
'Zuck. ' T:\LR~ OF DU NSTABLA WFJR. 
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Books for Boys and Girls 
lll11slra/etl. Cr(}Wn 8vo. 3s. 6d. 

39 

THE GETTING WELl. OF DoROTH..,, By !\Irs. Svo BELTON: Or, the Boy who would not go 
W. K. Clifford. S~c<"ul Editlon. to Sea. By G. Manville Fenn. 

0:-:Lv A GUARD· RooM DOG. By Edith E. THE RED GRANOE. By Mr!l. Molesworth. 
Cntbell. A GIRL OF THE PEOPLE. By L. T. Meade. 

THE DocTOR OF THE }ULtET, By Harry Second Edition. 

Lr~~l!n~~:R. By Lucas Malet. Second ¥:;sH~~~~v~,.!~ ~ir'!'S. )tB;tL. f~·:\~~·ade. 
Editi'tm, Sttund Edition. 

MASTER Roct.:.t.FF!LLAR0S VO\'A.Gt-~. ny \\', 1 THERE WAS 0:-ICF. A PRI~CFM By :\Irs. M . F.. 
Clark Russell. Third Edition.. Mann. 

THE SECRET OF MaoAMP. ne ).loNLUc. By WHEN ARNOLD COM F.!'. Ho\!F8 By Mrs. :\I. F. 
th~ Author of" i\1dlle. ::l.fori." Mann. 

The Novels of Alexandre Dumas 
Pn'a 6d. Double Vq/:mul, t s. 

ACT it. 
THv. Aov&NTURES OF CAPTAIN PA~rJULF .• 
AMA\)RV. 
TUE BIRD OP' FATR, 
THE BLACK TULIP, 
THE CASTLE OP' EPPSTEIN, 
CATHERINE BLUM. 
CECILE. 

Loutsu: DB LA VALI..I~RR. Being tbe first 
b~~bl! lol:rn~.TCOr.tTF. oF. BRAGP.LONNR, 

MAtTRH ADAM. 
THE: MAN IN THE haN MASIC:. Being 

tbe second part of THE VTCOJ,ITR DB. 
BRAGELONNE. Double volume. 

THE MOUTH OF HELL. 
THE CHEVALIER D'HAR!IIENT AL. Double NANON. Double volnme. 

volume, 
CONSCIE NCE 
THE CONVICT's SoN. 
THE CORSICAN BROTHERS; and 0Tno THE 

A RCHER. 
CROP· EARED JACQUOT. 
THE FENCING MASTER, 
fERNANOK. 
GAERIEL LAMBERT, 
GeoRGES. 
THE GREAT MASSACRE. Being the fir;<;t part of 

Queen Margot, 
HEI"Rl DE NAVARRE. Being the second part 

of Queen Margot. 
THE LADY OF .i\IONSORHAU. 

PAULINE ; PASCAL BRUNO; and RoNTEh.:OF.. 
PbE LA RtliNB. 
TnE PRtNCE OF T:tttEves. 
THE REGENT'S DAUGHTER. 
TH~ RE~!INISCBNCI!:S OF ANTONY. 
RoBIN Hooo. 
THE SNOWBALL and SULTANETTA. 
SvLVANt.JRE. 
TALES OJ' THE SUPERNATURAL. 
THE THREE J\·lusKETEERS. With a long 

Introduction by Andrew Lang. Doub!!!" 
volume. 

TwENTY YEARS ArTER. Double voluwe. 
THE WILD DocK SHOOTER. 
THE \VoLF·LEADF.R. 

Methuen's Sixpenny Books 
Albanesi (fl . M.~ LOVE AND LOUISA. j THE MUTABLE MA:<Y. 

A.ul'Je.ttc~~oe). PRIDE AND PRE- 1 K:~:~~ ~~a~i~ite~o~~-IRLEY. 
Bagot(Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY. , Browne~l (C. L.). THE HEART OF 
Balfour (Andrew), BY STROKE OF JAPAN. 

SWORD. Burton (J. Blouadelle), ACROSS THE 
Barlns;Oould (S.). FURZE BL00)1. I SALT SEAS. 
~f#v lt8~E~ITA. I Ca~~~J~a).,((lc.ta). ANNF. MAULF.-

URITH. I Capes (Bernard). T H E LAKE 0 F 
THE BROO~I SQUIRE. ' WINE. 
Wol~~ ROAR oF THE sEA. c1~~~r~mr~· w. K.~ A FLASH oF 

A BOOK OF FAIRY TALF.S. Jltu;;trat~d. ~IRS. KEITH'S CRIME. 
LlTTLE TU'PENNY. Conne11 (P. Norreys}. THE NIGGER 
THE FROBISHERS. KNIGHTS. 
WINEFRED. Corbett (Julian). A BUSINF.SS IX 
Barr (Robert). JENNIE RAXTER, GREAT WATERS. 
n./~~~1-tfJ~:j:· OF ALARMS. Cr~~\"-J.t~N"$. B. M.). PEGGY o~- THF. 
THE COUNTESS TF.KLA. A STATE SECRET. 
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ANGF.L. 

b~~feNc~·)jg.hleri). THE VISIOl\1 OF 
DANTE (Cacy). 

Doli~J:: Conan). ROUND THE RED 

Duncan (Sara Jeannette)a A VOYAGE 
OF CONSOLATION 

THOSE DELIGHTFUL A~IF:RICANS. 
Eliot (George), THE :MILL ON THE 

FLOSS. 
Findlater (Jane H.). THE GREEN 

GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE. 
Oallon(Totn). RICKERBY'S FOLLY. 
Gaskell (Mrs.). CRA~FORD. 
::llARY BARTON. 
NORTH AND SOUTH. 
Oeraod (Dorot hea). HOLY MATRI-

MONY. 
THE CONQUEST OF LONDON. 
MADE OF MONEY. 
Olssing(Oeorge). TilE TOWN TRAVt-:1 .. 

LER. 
THE CROWN OF I.! FE. 
Olanville (Ernest). T IJ E I N C A S 

TREASURE. 
THE KLOOF BRIDE. 
O lelg (Charles). BUNTER'S CRUISE. 
Grimm (The Brnt hers), GRIMM'S 

FAIRY TALES. Illustrated. 
Hope (Anthony). A !\IAN OF MARK. 
A CHANGE OF AIR. 
THE CHRO~ICLES OF COUNT 

ANTONIO. 
PHROSO. 
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. 
Hornung (E. W.). DEAD MEN TEl.L 

NO TALES. 
Ingraham (J. H.). THE THRONE OF 

DAVID. 
Le Queux(W.). THE HUNCHBACK OF 

WESTMINSTER. 
Levett - Yeats (S. K.). THE TRAITOR'S 

WAY. 

t.i~·~Rv(~FLJQ~~UAT~~v7lJJb~. HIS

kf'aj!'t((t~"c'2;), D~~~Jg~rtsvg~.AN. 
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. 
Mann (Mrs, M, E.). MRS. PRTER 

HOWARD. 
A LOST ESTATE. 
THE CEDAR STAR. 
ONE ANOTHI!:R'S BURDENS. 
Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HOAD-

LEY'S SECRET. 
A MOO'IENT'S ERROR. 
Marryat (Captain). PETER SH.·tPLE. 
JACOB FAITHFUL. 
Marsh (Richard). THE TWICKEN HA 'I 

PEERAGE. 
THE GODDESS. 
THE JOSS. 
A METAMORPHj)SIS. 

Mason(A. E. W.). CI.EMENTINA. 
Mathers (Helen). HONEY. 
GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT. 
SAM'S SWEETHEART 
Meade (Mrs. L. T.). DRIFT. 
Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE 

SPIDER. 
Mont resor (F. F.). THE ALIEN. 
Moore(Arthur). THE GAY DF.CJ';..:JVERS. 
Morrison (Artbur). THE HOLE IN 

THE WALL. 
Nesbit (E.). THE RED HOUSE. 
Norris('W, E.). HIS GRACE. 
GILES I NGILBY. 
THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY. 
LORD LEONARD. 
)IATTHEW AUSTIN. 
CLARISSA FURIOSA. 
Ollphant(Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK. 
SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE. 
THE PROD!r.ALS. 
Oppenhehn (E, Phillips). MASTER OF 

MEN. 
Parker(Oilbert). THE POMP OF THF. 

I,AVILETT ES. 
WHEN VALl\tONDCAMETOPONTIAC. 
THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. 
Pemberton (Max). THF. FOOTSTEPS 

OF A THRO~E. 
I CROWN THEE KING. 
Phillpotts (Eden). THF. HUMAN BOY. 
CHILDRE~ OF THE MIST. 
*'Q.' THE WHITE WOLF. 
Rid~e(W. Pelt). A SO~ OF THE STATE. 
LOST PROPERTY. 
GEORGE AND THE GENERA!.. 
Russe11 (W. Clark). A :\lARRlAGE AT 

SEA. 
ABA~DONED. 
~IY !JANISH SWEETHEART. 
HIS ISLAND PRINCf:SS. 
Sergeant (Adeline). THE MASTER 011' 

BEECHWOOD. 
BARBARA'S l\IONF.Y. 
THE YELLOW DIAMOND. 
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME 
Surtees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS. 

Illustrated. 
MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR 

Illustrated. 
ASK MA!\IMA. Illustrated. 
Valentine (MajGr E. S.). VELDT AND 

LAAGER. 
Walford (1\trs. L- B.). MR. SMITH. 
COUSINS. 
THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER. 
\Vallace(General Lew). BEN-HUR. 
THE FAIR GOD. 
Watson (H. B. Marriot). THE ADVEN· 

TURERS. 
Weeke s (A. B.). PRISONERS OF WAR. 
Wells (H. G.). THE STOLEN BACILLUS. 
White !Percy). A PASS 10 NATE 

PILGRIM. 
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